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HEARINGS ON YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION
ACT OF 1985

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Kildee, Martinez,
Fawell, and Gunderson.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy Kober, legisla-
tive specialist; and Andrew Hartrnan, Republican legislative associate.

Also present: Representative Ackerman.
[Text of H.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894 follow.]
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99TH CONG RE:3S H. R. 10991:IT SESSION

To make grants available for teenage suicide prevention programs.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FEBRUARY 19, 1985

Mr. ACKERMAN (for limself, Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. MILLER of California, and Mr.
IHAGo0 introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee
on Education and Labor

A BILL
To make grants available for teenage -uicide prevention

programs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) The Secretary of Education shall establish a grant

4 program to assist local educational agencies to establish and

5 operate programs of teenage suicide prevention in accordance

6 with this Act.

7 (b)(1) Any local educational agency which desires to re-

8 ceive a grant from the Secretary under this Act shall submit

9 an application to the Secretary in such form and at such

10 times as the Secretary may require.

6
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1 (2) Such application shall provide assurances that Fed-

2 eral funds made available under this Act will be so used as to

3 supplement and, to the extent practicable, increase the

4 amount of State and local funds that would in the absence of

5 such Federal funds be made available for the uses specified in

6 this Act, and in no case supplant such State or local funds.

(c) Any program established and operated by a local

8 educational agency under this Act shall-

9 (1) assist in increasing the awareness, among

10 school personnel and community leaders, of the inci-

11 dence of teenage suicide;

(2) train school personnel in individual and school-

13 wide strategies for teenage suicide prevention;

14 (3) develop and implement school-based teenage

15 suicide prevention programs and pilot projects; and

16 (4) through cooperative efforts, utilize community

17 resources in the development and implementation of

18 teenage suicide prevention programs under this Act.

19 (d) Any grant made by the Secretary under this Act

20 shall not exceed $100,000 in any fiscal year.

91 (e) There is authorized to be appropriated $10,000,000

cp.) in each of the fiscal years 1986, 1987, and 1988 to carry out

23 this Act.

94 (1) For purposes of this Act

R 1193 13
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3

1 (1) the term "Iccal educational agency" has the

2 meaning given in section 1001(0 of the Elementary

3 and Secondary Education Act of 1965; and

4 (2) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of

5 Education.

0
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99TH CONGRESS

H.H R. 18941ST SESSION

To establish a commission to conduct a study of the problem of youth suicide in
the United States for the purpose of providing guidance in developing
national policy, and to establish a grant program for States, political subdivi-
sions of States, and private nonprofit agencies for programs to prevent
suicide among children and youth.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 2, 1985

Mr. LANTOS (for himself, MS. SNOWE, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BERMAN, Mr. BIAGGI,
Mr. RONIOR of Michigan, Mr. Er RSKI, Mr. BUSTAMANTE, Mr. COELHO,
Mr. DIOGUARDI, Mr. DYMALLY, Mr. EDWARDS of Oklahoma, Mr. FAUNT-
ROY, Mr. FORD of Tennessee, Mr. ROLTER, Mr. LELAND, Mr. MANTON, Mr.
MARTINEZ, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. MRAZEK, Mr. OWENS, Mr. REID, Mr.
ROSE, Mr. SILJANDER, Mr. SUNIA, M. TOWNS, Mr. WEISS, and Mr.
YOUNG of Alaska) introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to
the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Education and Labor

A BILL
To establish a commission to conduct a study of the problems of

youth suicide in the United States for the purpose of provid-

ing guidance in developing national policy, and to establish

a grant program for States, political subdivisions of States,

and private nonprofit agencies for programs to prevent sui-
cide among children and youth.

1 Be it enceted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assenzbled,
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1 SECHON 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Youth Suicide Prevention

3 Act of 1985".

4 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

5 The Congress finds that-

6 (1) suicide is a significant national health problem

7 affecting young people, as demonstrated by the follow-

8 ing facts:

9 (A) suicide is currently the eighth leading

10 cause of death in the United States, the third

11 leading cause of death among adolescents, and the

12 second leading cause of death among college and

13 university students; and

14 (B) the rate of suicide in this country during

1 5 the last twenty-five years among individuals fif-

16 teen to twenty-four years of age has increased

17 threefold;

18 (2) research and national statistics on the physi-

19 cal, psychological, and social conditions associated with

20 suicide have not been coordinated or integrated to pro-

21 vide an adequate data base for dealing with this serious

22 national health problem;

23 (3) additional research and demonstratiim treat-

24 ment models, emphasizing multidisciplinary approaches,

25 are needed to provide the most successful and cost ef-

26 fective solutions to this problem;

1 0
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1 (4) primary prevention of youth suicide must begin

2 before self-destructive behavior reaches advanced

3 stages, which often requires medical treatment and re-

4 sources of governments on the Federal, State, and

5 local levels;

6 (5) primary prevention programs that are aimed at

7 providing community education activities to the general

8 public are the most effective means of reaching chil-

9 dren and youth before self-destructive behavior reaches

10 advanced stages and thus are the best means of reduc-

11 ing youth suicide;

12 (6) suicide problems exist at times in combination

13 with other self-destructive behavior, such as drugs and

14 alcohol;

15 (7) suicide prevention programs for children and

16 youth should emphasize cooperation involving educa-

17 tional and health programs at the State and local

18 levels with local community resources, including pri-

19 vate nonprofit agencies; and

20 (8) existing funds for prevention of suicide among

21 children and youth is inadequate at all government

22 levels.
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1 TITLE ICOMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF

2 YOUTH SUICIDE

3 SEC. 101. PURPOSE.

4 It is the purpose of this title to establish a commission

5 (A) to conduct a study which will address the causes of sui-

6 cide among children and youth and identify the most promis-

7 ing crisis intervention strategies, and (B) to develop a short-

8 and long-range national plan to assist States and communi-

9 ties in implementing effective youth suicide programs.

10 SEC. 102. ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY

11 OF YOUTH SUICIDE.

12 There is hereby established a commission to be known

13 as the Commission for the Study of Youth Suicide (in this
14 title referred to as the "Commission").

15 SEC. 103. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.

16 (a) STUDY AND NATIONAL PLAN.The Commission
17 shall-

18 (1) conduct a study that will (A) examine the
19 causes of suicide among children and youth (B) identify

20 the most promising strategies for intervening in and
21 preventing suicide, and (C) analyze the options avail-
22 able for assisting States and communities in imple-
23 menting youth suicide prevention programs; and

24 (2) prepare both a short- and long-range national

25 plan for the prevention of youth suicide.

12
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1 (b) REPORT.The Commission shall transmit to the

2 President and to each House of the Congress a report not

3 later than fifteen months after the date on which the Com-

4 mission holds its initial meeting. The report shall contain a

5 detailed statement of the findings, conclusions, and recom-

6 mendations of the study.

7 SEC. 104. MEMBERSHIP.

8 (a) MEMBEES.The Commission shall be composed of

9 thirteen members as follows:

10 (1) the Secretary of Health and Human Services

11 (m this title referred to as the "S ecretary") or his or

12 her delegate;

13 (2) the Secretary of Education or his or her
14 delegate;

15 (3) two members appointed by the Secretary from

16 a list of at least rive individuals submitted by the

17 American Association of Suicidology;

18 (4) two members appointed by the Secretary from

19 a list of at least five individuals submitted by the

20 American Medical Association;

21 (5) two members appointed by the Secretary from

22 a list of at least five individuals submitted by the

23 American Psychological Association;

. 13
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1 (6) two members appointed by the Secretaxy from

2 a list of at least five individuals submitted by the

3 American Psychiatric Association, and

4 (7) three members appointed by the Secretary

ii from among citizen leaders to represent the public.

6 (b) TRAVEL EXPENSES.Members ol the Commission

7 shall serve without pay, but shall receive per diem and travel

8 expenses in accordance with section 5703 of title 5, United

9 States Code, for each day during which they are engaged in

10 tñ actual performance of duties vested in the Commission.

11 (c) CILAMPERSON.The Chairperson of the Commis-

12 sion shall be elected by the members of the Commission.

13 (d) MEETING/IThe Commission shall meet at the call

14 of the Chairperson or a majority of its members.

15 (e) TERM.The term of the members shall be for the

16 life of the Commission. A vacancy in the Commission shall

17 not affect its powers and shall be filled in the manner in

18 which the original appointment was made.

19 SEC. 105. DIRECTOR AND STAFF OF COMMISSION.

20 (a) DIRECTOR.The Commission shall have a Director

21 who shall be appointed by the Chairperson and who shall be

22 paid at a rate not to exceed the maximum rate of basic pay

23 payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule.

24 (b) STAFF.The Director may appoint additional staff

25 members to the extent authorized by the Commission.

14
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1 (C) DETAILED STAFF.Upon request of the Co nmis-

2 sion, the head of any Federal agency is authorized to detail,

3 on a reimbursable basis, any of the personnel of such agency

4 to the Commission to assist the Commission in carrying out

5 its duties under this Act.

6 SEC. 106. POWERS OF COMMISSION.

7 (a) H.EARINGS.The Commission or any member it au-

8 thorizes may, for the purpose of carrying out this title, hold

9 such hearings, sit and act at such times and places, fequest

10 such attendance, take such testimony, and receive such evi-

11 dence, as the Commission considers appropriate.

12 . (b) OBTAINING OFFICIAL DATA.The Commission

13 may obtain from any department or agency of the United

14 States information necessary to enable it to carry out this

15 Act. On the request of the Chairperson of the Commission,

16 the head of such department or agency shall furnish such

17 information to the Commission.

18 (c) TASK FoRcEc.The Commission, in order to pro-

19 vide a broader spectrum of specialized knowledge, may --

20 volve other individuals in its activities through the creation of

21 task forces to dee with issues of research, education, facili-

22 ties and treatment, and public policy.

23 (d) MAILS.The Commission may use the United

24 States mails in the sat.-41 manner and under the same condi-

25 tions as other departments and agencies of the United States.

15
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1 (e) Gwrs.The Commission may accept, use, and dis-

2 pose of gifts or donations of services or property.

3 (I) ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SBRVICES.The Ad-

4 ministrator of General Services shall provide to the Commis-

5 sion on a reimbursable basis such administrative support

6 services as the Commission may request.

7 (g) PERSONNEL.The Commission may appoint and fix

8 the pay of such personnel as it considers appropriate. Such

9 personnel may be appointed without regard to the provisions

10 of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the

11 competitive service, and may be paid without regard to the

12 provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of

13 such title, relating to classification and General Schedule pay

14 rates. No individual so appointed may receive pay in excess

15 of the minimum annual rate of pay payable for GS-18 of the

16 General Schedule under section 5332 of title 5, United
17 States Code.

18 SEC. 107. TERMINATION.

19 The Commission shall cease to exist at the end of the

20 ninetieth day following the date on which the report de-

21 scribed in section 103 is transmitted.

22 SEC. 108. AUTHORIZATION.

23 There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out this

24 title an amount not to exceed $1,500,000 for each of fiscal

25 years 1986 and 1987.

16
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1 TITLE IIGRANTS FOR PROGRAMS TO PREVENT
2 SUICIDE AMONG CHILDREN AND YOUTH

3 SEC. 201. PURPOSE.

4 It is the purpose of this title to establish a grant pro-

5 gram to aid States, political subdivisions of States, and pri-

6 vate nonprofit agencies to carry out program:- for the preven-

7 tion of suicide among children and youth.

8 SEC. 202. GRANTS.

9 (a) ELIGIBLE PRO:ISMAELFrom amounts appropri-

10 ated under section 206 for any fiscal year, the Secretary of

11 Health and Human Services (in this title referred to as the

12 "Secretary"), in cooperation with the Secretary of Educa-
13 tion, shall make a grant to each applicant whose application

14 is approved under section 203 for the purpose of establishing

15 and operating projects to prevent youth suicide. Such
16 projects may include-

17 (1) youth school programs;

18 (2) training of personnel (such as teachers, coun-
19 selors, and detention center workers) on the signs of
20 self-destructive behavior;

21 (3) establishment of community resources (such as
22 twenty-four hour "teen hot-lines");

23 (4) production, design, and distribution of commu-

24 nity educational materials, including public service an-
25 nouncements for television and radio;

17
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1 (5) production of printed materials; and

2 (6) national and international conferences on

3 youth suicide prevention.

4 (b) REGULATIONS.The grants shall be made under

5 such terms and conditions as the Secretary, in cooperation

6 with the Secretary of Education, shall prescribe by

7 regulation.

8 (c) AMOUNT.The Secretary may award to one appli-

9 cant not more than a total of $500,000 for fiscal years 1986,

10 1987, and 1988. In no event shall the amount of a grant to

11 an applicant for a fiscal year exceed 50 per centum of the

12 estimated cost of the projects for which the grant is made for

13 such fiscal year as determined by the applicant.

14 SEC. 203. APPLICATIONS.

15 (a) ELIGIBILM.A State, a political subdivision of a

16 State, or a private nonprofit agency may apply for a grant

17 under section 202. Each such State, political subdivision of a

18 State, or private nonprofit agency that desires to receive a

19 grant for a fiscal year under section 202 shall submit an ap-

20 plication to the Secretary. The Secretary shall approve an

21 application if the applicant qualifies under subsection (b) and

22 meets such other requirements that the Secretary may by

23 regulation prescribe. The application shall contain such infor-

24 mation and assurances as the Secretary considers necessary.

1 s
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1 (b) QuALIFICATIcms.To qualify for a grant for any

2 fiscal year under this Act-

3 (1) an applicant that is a State or a political sub-

4 division of a State shall have in effect and be imple-

5 menting a primary suicide prevention program directed

6 at children and youth; and

(2) an applicant that is a private nonprofit agency

8 shall demonstrate, in a manner prescribed by regula-

9 tion by the Secretary, that the agency is cooperating

10 with other private agencies and with governments at
11 the local, State, and Federal level to help prevent sui-

12 cide among children and youth.

13 SEC. 204. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

14 (a) ANNUAL REPORT.The Secretary, in consultation

15 with the Secretary of Education, shall transmit to the Presi-

16 dent and to both Houses of Congress an annual report evalu-

17 ating the types and effectiveness of programs and activities

18 assisted under this Act during the preceding fiscal year. The

19 last report transmitted under this section shall contain recom-

20 mendations on the desirability of continuing such grants.

21 (b) AUDIT.The Comptroller General of the United

22 States shall have access for the purpose of audit and exami-

23 nation to any books, documents, papers, and records of any

24 State, political subdivision of a State, or private nonprofit

19
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1 agency receiving assistant4 under this Act that are pertinent

2 to the sums received and disbursed under this Act.

3 SEC. 205. TERMINATION.

4 The grant program established by this title shall termi-

5 nate three years after the first grant is awarded.

6 SEC. 206. AUTHORIZATION.

7 There is authorized to be appropriated io the Secretary

8 for grants under this title an amount not to exceed

9 $6,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1986, 1987, and 1988.
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Cnairman Mtwara. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-ary. and Vocational Education is called to order.This morning the subcommittee will be examining the alarmingproblem of youth suicide. Since 1960, suicide rates among the agegroup of 15 to 24 have tripled. This year, 6,000 young people arelikely to commit suicide.
Those of us who devote our energies to helping make sure thatchildren are educated, fed, and cared for cannot overlook a problemthat robs our young people nf their most precious gift. The loss of ayeung life deeply affects not only the family, friends, and communi-ty of the young victim; it ultimately affects our larger society, be-cause we will never know or benefit from that child's potential.
At this hearing, I hope we can review what we can do aboutyouth suicide and how to prevent it, as well as discuss an appropri-ate leadership role for the Federal Government.Two bills are pending before the subcommittee which addressthis problem. H.R. 1099, introduced by Congressman Ackerman,would require the Secretary of Education to establish a grant pro-gram to assist local educational agencies in operating school-basedteenage suicide prevention programs. H.R. 1894, introduced by Con-gressman Lantos, would establish a commission for the study ofyouth suicide and would establish a program of grants for suicideprevention programs within the Department of Health and HumanServices.

I wish to commend both Congressman Lantos and CongressmanAckerman for taking the initiative on this serious issue. We wel-come both of you here this morning as our first witnesses.
The subcommittee, I would like to inform you, intends to contin-ue an examination of this issue at another hearing in New Yorklater this year.
It is my understanding that Mr. Lantos, our distinguished col-league, has a time problem and we will call on him first; also, rec-ognizing that Mr. Ackerman, who was at one time a member ofthis committee, will be heard from following Mr. Lantos. We cer-tainly welcome both of you to the hearing this morning. We lookforward to your testimony.
Mr. Lantos.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM LANTOS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. LANTOS, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.First, I want to express my personal appreciation to the membersof your committee for taking up this subject which I consider to bea national nightmare. Before dealing with the specifics of my legis-lation I want to pay public tribute to my good friend and colleague,Congressman Ackerman, for taking national leadership on thisissue. I also want to recognize Ms. Charlotte Ross, who is a constit-uent of mine, and who, in my own congressional district, initiated amodel suicide prevention program and, of course, is now involvedwith the national effort.
As you indicated, Mr. Chairman, suicide is the fastest growingcause of death among young people in the United States. Automo-bile accidents are the only cause of death for this age group that

21
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now surpasses suicide and it is an open question how many autc-
mobile deaths are, in fact, Unconsciously related to a suicide wish.
About 6,000 young people take their own lives each year as adoles-
cents. If we realize that there are 10 times as many attempts at
suicide as there are successful suicides, we are dealing -with ap-
proximately 60,000 of our young people who in this society of his-
torically unprecedented opportunities are taking this ultimate fatal
step of attempting to take their own lives.

The new pnenomenon of cluster suicides, suicide by contagion,
striking affluent communities in man7 States indicates that this
issue cuts across socioeconomic, religious, racial, ethnic, and all
other lines.

Now there are many causes of youth suicide but I think it is
clear that they include feelings of growing rootlessness and isola-
tion, drugs, alcoholism, loss of parents, alienation from family and
society, low self-esteemall of these and many others are contrib-
uting factors. There is a great deal of anxiety and uncertainty
about the future, both in the personal as well as the national con-
text. There is anxiety about nuclear war, anxiP47 and uncertainty
about personal employment opportunities, hurts and humiliations
and fears and anguishall are contributing factors.

Federal efforts in this field, Mr. Chairman, are pathetically inad-
equate. Funds for suicide prevention have all but disappeared in
the past decade and funds for research on suicide are given no pri-
ority whatsoever in the National Institute of Mental Health. There
is a tiny unit in the Division of Extramural Research Programs
which is charged with the responsibility for research projects, but
it has no funding of its own for such projects. Under the current
administration policy projects addressing suicide issues must com-
pete with all other health projects and progrsms for limited funds.
Despite the rising rates, youth suicide has not been identified by
the Dlepartment of Health and Human Services as a research fund-
ing priority area. When funding is made available:, the agency bias
is clearly toward support of biochemical medical research. The psy-
chological, sociological and contextual issues surrounding youth
suicide appear to be secondary to the discovery of a malfunctioning
body chemistry. Funds for prevention programs are practically un-
available.

Now we recently had a conference, a national conference on
which very little concrete follow-up action is planned. It was, by
Wash! aeon standards, a poorly attended conference where most of
the attendees came at personal expense. My judgment is that the
administration ii basically engaged in a public relations effort to
prevent congressional action. And if you will allow a diversion, Mr.
Chairman, I find yesterday's sudden conversion of the administra-
tion to sanctions on apartheid parallel to what we see in this field;
namely, it is a public relations gesture designed to prevent long
overdue congressional action.

My legislation, Mr. Chairman, H.R. 1894, which, by the way, was
a good year, enjoys the broadest possible bipartisan support. It
does, as it should, because if there ever was an issue which is non-
partisan, suicide among young people is certainly that issue Some
of our most conservative Republican colleagues, and some of our
most liberal Democratic colleagues are sponsors of my legislation.
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The legislation calls for two levels of action. It calls for a full-scale study of the problem to determine what action the FederalGovernment must take, and what action is effective and appropri-ate. It calls for an interdisciplinary commission of experts so thatrmdings and recommendations as to the causes of youth suicidecould be made available nationally, and then carefully studied foraction. It also calls for community and school.based model pro-grams for youth suicide education and prevention. These would befunded through a grants competition.
Noss the administration gives the appearance of interest in thisissue 'out is unwilling to commit re-suurces to a serious search forsolutions. The administration created its own interagency taskforce to deal with this problem, which I suspect would be compara-ble to the Pentagon establishing its own committee to study wastein the Defense Department.
The time is long overdue to bring knowledge and expertise fromoutsick the bureaucracy to bear on this issue. It is very unlikelythat a task force of overburdened bureaucrats will come up withinnovative solutions.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I simply cannot understand that aproblem which in terms of seriousness approaches the AIDS epi-demic, only it is less visible, should be given so little attention andso little support by our Federal Government. I invite your own per-sonal support of this legislation and the support of distinguishedmembers of your committee. We simply cannot allow tens of thou-sands of our young people in an age of unlimited opportunities to

take their own lives foolishly, unreasonably and, obviously, with anair of fmality, for lack of a bit of Federal attention.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Lantos, for a very excellentstatement.
The Chair would like to get one understanding from you. In whatway does your approach to the problem differ from the Ackermanb ill?
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me first say, Mr. Chairman, that I am veryproud to be a cosponsor of Congressman Ackerman's bill. I think itis an excellent piece of legislati on and I would love to see it pass.As I understand Congressman Ackerman's legislation it deals ba-sically with one of the two facets of my legislation; namely, a grantprogram. I think that facet is un important facet. I think there is

an equally important facet however; namely, to bring the best ex-perts in the country in the private and in the public sector togeth-er so we can understand the causes of youth suicide.
If you look back historically, Mr. Chairman, and study the histo-ry of suicide, invariably people who committed suicide were notyoung people. They were either elderly people who for reasons ofpoor health, loss of a spouse, an inability to provide for themselvesthrew in the towel at the end of a long, difficult and hard life, or itwas people in mid-life who for some reasonloss of a child, loss of

a jobsomewhere along life decided that it was just not worth it.We have never, never, Mr. Chairman, had the historical phenome-non of 14-, 15-, 16-year-old kids with unlimited opportunities takingtheir own lives.
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Therefore, I feel that the facet of my legislation which creates
this national commission of experts covering the fullest spectrum
of disciplines that have a bearing on youth suicide is an important
facet. I see no difficulty in combining the two pieces of legislation.
And again I want to pay public tribute to my colleague C,ongress-
man Ackerman.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. I want to commend Mr. Lantos and Mr. Ackerman

both for addressing this issue. The Federal Government has not
done much. My own subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, has discovered that 60 percent
of children who visit the runaway centers in New York City, have
contemplated or actually attempted suicide. I guess the ultimate
runaway in the minds of some of these children is suicide.

I think it is really something that we can direct our national re-
sources toward trying to fmd some solution to it because it is a phe-
nomenon that unfortunately is growing. And I commend both of
the gentlemen for their interest in this, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. LANTOS. I thank my good friend, Congressman Kildee.
Since we are living in a period of $200 billion deficits allow me,

Mr. Chairman, merely to indicate that the commission facet of my
legislation calls for a one-time $1.5 million appropriation which
would come to approximately two-thirds of a penny per citizen in
the United States, as a one-time expenditure, to find out what
makes these young people commit suicide. Purely on a fmancial
level if we were able to save only some of these young people from
killing themselves, their contribution to the economy over their
lifetimes wouH pay many times over for this infinitesimally small
amount.

Mr. Ku.DEE. We spend so much money learning how to kill
people, it will be good to spend money to prevent killing, wouldn't
it?

Mr. LANTOS. Well, if there is one argument that won't cut
against this piece of legislation it is the budgetary argument. Be-
cause if you can't spend $1.5 million to fmd out why young people
kill themselves our priorities are somewhat off.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I also would like to commend the both of you, Mr.

Ackerman, and yourself, Mr. Lantos, on these two pieces of legisla-
tion. There is a particular reason. I have a very dose friend whose
son, who seemingly had no problems, committed suicide. It is diffi-
cult to this day to understand why he did it. I think the parents
were the last ones to recognize any symptoms. If they had had a
little more knowledge about what causes young people to commit
suicide that one might have been prevented.

But the thing that comes to mind when I think about these two
billsincidentally, I am cosponsor on both of themis that there is
so much drug abuse now and so .nany of these suicides are related
to drug abuse, and that is a growing problem. So I think it is time
to do something about it.
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I would like to kno s where the United States ranks among thenations as far as suicide rate?
Mr. Liatos. It ranks among the highest in terms of youth sui-

cide. It may be the highest. There are a number of nations, some of
the Scandinavian countries, my own native country of Hungary,
which rank higher in terms of overall suicide rates. But in terms of
youth suicide the United States is among the highest, if not thehighest. The reason we have trouble giving a precise answer is be-
cause many countries do not keep suicide statistics by age level.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes, I imagine they wouldn't. You know for manyyears suicide has been thought of as sinful, something really bad. Iremember my teachings as a young boy in the Catholic religion
that to commit suicide is a mortal sin.

Mr. Lawros. That is right.
Mr. MARTINEZ. And there are a lot of people that carry this

thought forward.
Has anybody, and when I asked the question I was asking interms of youth and I imagine we are probably one of the highest

now. Has any other country or anyone anywhere ever tried to dosome studies to determine this information?
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. Several of the Scandinavian countries have

studies on this subject which I think have some bearing on ourissue. But I think the important thing in terms of our problem is
that those of us who feel that many of the causes are sociological in
character relate it to the particular features of the American social
landscape. We feel that the causes here have to be studied in the
United States. Just take the question of mobility. The very size ofour country allows young people a degree of geographic mobility
which in smaller societies is not possible. The need for a study re-lated to the American scene is clear. There are no studies else-
where which are directly germane to our problem.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, I would agree with you in that for too long
we have ignored suicide. And many times we have thought of it asjust simply a psychological phenomenon.

Mr. LANTOS. That is true.
Mr. Msammz. And it is really not. There are lot of emotional

problems experienced by these young people that are connected
with suicide. And I am glad to see this legislation being discussed. Iho it asses.

you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Lantos, I suppose that exhausts the

committee in terms of questions.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. We again commend you on y.our very excel-

lent statement, and certainly this committee will give serious con-sideration to this legislation and we appreciate your contribution.Mr. Lawros. Thank you. I just want to extend my apologies to
my friend and colleague. But I have a 10 o'clock meeting with Sec-
retary Hodel on off-shore leasing and that is why I am leaving.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is a former colleague on the committee, Mr.

Ackerman.
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Mr. Ackerman, I think it was at your request to the Chair that
we called this meeting and we certainly appreciate your continuing
interest in the; subject of this committee. We look forward to your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY L. ACKERMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. ACKEIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And
thank you to my colleagues on the committee. You have my very
deep appreciation and gratitude, and the gratitude of millions of
American families, for calling these hearings on what has become
a modern American tragedyteenage suicide.

Over the past few years, this problem has been vividly brought
into our living rooms through television dramas, news broadcasts,
the daily newspapers, and magazines. Most of us can only imagine
the effect that the loss of a young person has on family and friends.
Yet thousands of children are cut down each year by their own
tender hands. Young lives with bright and shining futures are lost
fore ver.

Teenage suicide has, indeed, reached epidemic proportions, as
Congressman Lantos has pointed out. The facts are plain: half a
million young people try to take their lives each year, 5,000 of
them succeed. Clearly, we are not doing enough to reach out to
these troubled youngsters. We must declmre war on this new
scourge of America's teenagers.

Our Nation cries out for ways to prevent the loss of our most val-
uable resourceour children.

On February 19 of this year, you, Mr. Chairman, joined Congress-
man George Miller, the distinguished chairman of the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families; Congressman Mario
Biaggi, my friend and colleague from New York; and myself in of-
fering legislation that we believe is a responsible and necessary
measure to combat the teen suicide epidemic.

Our bill, H.R. 1099, the Suicide Prevention Act, now carries the
names of 32 cosponsors. Other Members of Congress as we have
seen have joined with us in this very important crusade, especially
our dear colleague, Congressman Lantos of California, who has
shown great leadership in this issue and who has testified concern-
ing his hill on this very, very important matter. Our breakthrough
legislation, the Suicide Prevention Actwould create a small grant
program within the Department of Education. The Secretary would
select proposals from local education agencies to design, organize,
and operate suicide prevention programs. This bill, if enacted,
would authorize the grants for 3 years under an annual cap of $10
million. No group or school board could receive more than $100,000,
in any one year. The programs that would be developed with the
help of this legislation would reflect the valuable input of parents,
community leaders, as well as that of school personnel and other
experts. This approach, then, takes the talents and expertise of all
segments of the education and youth service fields and focuses
them on the important task of saving the lives of America's kids.

Mr. Chairman, the tragedy of death has no respect for borders.
Troubled children are indigenous to no region. Geography, educa-
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tion level, income, ethnicity, religion, gender, social stratanone ofthese is a limit on teenage suicide. This plague can strike young-.. sters in Skokie, Pacific Palisades, or Scarsdale just as easily, just asquickly, and just as fatally as it hits children in South Chicago,
Watts, or Harlem. In the past there has been no Federal commit-ment to stop teen suicide in any of these neighborhoods, rich orpoor. Some schools have improvised programs, but these random ef-forts have usually come too late, only after the loss of a young life.Teenage suicide is a national problem and cries out for a nation-al response. H.R. 1099 by saving innocent children and sparingfamilies excruciating agony responds to a void that the Federal
government can mid should help fill. Mr. Chairman, any loss of lifeis tragic. The loss of a child is devastating. The self-inflicted death
of a young one is an unthinkable horror; yet, think about it wemust, so that we can understand it and prevent it.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Mum. I commend Congressman Ackerman again for his

sensitivity and knowledge in this area. It is an area where we arejust scratching the surface as to the causes in order to seek sometype of prevention. As one who is raising three children now, when-ever I read of this happening it really tears into my own heart.You wonder why someone whom you think has so much of their
life ahead of them would contemplate this. And we really have toknow. We spend so much money determining other things in thiscountry that it would be appropriate for this Congress to authorizeappropriations for effective programs in this area.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Just one question. I note in a table I have before methat apparently the suicide rate among young people in Austria,

Canada, Norway, Poland, and Switzerland especially, is higher. Doyou know in those countries if there are efforts similar to what youenvision taking place, or have they taken place? This would give ussome idea of what our efforts might encompass?
Mr. AcxxiimAN. I don't know that anybody has made a compara-ble study of the causes of teenage suicide and whether the causesare similar for different national cultures. I am unaware of anythat have been made. And neither the bill that I have proposed norCongressman Lantos' bill which I, too, fully support. I would have

no objection to incorporation of both of them under a single pieceof legislation, neither of us addresses the possibility of comparable
studies between various nations. I think that might be a next step.But I think the thrust of our legislation addresses this as a nation-al problem at least as a first step.

Mr. FAMILL. I thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Ackerman, as both you and Mr. Lantosstated, the causes are not clear or practically unknown. Would

those of us who are sponsoring this piece of legislation be faultedon the basis that we are attempting to correct a problem the causesof which are not.known and that we are pinning down in a sense
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an approach which is not related to a specific cause or set of
causes? How would you respond to that criticism?

Mr. ACKERMAN. Well, I don't know that even upon studying that
we would be able to pin down the problem of teenage suicide and
blame it on a specific cause or group of causes other than a general
type of disturbance. Drugs I think might be the exception to that. I
think that Congressman Lantos' legislation which calls for a na-
tional conference certainly has an aspect that I had not considered
under this legislation and certainly would have no objection to.
Certainly no harm could come out of that and it certainly would
focus greater national attention on this problem. As a matter of
fact, I would fully support such a conference. The inclusion of that
into this particular legislation causes it to be the subject of jurisdic-
tion of a second committee besides the Education Committee, but I
would have no objection to that conference. I certainly would sup-
port it.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
If no farther questions, then, again we appreciate your appear-

ance before the committee, Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. AcimitmAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is another Member of the House. We are very

delighted to have the Honorable Joseph DioGuardi, a Member of
Congress from the State of New York.

And, Mr. DioGuardi, we look forward to your testimony this
morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH J. DioGUARDI, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. DioGmEm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss what I have come

to believe is a mikjor and growing problem in our country, a prob-
lem yet to be completely understood and recognized. This is the
problem of youth suicide.

We are all here today because we care about our young people.
Young people are under much pressure in contemporary society
and are forced to grow up very quickly. Obviously, today's kids are
growing up in a world vastly more complex than the world we
grew up in a generation ago. Very early in life young people are
forced to take responsibility and proceed with their lives, many
times before they are emotionally ready to do so.

As a U.S. Representative and as a father of two young children, I
am concerned about what the institution of Congress can do, and
should do, to first understand then help alleviate the problem of
young people taking their own lives.

My district, Mr. Chairman, the 20th Congressional District in
Westchester County, NY, is clearly a cluster zone for teenage sui-
cides. Unfortunately, in the last 18 months, close to 20 young
people took their lives in my district. Even more intimidating and
painful is the fact that I have often heard statistics that for every
suicide of this nature at least 100 additional attempts are made but
never reported. If this is the case, we have a great many young
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people in need of our help and I believe the Federal Government
has a role to play in this mission.

Senator Jeremiah Denton and I introduced House Joint Resolu-tion 193 last March ths_ designated June as Youth Suicide Preven-
tion Month. Because of the concern of our Senate and House col-
leagues, we were able to garner the necessary support for passageand Pre 4ent Reagan signed the bill into law last May. This was agood means of publicizing the need for more public awareness ofthe issue but it was only the beginning of what must be done.Representatives Lantos and Ackerman both have excellent youthsuicide prevention legislation and I applaud their leadership andexpertise in this vital area. I fully support the thrust of their legis-lation and I hope we can all work together to ensure passage andto secure Federal funding.

The superb work of Charlotte Ross and Ursula Meese of theYouth Suicide National Center hen. in Washington has promptedme to become involved with lending my background as a certifiedpublic accountant and a businessman to the effort of youth suicide
prevention. I believe that if we can secure Federal funding, wemust treat every dollar as a scarce commodity, which they arethese days, and spend them as efficiently as possible. We mustmaximize every resource we have in these times of budget crises.One area that I am extremely interested in exploring is thenotion of diversifying our resource base so as to aggressivelypursue funding from private sector sources. As well as being aCPA, I was heavily involved in fund, aising activities for charitieslike the Phoenix House Foundation, the American Cancer Society,and the Boy Scouts, to name someorganizations that have mademajor contributions to our society. There is much we can do to getthe private sector involved in the area of youth suicide prevention,and I am currently studying the means to do so. The Federal Gov-

ernment is an ideal place to acquire the seed money for a nationalcommission and grants as envisioned in the legislation already in-
troduced. Yet I believe the exploration of private sector financialsources is essential to any long-term effort to stem the growingproblem of young people taking their lives.

In closing, I want to say that youth suicide prevention is not apartisan issue, we all realize that. It is an issue that we can all gettogether on and rally around because the greatest resource wehave in this country are our youth, and they need our help. I be-lieve that together we have the tools to make an effective and last-ing mark against the problem so painful to us all. I really appreci-
ate the opportunity to be here with you, Mr. Chairman, and thankyou.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. DioGuardi, we certainly appreciate
your appearance before this committee and very excellent state-ment which presents certainly a wholesome point of view, and wecommend you on your interest in this particular problem.

Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAMILL. No; I have no questions. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Mums. I commend Congressman DioGuardi. He and I havehad some good chats on the floor on various subjects, and I thinkyou illustrate very clearly there, Joe, that this is an issue that
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transcends party. Your leadership in this has been very, very help-
ful, and I hope we are able to do something effectively in this area.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Dio Glam. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. DioGuardi, you see no conflict at all in

the three bills; you would support the ideas, basically, the ideas
contained in the other two bills as well?

Mr. Dm Gummi. Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman. I think the idea of
the grants as seed money to localities and nonprofit organizations
is a great idea, and I think the idea of a national commission is
very important because we know very little about the motivations
of these young children in taking their lives, in taking that final
step. And I thiak we must explore why it is today that in a society
as well developed as ours that we have these kinds of acts.

I talk about my own county. Westchester County is considered as
one of the most affluent counties in the United States, and yet I
am told that my ::ounty is either No. 1 or very close to it in the
number of teenage suicides. It must give one pause for reflection
that we must be putting tremendous pressures unwittingly, parents
and society, on these young children and at the same time we are
not developing the means of communication with these young chil-
dren. Somehow the ability to get things off their chest is not there
whether it is in school, whether it is in the context of the family,
and whether it is in certain other institutional modes in society. So
we have got to understand what it is that is causing people to even
think this way, and we have got to look at the ways to diffuse this
kind of pressure so that kids are able to talk to others about their
problems.

I have heard the stories before, and one situation that you men-
tioned before, Mr. Kildee, and that is the situation where you have
suicides that no one could ever anticipate. In fact, just before they
happen. In a couple of cases in my county the child never felt so
good, and I have talked to psychiatrists about that and the feeling
there is that the child was very confused and disturbed and finally
made an emotional decision to do this and was at peace with him
or herself. But behavioral patterns are very important in looking
for these potential disasters and tragedies.

So I am going to try to stay out front on this issue not only as a
Congressman but as a community leader. I still am very actively
involved in many charitable organizations back in my district. I am
a new Member of Congress and really my background for the job
was not politics, I was in business all my life but was being actively
involved on the boards of charitable, civic, and cultural organiza-
tions.

And I believe strongly today that there is a place for the Federal
Government to play a role when it comes to funding. As you know,
I am a fiscal conservative. I ran on both the Conservative and Re-
publican lines, and I feel strongly about issues such as teenage sui-
cide and child abuse, and I think there is a way for us to do it. But
we have got to do it looking at the Federal Government as the way
to generate more money in the private sector, and that is the area
that I am going to consistently explore to see if we can get the cor-
porate community to play a broader role in meeting that social re-
sponsibility on these issues as well.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Ackerman, do you wish to make a com-ment at this time?
Mr. AcxxamAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.Let me commend Congressman DioGuardi, bath for his excellentstatement and for his superb leadership that he has given in thearea of teenage suicide. He has already made his mark on this Con-gress even as a very, very new Member of our body. And of coursehe and I maybe share different ends of the political spectrum onmany issues, but this has bTought us together as I am sure it willmany Members of this body.

As Joe points out., his particular area of the State of New Yorkhappens to be, and I think he might have understated it, a ratheraffluentunderlinedarea of the country. Despite this there werewhat I think we could consider a wave or a rash of suicides of chil-dren who were successful by any type of measurement that wewould want to apply, both socially and academically, rthildren whoseemed to be rather well adjusted; who came from decent, goodfamilies; who were successful in their academic careers; and yetone after another from one or two or three schools in a period ofseveral months seemed to take their own lives for absolutely no ap-parent reason, one after the other. And this is a problem, Mr.Chairman, that certainly bears great attention by this body, and Ithank you for conducting these hearings.
And, Congressman DioGuardi, I thank you for your support ofthe legislation that is before us.
Mr. DioGuAam. Thank you, Mr. Ackerman, for those kind com-ments and your leadership on this issue.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you again for a very excellent state-ment and we are appreciative of your concern and your appearancebefore the committee.
Mr. Dm Gummi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witnesses will consist of a panel composed of Ms. Char-lotte P. Ross, president/executive director, Youth Suicide NationalCenter, Washington, DC; Ms. Debra Meek ley, school social worker,Family and Children's Service of Lancaster County, PA, represent-ing the National Association of Social Workers; Mr. Fred Wyatt, astudent from Arlington, VA; and Mr. John Carswell, executive di-rector, Parson's Child and Family Center, Albany, NY, represent-ing the Child Welfare League of America.
Would those witnesses please be seated at the witness table.Ladies and gentlemen, we will call on you, then, in the mannerin which you were scheduled, Ms. Ross being the first witness. Wewelcome this panel. We look forward to your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLOTTE P. ROSS, PRESIDENT/EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, YOUTH SUICIDE NATIONAL CENTER, WASHINGTON,
DC; DEBRA MECKLEY, SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER, FAMILY AND
CHILDREN'S SERVICE OF LANCASTER COUNTY, PA, REPRE-
SENTING NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS; FRED
WYATT, STUDENT, ARLINGTON, VA; JOHN CARSWELL, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, PARSON'S CHILD AND FAMILY CENTER,
ALBANY, NY, REPRESENTING CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA
Ms. Ross. Well, thank you very much. My testimony is going to

be informal, but I am very appreciative for the opportunity to
speak before you on an issue that obviously I consider to be of
great importance.

I am Charlotte Ross. I am director of the Youth Suicide National
Center in Washington, which is a new organization dedicated to re-
sponding to the national problem of youth suicide.

I wanted to begin by mentioning some of the national statistics
and the broad picture. I think you all are aware of those. I think
the one comment I would make about the expanding rates of youth
suicide is that they are only the most visible tip of what is an ice-
berg-like problem of depression and self-destructiveness. The rates
of death tell us we have a problem but not its size or complexity.
Let me try to illustrate that with some picture of the national
rates and also respond to a couple of the questions that were raised
as far as international rates.

Nationally, we kiunr that between 5,000 and 6,000 young people
are known to have taken their own lives; that is, the coroner certi-
fies those deaths as suicide. We also know that far too many young
people actually try to take their own lives. How laany we are not
certain of. It is suicidal behavior that is also a major problem. How
many of our young people quietly, secretly attempt to take their
own lives and by the grace of God survive never telling another
adult, never reporting it to a medical authority. And when they do
tell, if they tell, they usually tell a peer, a friena.

What our numbers tell us is that in surveys across this country
of general high school studen;.s approximately 11 percent of our
high school seniors will tell us that they have made at least one
suicide attempt at some point in their life. If you apply that
number, 11 percent, to the general population, you would find that
there have been more than 2 million youngsters in this country
who have attempted suicide by their report. We also find that ap-
proximately 40 to 50 percent tell us that they have considered sui-
cide to the point of planning it, how and when they would do it.

The commonest experience reported in this country, and that is
reported in about 70 percent of the instances, is a high school stu-
dent telling us that a classmate, a friend, has turned to him or her
and confided that that friend is considering suicide and pledges the
confidante to secrecy saying don't tell anyone, this is what I am
going to do, and implying if you can help me, do; if you can't, that
is OK; but please don't interfere or don't tell an intrusive adult.

Let me, before Ening on to the implications of that, some of us
who have worked with suicide prevention for a while have felt that
two major approachesnot the answer, not the solutionbut some
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approaches that might help would be to help youngsters learn howto help their friends and themselves better, to help the people
around youngsters learn to recognize the signs of suicide; hence, of
course, Congressman Lantos and Congressman Ackerman's billsare very much on target. Education is one major avenue to pre-venting youth suicide.

I do want to mention briefly before I go on to the next point in
response to the questions about the international picture I think itis marvelous as I hear all of you and those who testified respond
knowledgeably to these questions because it is an example of what
education can do. You, in developing this legislation, Congressman
Ackerman, have a much broader knowledge than I would imagine
you did a year or two ago about the problem of youth suicide, andyou pass that on to your colleagues and they pass it on, and we all
have children and that is what the answer is about.

Switzerland does have the highest rate reported of all the coun-tries reporting to WHO. The World Health Organization and coun-tries throughout the world are concerned about the issue of youth
suicide. In 1974, the World Health Organization called a meeting to
address this issue because the escalating rates in the United States
were also taking place throughout Europe. Interestingly, years ago
when WHO did inquire of all countries for their rater, the responsethey got from the Soviet Union was simply a one statement re-
sponse, which is suicide is not a problem in the Soviet Union. So
we have no statistics on most of the Iron Curtain countries and noton Russia.

We do have other countries trying to deal with the problem, and
not surprisingly many of them are looking to the United States for
leadership. There will be a representative from WHO visitingWashington nett month as WHO is now in the process of trying to
set up a task force to deal with this problem. The United States, wehave already. Our Health and Human Services has set up a taskforce to deal with it. Our legislators are working on it.Let me take a look for a moment with you at what we do know
about the problem and the existing resources we have and what ap-proaches might be involved. It is my biased opinion that with aproblem of the magnitude of youth suicide what is needed is every-thing. Everything and every one. What we need are educators,
community leaders, government leach rs, parents, peers, corporateleaders, youth service providersall ( f the organizations workinj
in this field. And I should mention tl at we have many organiza-
tions already committed as you legisla ors are to trying to do some-
thing about this problem. The American Association of Suicidology
has taken an active role in dealing with it. The Americson Psychiat-
ric Association, the American Psychological Association, the Amer-ican Medical Associationall are producing literature on youth
suicide informing their constituency, their members, of the latest
information on youth suicide and what to do about it. The Ameri-
can Academy of Pediatrics just put out some new materials. It isthis vast utilization of this country's resources to deal with theproblem that I think will turn it around.

I do just want to mention a couple of things and then I will behappy to respond to any questions that you have. I think that wecan mobilize the resources of this country so effectively that while
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we have watched for 25 years this mounting rise in our statistics
that you will see in the next couple of years a very marked decline.
I think that is possible. I think it is possible because cf the leader-
ship of a number of peop6, and certainly your leadership, in show-
ing each one of us that we are going to work together, the Federal
Government and the private sector.

Your approach, Congressman Ackerman, in this bill in education
is a very important one, and I think there is education taldng place
in this room and we have a lot of educators out there. You have
the media. And if you will noticeone of the things you might
want to do is look at the articles that have come out in the past
year on youth suicide and compare them to those that came out
years ago. Now when the newspapers write up the issue of youth
suicide please note that they contain almost always a list of signs
to watch for, things to do, resources to call. They have joined us in
partnership in being one of our Nation's greatest educators.

I was proud to be a consultant to "Silence of the Heart," to have
CBS say that if it will be helpful, we will take the story of youth
suicide into the Nation's living rooms and educate parents and the
public on what to ,:c). And I am very, very pleased that our Federal
Government is taking a leadership and an appropriate role. And
all I can say is I am delighted to join with you from the private
sector and see how we can all mobilize everyone to respond to
youth suicide.

I will be happy to respond to any other questions, and I will close
my testimony with that. Thank you.

Chairman. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Ross.
The next witness is Ms. Debra Meek ley.
Ms. Meek ley, we welcome you.
MS. MECKLEY Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-

committee. My name is De b.ra Meek ley. I am here today on behalf
of the National Association of Social Workers. The association has
almost 100,000 members organized into 55 chapters across the
country.

I am a social worker, and I am employed by Family and Chil-
dren's Service of Lancaster County in Lancaster, PA. Famiiy and
Children's Service is a private, nonprofit counseling agency which
is supported through the United Way. I spend about 80 percent of
my time practicing in the So lanco School District in Lancaster
County, which is a rural school district, and this school district con-
tracts with my agency for school social work services.

In addition to my assignment as a school social worker, I have
also been a program coordinator of an Adolescent Suicide Preven-
tion Program which began at Family and Children's Service about
5 years ago. This program is known as Project ALIVE and it is a
primary prevention model aimed at helping school administrators,
faculty and students understand, idontify and help the potentially
suicidal teenagers. The project has been a joint effort between Lan-
caster County schools and mental health agencies in the communi-
ty.

The program started as the result of a suicide of an eighth grade
boy who shot himself in a Lancaster Count 3r school district. Shortly
after that, suicide there was a series of three suicide attempts in
the Solanco School District, and the result of that were school su-
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perintendents who were, of course, deeply concerned about the
events and also concerned about the reactions of other students. I
think when something like this happens in a school district, either
a suicide or a series of very serious suicide attempts, there certain-ly is a lot of bewilderment about why has this happened and a lot
ol unanswered questions. There is certainly the normal grief that
goes along with any kind of a death, but I think in a suicidal deaththere is a lot of guilt of survivors, particularly the peers that mayhave had information or may have been told prior to the suicide
that the person was contemplating it.

I think the school superintendents were very concerned but feltthe c they did not have the personnel with the expertise to handleth: situation and, therefore, they contacted our agency. The inter-ventions that we had planned at that time in the school districts
involved an in-service program with teachers and administrators
and we also conducted classrcom discussions for students, and all ofthese were conducted by an agency social worker.

Prior to the classroom discussions we asked students to writedown the questions that they.had about suicide, and from a total ofapproximately 700 students in these two school districts they sub-
mitted 92 different questions that were related to suicide. After we
examined and collated the questions the decision was made to turnthem over to the Family and Children's Services Advocacy Pro-
grarn with the purpose being to set up a committee, or what wecall a study action team, to analyze the need for increased educa-
tion and services in adolescent suicide prevention and to determine
methods for fulfilling those needs.

The study action team consisted of myself, other mental health
professionals, parents, and teachers. After studying the community.the county that is served by our agency, the study action team con-cluded that many school districts were really not adequately ad-dressing the problem of adolescent suicide. I think they were deal-ing with students experiencing emotional difficulties on an individ-ual basis but not as an overall program. The group also concluded
that while community resources and expertise were available toschools they were generally used as intervention and post-interven-tion and not in a preventative way.

A major component of Project ALIVE is a lesson plan which canbe used for educating adults and students about adolescent suicide.
The lesson plan was based on the questions that were submitted by
students and include sections on factors contributing to suicide, sta-
tistics, warning signs, strategies for helping troubled teenagers,coping skills for teenagers, and then descriptions and telephone
numbers of available community resources.

Since the target population for prevention was teenagers we feltthat schools were the logical focal point for initial intervention. A
second component of the project involves inis.4rvice training for ad-
ministrators, teachers, guidance counselors, school nurses, peercounselors and students. The ,c;oals of the training are twofold: edu-
cational and supportive. I think the informational part this isvery important. I also feel that the supportive element was equally
as important because it is effective in addressing potential opposi-tion to the program and it also eases some fears about the subject.
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In the last 3 years since Project ALIVE was published, 195 copies
have been distributed to all 16 school districts in Lancaster County
and throughout the country. National publicity was provided by
presenting details of the program at the NASW National Confer-
ence on School Social Work early in 1985, and that conference was
attended by about 1,000 school social workers. Also, recently a Lan-
caster County bank has awarded the agency a grant to publish an
additional 1,000 copies of the lesson plan.

So it is out of my experience in this Lancaster school system and
in my involvement with Project ALWE that I would like to express
my overall support of H.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894. With regard to H.R.
1894 I would really like to commend the sponsors for their ac-
knowledgement of youth suicide as a national health problem
which needs to be addressed on a Federal level. While States and
localities I think are very adept r.t tailoring specific programs to
meet their local needs, the Federal Government I feel must serve
as a catalyst in stimulating the development of comprehensive sui-
cide prevention programs My experience has been that local
schools and agencies tend to be reactive, and by that I mean that
they tend to take action after such a tragedy has occurred rather
than organizing a primary prevention effort.

I also support the proposal set forth in title I of H.R. 1894. I feel
that the coordination of research and treatment models is certainly
a necessity for effective and efficient prevention programs. The em-
phasis on multidisciplinary approaches in section 2(3) I also feel is

amential component. This principle is also a feature of the ap-
proach to helping ha adicapped children as entrenched in Public
Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. How-
ever, in H.R. 1894 the recommendation composition of the commis-
sion is somewhat limited in scope. Section 2(2) emphasizes the need
to integrate data about the physical, psychological and social condi-
tions associated with suicide. Section 104 of titl9 I provides for
strong expert representation in the physical and psychological but
I think needs some strengthening as far as social factors are con-
cerned.

Social work as a profession has expert knowledge of socioeconom-
ic, cultural, community and family factors which influence social
problems such as suicide. The organization and coordination of
community resources are also social work skills which I think
would contribute to the planning for the prevention of youth sui-
cide on a national level. I would, therefore, recommend that the
bill include some provision for the appointment of two social work-
ers as members of the commission. And I know that the National
Association lf Social Workers would be very happy to assist you in
recommending social workers with related expertise.

Title ll of H.R. 1894 I think is an important component of any
thorough primary prevention program. Community resources must
be available to schools to assist in carrying out such programs.
However, in my view, the primary responsibility for youth suicide
programs should lie with school systems. My reasons for that are
that of all the agencies and institutions in this community schools
have the most immediate access to the greatest number of children
and youth.
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Students routinely attend school and you can consider them as acaptive audience so that they are amenable to both academic in-- struction about issues as well as supportive services. Also, teachersare in a unique position to observe students over an extendedperiod of time and to monitor changes in behavior which may beindicative of potential suicide. If we look at it from the students'point of view, I think it is much more convenient to seek help fromsupport staff within a school than from clinics or agencies outsideof the school system. Therefore, it is my view that schools are themost effective and efficient base for suicide prevention programs.Outside resources from the community should be used when moreintensive help is given, but the primary focus of interventionshould be schools.
In relation to H.R. 1099, I support '..he four program require-ments stated in section C of the bill. My concern is that manyschools do not have adequately trained staff to deal with this prob-lem. As I mentioned before with Project ALIVE, that began withthe recognition by a local educational agency that it lacked the per-sonnel with the expertise to handle student reactions to suicide andsuicide attempts. Therefore, the school system approached ouragency to provide that service. While we provided the service, and Ithink we have done a very adequate job of providing the service, tome the ideal program should be coordinated by someone with theschool such as a school social worker who is employed by theschool.

I think having a profeseional person within the school lends con-tinuity to a program that cannot be assured by an outside agency.A school social worker can also provide expert knowledge about re-sources within the school system itself and can serve as an effec-tive link with the resources in the community. Thus, I feel that heor she could combine the resources of the multidisciplinary pupilservices team within the school which would include school socialworkers, scht;c1 psychologists, guidance counselors, school nurses,and others with the professional expertise and services in the com-munity.
The model that I am talking about here actually is in existencein some school districts. For example, the Fairfax County publicschool system in Virginia, suburban Washington, DC, they haveschool social workers who coordinate an adolescent suicide pro-gram and that program has received national attention.I would recommend that H.R. 1099 include a provision for thehiring of school social workers as a condition for receiving grants.In my experience, school social workers would ne ideally qualifiedto fulfill the program requirements of H.R. 1099.That is the end of my testimony. The National Association ofSocial Workers and Family and Children's Service would certainlybe willing to be of further assistance in the process of establishingprograms to combat the rising incidence of adolescent suicide. If wecan provide you with additional information, we will certainly beavailable. And I would like to thank you v?ry much for the oppor-tunity to appear here today.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Debra M. Meek ley follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEBRA M. MECKLEY ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS

My name is Debra M. Meek ley, I am here today on behalf of the National Associa-
tion of Social Workers. The association has almost 100,000 members organized in 55
chapters, one in every State and in the District of Columbia, New York City, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, ard Europe. It is estimated that between 10,000 and 12,000
social workers are employed in elementary and secondary schools, and a far larger
number work with the school-age population through family service agencies,
mental health centers, clinics and hospitals, juvenile justice agencies, drug and alco-
hol programs, etc.

I am a social worker employed by Family and Children's Service of Lancaster
County in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Family and Children's Service is a private, non-
profit counseling agency supported through the United Way. However, I spend
about 80 percent of my time practicing in the Solanco School District in Lancaster
County which contracts with my agency for school social work services. In addition
to my assignment as a school social worker working with learning disabled children
and their families in a Chapter 1 program I have been the coIrdinator of an adoles-
cent suicide prevention program which began about five years ago. This program
known as Project A.LI.V.E. is primary prevention program model aimed at helping
school administretors, faculty, and students understand, identify, and help poten-
tially suicidal teenagers. The project has been a joint effort between Lancaster
County schools and commurity mental health agencies. The program started as a
result of the suicide of an eighth-grade bcy who shot himself in another Lancaster
County school district. Shordy after this suicide, three high school students made
suicide attempts in the Solanco School District, a rural district with about 2,000 du-
de cts of whom about 600 are in grades 9 through 12. The school superintendents
were deeply concerned about these events and the reaction of the other students.
Feeling that the district did not have personnel with the expertise to handle this
situation, the superintendent contacted our agency.

Interventions in the school district involved an in-service program with teachers
and administrators, and classroom discus,rons for students, all of which were con-
ducted by an agency social worker. Prior to the classroom discussions, students were
asked to write down questions that they had about adolescent suicide. From these
schools a total of 700 students submitted 92 different questions related to suicide.
After examining and collating the questions the decision was made to turn them
over to Family and Children's Service's Advocacy Program. The purpose would be to
set up a committee or study-action team, to analyze the need for increased educa-
tion and services on adolescent suicide prevention and to determine methods for ful-
filling that need. The study-action team consisted of myself, other mental health
professionals, teachers, and parents.

After studying the county served by our agency, the study-action team concluded
that many school districts ware not adequately addressing the problem of adolescent
suicide, but were dealing with students experiencing emotional difficulties on an in-
dividual basis. The group also concluded that while community resources and exper-
tise were available to schools, they were generally used as intervention and postven-
tion by schools rather than as prevention.

A major component of Project A.L.I.V.E. is a lesson plan which can be used for
educating adults and students about adolescent suicide. This lesson plan was based
on questions posed by students in middle schools and high schools. Sections include
factors contributing to suicide, statistics, warning signs in potentially suicidal ado-
lescents, strategies for helping the troubled teenager, coping skills for teenagers,
and descriptions and telephone numbers of available resources in the community.
Since the target population for prevention wav teenagers, schools were the logical
focal point for initial intervention.

A second component of the project involves in-service training for administrators,
teachers, guidance counselors, school nurses, peer counselors, and students. The
goals of the training were twofoldeducational and supportive. While the informa-
tional part of the in-service is important, the supportive element seemed most effec-
tive in addressing potential opposition to the program and easing fears about the
subject.

In the last 3 years since Project A.L.LV.E. was published, 195 copies have been
distributed to all 16 school districts in Lancaster County and throwhout the coun-
try. National publicity was provided by presenting details of the program at the
NASW National Conference on School Social Work attended by a thousand people
early in 1985. A Lancaster County Bank has recently awarded a grant to publish an
additional thousand copies of the lesson plan.
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It is out of my experience in working in the Solanco school system and in theProject A.L.I.V.E. adolescent suicide prevention project that I would like to expressmy overall support of both H.R. 1099, which would make grants available to localeducational agencies for teenage suicide prevention programs, and H.R. 1894, whichwould establish a commission to study youth suicide and a grant program fundingprograms to prevent youth suicide.
With regard to H.R. 1894, the sponsors are to be commended for their acknowl--

edgment of youth suicide as a national health problem which needs to be addressedon the Federal level. While states and localities may be adept at tailoring specificprograms to meet their local needs, the federal government must serve as the cata-lyst in stimulating the development of comprehensive suicide prevention programs.My experienm has been that local schools and agencies tend to be reactive, that is,getting involved after a tragedy has occurred rather than organizing a primary pre-vention effort.
I support the proposal set forth in title 1 of H.R. 1894 which would establish acommission to study adolescent suicide and develop a national plan for youth sui-cide programs. Such coordination of research and treatment models is necessary foreffective and efficient prevention programs.
The emphasis on multidisciplinary approaches in section 2(3) is an essential com-ponent. This principle is also a feature of the approach to helping handicapped chil-dren as entrenched in Public Law 94-142, the E.ducation for all Handicapped Chil-dren Act. However in H.R. 1894 the recommended composition of the Commission issomewhat limited in scope. Section 2(2) emphasizes the need to integrate data about

the physical, psychological and social conditions associated with suicide. Section 104of title I provides for strong expert representation in the physical and psychological
areas, but needs strengthening in our opinion as far as social factors are concerned.Social work as a profession has expert knowledge of socio-economic, cultural, com-munity, and family factors which influence social problema such as suicide. The or-ganization and coordination of' community resources are also social work skillswhich could contribute to planning for the prevention of youth suicide nationally.We would therefore recommend that the Bill include provision for the appointmentof two social workers as members of the Commission. The National Association ofSocial Workers woirld be happy to assist you in recommending social workers withrelated expertise.

Title II of' H.R. 1894 which would provide grants to States, political subdivisions ofStates, and private nonprofit agencies for prevention programs is an important com-ponent of a thorough primary prevention program. Community resources must beavailable to assist schools in carrying out such programs. However, in my view theprimary responsibility for youth suicide programs should lie with school systems.The reasons are as follows:
Of all agencie3 and institutions in the community, schools have the most liumedi-ate access to the greatest number of children and youth. Students routinely attendschool and are a "captive audience", amenable to both academic instruction aboutissues and supportive services. Teachers are in a unique position to observe students

over an extended period of time and to monitor changes in behavior which may beindicative of a potential suicide. From the student's point of view, it is more conven-ient to seek help from support staff within the school than from clinics or agenciesoutside. Therefore, it is my view that schools are the most effective and efficientbase for youth suicide prevention programs. Outside resources from the communityshould be used when more intensive help is needed, but the primary WIls of inter-vention should be the schools.
In relation to H.R. 1099 which would make grants availablc to local educationalagencies for teenage programs. I support the four program.requirements stated insection C of the bill that is, that any program shall, (1) almost in increasing aware-ness about the incidence of teenage suicide, (2) train school personnel in strategiesfor prevention, (3) develop school-based prevention programs, and (4) utilize commu-nity resources. My concern is that many schools do not have adequately trainedstaff to deal with this. problem. Project A.L.I.V.E., the suicide prevention program inwhich I have been involved, began with the recognition by a local educationalagency that it lacked the personnel with the expertise to handle student reactionsto suicides and suicide attempts. The school system therefore approached a familyservice agency in the communiV to provide the service. The service was provided byagency social workers and while an adequate program has evolved, the ideal pro-gram should be coordinated by a school social worker who is employed by the localeducational agency itself. Having a professional person within the school systemslends continuity to the program which cannot be assured by an outside agency. Aschool social worker can also provide expert knowledge about resources within the
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socir.1 system itself and can serve as an effective link with the resources in the com-
munity. Thus, he or she can combine the resources of the multi-disciplinary pupil
service team within the schoolincluding school psychologists, guidance counselors,
school nurses and otherswith the professional expertise and services in the com-
munity.

This model exists in many school districts. For example, Fairfax County Public
Schools, Virginia in suburban Washington, DC have school social workers who co-
ordinate an adolescent suicide program which has received national attention. I
would recommend that H.R. 1099 include provision for the hiring of school social
workers as a condition for receiving grants. In my experience, school social workers
would be ideally qualified to fulfill the program requirements of H.R. 1099.

The National Association of Social Workers and Family and Children's Service of
Lancaster County would like to be of further assistance in the process of establish-
ing programs to combat the rising incidence of teenage suicide. If at any time we
can provide you with additional information, we will certainly be available. Thank
you very much for the opportunity to appear here today.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you, Ms. Meckley.
The next witness is Mr. Fred Wyatt, a student from Arlington, VA.
Mr. Wyatt.
Mr. WYArr. Thank you, sir.
Today, I come to tell you about a friend of mine who had had

problems in school, but our school had nothing for a person to have
even in or out of school or around the neighborhood if you had
problems which were held inside. My friend was at school several
times a week, normal school days, and he would walk out of class-
es, and he would withdraw from parents. He would just walk out of
school and leave for the rest of the

One day he left and he asked me to come along. So I went up to
another friend's house of mine, up at Calvert Street, and I was sit-
ting upstairs watching TV with my friend and he was downstairs
talking to his girlfriend. She came upstairs to talk to me, and when
we went back downstairs he was gone. So we both ran outside to
see where he had gone and he was sitting on the Calvert Street
BridgEs.

I came out there and I said, you know, are you OK?
He said: "Don't bother me."
I said: "What do you mean don't bother you?"
He said: "No one cares. My parents don't care. My girlfriend

doesn't care. Life doesn't care. No one wants to help memy teach-
ers, nobody. I'm doing horrible in school. The teachers say they
don't care if I fail." He said: "Nothing is going right."

I said: "People care."
Right then a passerby stopped and said, you know, is he OK? I

said he will be all right.
So I said: "See, even people who don't know you care." I said:

"People will try to do their best for you even though they don't
know you."

I said, you know, "You just have to think of life as a bunch of
hurdles and sometimes some are high and sometimes some are low;
and if you trip over one you just can't stop the race."

And you know, he started to cry and stuff, and we were just talk-
ing. As if he needed help, someone. ,(:) lean on, but he didn't want to
go as far as a teacher. It was almost as though he was afraid a
teacher would tell his parents that he had the problem. But he
needed someone he could rely on and tilk on a peer level.
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So he got back down off the bridge and, you know, we were just
walking back to the house, and he said: "It's really tough for
pe ple to talk to people that are above my age and for me to relate
to them and try to explain."

T said, you know: "You just have to go to your friends and if yourfriends can't help you, you have to go to your parents, and if your
parents can't help you, you have to just do your best."

He has calmed down since then. He is back to normal.
But I think you need tothe little issue that came up with me

was my mother had worked on the teenage suicide and she had
brought home the pamphlets, and I had just browsed through them
and picked up the signs of withdrawing, not seeing friends, change
of moods quickly, change of attitude. I noticed that when my friendhad this problem. I think there just needs to be awareness inschool, not of a teacher or a counselor but someone you can talk to
who doesn't have to be older than you, he can be a peer. There justneeds to be someone he can talk to and they will have an equal
understanding.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you, Mr. Wyatt, for sharing

your experience with us. We appreciate it, and we look forward to
some questions I am sure from members of the committee.

The final witness in this panel is Mr. John Carswell, executive
director of Parson's Child & Family Center, Albany, NY.

Mr. CARSWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
subcommittee. On behalf of the Child Welfare League of Americaand the American Association of Children's Residential Centers I
am pleased to be able to appear before you this morning to respondto the issue of teen suicide.

My name is John Carswell. As stated, I am executive director of
Parsons Child and Family Center, an agency I have been with for
23 years. I have been executive director for 5 years. The agencywas established in 1829. We are a multiservice agency. We provide
many treatment programs for troubled young people and theirfamilies. We have residential treatment group homes, foster homes.
We have adoption for special needs children. We have a child guid-
ance clinic. We have day treatment. We have a number of re-
sources and programs And of course, because we do work with
1,400 children in a given year, and it will probably be 1,500 next
year, we come into contact with problems of suicide or potentialnuicide.

I should mention to start out that our agency has never had anactual suicide amongst anyone that we have worked with. We ha7ein our care right now, presently in care, 500 young people; about 20
who have made attempts at suicide through various means. And
we certainly believe that another 25 to 30 percent of our popula-tion is at risk; without overt behaviors of suicide but indirect, such
as overdrinking, over use of drugs, et cetera.

We have had suicides occurthree in the last 2 yearswith
young people mainly in their late teens who left our support pro-
grams and who are amongst what you have heard are the aged out
population, the youth who have left, or many of whom hwve left
the foster care system and are adrift in the community.
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Let me give you a few examples of the types of children that we
deal with ir and families, where there is an issue of suicide poten-
tial.

Vernon 1 .ound in our agency is the youngest child, age 5, whom
we really felt showed many of the suicidal behaviors including
jumping out of a kindergarten classroom window on hiswell,
during the first month he was there he jumped out several times
and got injured both times. The child was referred by the school
system to our prevention program which deals with trying to pre-
vent kids from going back into foster care. The child was defmitely
depressed. He had a long history of placement, five or six foster
home placements; a family of violence; a family where there had
been many separations; his lather had been in and out of jailand
going to school reactivated a lot of this young person's concerns
about separation and loss.

Basically we have done quite well with the family. We have
helped them identify some of the triggers that bring about the vio-
lence. The father went into akohol counseling. And we are working
:vith the family in learning how to have fun.

Alice is different. She is age 16. She has been in our residential
treatment center for the last 6 months. She immigrated to this
country with her family when she was 10. There was a lot of
family difficulty in adjusting to this country. They are an upper
middle-class family. Parents divorced. Mother tried to commit sui-
cide. Alice followed and tried to commit suicide. And during the
last 4 years she has been in and out of psychiatric hospital ,.:are.

Now this child is psychotic most of the time. She doesn't think
straight. She thinks her psychiatrist is the devil. She has tried var-
ious methods of suicide including biting through an electric cord,
taking an overdose of medication, trying to consume a bottle of
Clorox, all issues such as that.

Carol, age 16, is another situation very different, too. Carol lives
with her mother. Many of our children are single-parent household
children. Not all, but many experience that. The parent and the
child have a horrible relationship. They are really two teenagers.
They compete for the same boyfriends. There is no parental sup-
port for Carol. Periodically she has been kicked out of the house.
There is heavy drinking and drugs. And the young woman has
been admitted to the hospital several times for taking an overdose
of drugs and heavy drinking.

Peter, age 20, had hung himself in a local jail. He was originally
placed in one of our group homes after 10 foster home placements.
He was referred due to acting out behaviors. Came from a most un-
stable family where whenever there was any difficulty they would
tell him to get out. He ran away, got into difficulty, and finally was
placed with us.

Supportive counseling did help. The family calmed down, mes-
sages became more "I care." Finally, after 2 years the young man
graduated from high school, left us and went into the Army. That,
however, didn't work out and after 1 year he was back home.
Things fell apart. There was no supports in the family at that time.
Things deteriorated. He began to drift. He got into difficulty and
finally ended up in jail where he hung himself, as I stated, during
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actually his first jail experience and during his hi i night of incar-ceration.
So Vernon, Alice, Carol, and Peter are four entirely different in-dividuals, but I think you can see we feel that there are certainthreads Oat run through their lives. They certainly need helpsince all of them are potentially suicidal. Their problems do notexist in isolation.
We, in our agency, place a very high emphasis on working with

the child and th.e family. We believe the family has to be reached;that if there is a troubled child, there is a troubled family. These
families, many of them are very successful an d. they do not feelthat they are troubled, but we believe strongly that it has to be asystems approach. And obviously that involves werking with theschools and other community agencies. Many of these families feelisolated. Many are one-parent families or families of divorce. Thereis just a tremendous sense of hopelessness, helplessness, and no onecares underneath.

Suicidal behaviors are often very indirect, especially the increas-
ing use of drugs and alcohol, and we get many children like that.The risk of suicide in our experience increases with many of these
young people when they get out of the support systems and get outon their own. These are the drifting kids that I am quite sure youhave heard a lot aboutagain the aging out population.

Many, many supports are available certainly from our agency for
a lot of these young people and their families, but I must say thatwe must all share in the fact that these supports do not go on andthere is a period in time where funding stops and many agencies'services stop, and there is a need to address that.

I would like to come up with some legislative recommendations. Iwent adrift here more with my own experiences rather than whatyou have in the written report, but I do want to get back to ourrecommendations.
One, the Child Welfare League of America and the American As-sociation of Children's Residential Centers recommend passage oflegislation creating a specific Federal presence in the area of youthsuicide prevention. Due to the dramatic increase in youth suiciderates there is a need for the Federal Government to play a leader-ship role in research and demonstration programs to identifycauses of youth suicide and promising strategies for interventionand prevention. This Federal role should also include developing

partnerships with States and local communities to develop success .ful approaches.
Two, the Child Welfare League of America and the Children't

Residential Association recommend that the proposals included inH.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894 are combined into one bill. Both bills have
positive provisions which address the issue of youth suicide preven-tion. H.R. 1099 recognizes the important role local school systemscan play and provides resources to facilitate their involvement.H.R. 1894 adopts a more cornmunitywide focus and, more impor-tantly, provides for both short- and long-range planning at the Fed-eral level which is not contained in H.P. 109.9. Federal commitmentto research and planning is important to carefully take into ac-count the possible influence on suicide contagion that some public
education programs have certainly experienced.
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In order to facilitate the expeditious passage of this important
legislation, the committee might consider using H.R. 1099 as the
legislative vehicle since it has been referred to wily one committee,
whereas H.R. 1894 has been jointly referred.

Three, the Child Welfare League of America and the American
Association of Children's Residential Centers recommend that the
Secretary of Health and Human Services be given specific responsi-
bility for administering the youth suicide prevention program in
cooperation with the Secretary of Education. While the schools can
play a vital role in the prevention of youth suicide, the focus on
this issue should go beyond the schools and involve the whole com-
munity. Here I would like to add that I believe there is no question
that schools are the natural start of any prevention program for
teen suicide. I believe, however, very strongly that this should be a
community effort, should not only be a school effort, and there
should be a lot of close working relationships with the public and
private sector, the voluntary sector; and I think that there are a lot
of good programs in Albany, NY, that work in doing this.

In addition, the programs and research now established by
NIMH can provide valuable resources to this nationwide effort and
should be coordinated with State and local programs. The Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services is best equipped to accomplish
each of these objectives in cooperation with the Department of
Education.

Four, Child Welfare League and the AACRC recommend the es-
tablishment of a commission for the study of youth suicide as con-
tained in H.R. 1894.

The Child Welfare League and the AACRC recommend that
grant applications not be limited solely to local educational agen-
cies as provided in H.R. 1099 but should also include other commu-
nity resourcez.

So, Mr. Chairman, based on these comments I wish to conclude
my testimony and certainly will be open to any questions that the
committee might have.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John W. Carswell followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. CARSWELL, EXECUTIVE DIRWTOR, PARSONS CHIL-
DREN AND FAMILY CENTER, ON BEHALF OF THE CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S RESIDENTIAL CENTERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, on behalf of the Child Welfare
League of America [CWLA] and the American Association of Children's Residential
Centers [AACRCI I am very pleased to appear this morning to respond to the issue
c: youth suicide and to comment specifically on legislation pending before you. My
name is John W. Carswell. I am executive director of Parsons Child and Family
Center in Albany, New York and an active member of both oi ganizations. My
agency provides residential treatment and outpatient care to emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents. I commend the attention you are paying to what is truly a
life and death matter for today's youth.

While my purpose this morning is not to talk about the organizations I represent,
let me briefly say that both organizations have broad, national memberships com-
pmed of professionals and agencies dedicated to the service and treatment of our
Nation's children and youth. Both organizations have bvn around for half a centu-
ry and have continuously addressed the issue of children's mental and emotional
well-being. As professionals, we have noted with concern the dramatic increase in
the rate of teen suicide while rates for other age groups have remained constant.

4 4
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Something is wrong and we appreciate the national focus which the proposed legis-lation would provide.

INCIDENCE

Some statistics may be helpful. Rates of suicide are reported by the National
Center for Health Statistics according to the number of suicides for each 100,000
members of the population in a specific group for a given year. In 1981, the rate of
suicide for all people in the United States between the ages of 15 and 24 was 12.3,
meaning that of every 100,000 youth, about 12 committed suicide that year (U.S. Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics). The rate in 1960 was 5.2 per 100,000; the rate in
1950 about 9.1 per 100,000thus, the rate has increased three times or 300 percentsince 1950.

Among young people, males are considerably more at risk and white males mos:
particularly. The rate for white males is 21.1; for black males 11.1; for white females
4.9; and for black females 2.9. Interestingly enough, young women attempt suicide
four to eight times more often than young men but young men "succeed" about four
times more often.

This year some 6,000 young people will die by their own hand. Between 250,000
and 500,000 will attempt it, depending on various estimates from 1970 to 1978, some
90,000 youngsters died from suicide (National Institute of Mental Health), so that
suicide has now become the third leading cause of death for the 15-24-year-old age
group.

According to Dr. Larry B. Silver, for Special Projects at the Na-tional Institute of Mental Health [N , suicidal behavior in young children
should also be given attention. A recent stu y reported that 3 percent of the 6-to 12-
year-olds randomly selected from Westchester County, New York elementary andjunior high schools had suicidal thoughts, and 3 percent had made attempts that
had not previously been brought to anyone else's attention.

These national statistics tell a disturbing storya story that has personal conse-
quences. I dare say that each person here has been touched and knows those whohave been touched by the reality of youth suicide. As a professional, I assure you
that what you hear nationally is a tragic reality in our local communities. An in-creasing number of the children coming to my agency for treatment have attemptedsuicide or are considering suicide.

The causes of teen suicide are many and varied. A specific prescription is uncer-tain. What we do know is that children are faced with increasingly complex life ex-
periences. Pressures exist today which did not exist 30 years ago. More children are
victims ci child abuse, more run away from home, more have only one parent, more
have unwanted pregnancies, more have a dependence on drugs and alcohol, more
are depressed. We have found that children experiencing these conditions are par-ticularly susceptable to suicidal behavior. Moreover, a phenomenon known as sui-cide seemingly triners other attempts. Our remedies, therefore, must be carefully
and deliberately pWined and carried out. Emotionally charged public education pro-
grams with no thought given to followup could well cost rattier titan save lives.

LEGISLATIVE REOOMMENDA7ONS

1. CWLA and AACRC recommend of legislatior. creating a specific Feder-
al presence in the area of youth suiciA3Megveention.

Due to the dramatic increase in youth suicide rates there is a need for the Federal
Government to play a leadership role in research and demonstration programs toidentify causes of youth suicide and promising strategies for intervention and pre-

." vention. This Federal role should also include developing partnerships with States
and local communities to implement approaches found to be successful.

2. CWLA and AACRA recommend that the proposals included in H.R. 1099 and
H.R. 1894 age combired into one bill.

Both H.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894 have positive provisions which address the issue of
youth suicide prevention. H.R. 1099 recognizes the important role local school sys-
tems can play and provides resources to facilitate their involvement. H.R. 1899adopts a more community-wide focus and more importantly provides for both shoe,-
and long-range planning at the Federal level which is not contained in H.R. 10911.
Federal commitment to research and planning is important to cerefully take into
account the possible influence on suicide contagion that some public education pro-grams might have.

In order to facilitate the expedient passage of this important legislation, the com-
mittee might consider using H.R. 1099 as the legislative vehicle since it has been
referred to only one committee, whereas H.R. 1894 has been jointly referred.
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3. CWLA and AACRC recommend that the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices be given specific responsiblity for administering the Youth Suicide Prevention
Program in cooperation with the Secretary of Education.

While the schools can play a vital role in the prevention of youth suicide, the
focus on this iseue should go beyond the schools and involve the entire community.
In addition, the programs and reseerch now established by NIMH can provide valu-
able resources to this nationwide effort and should be coordinated with State and
local programs. The Department of Health and Human Services is best equipped to
accomplish each of these objectives in cooperation with the Department of Educa-tion.

4. CWLA and AACRC recommend the establishment of a commission for the
study of youth suicide as contained in H.R. 1894.

5. CWLA and AACRC recommend that grant applicants not be limited solely to
local education agencies as provided in H.R.. 1099 but should also include other com-munity resources.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, the problem of youth suicide is increasing by critical
proportions. It will not go away. Answers are complex and require coordinated lead-
ership from the Federal Government to provide assistance to States and local com-
munities but most of all to the young themselves. Our organizations are committed
to improving the lives of children. We look forward to assisting you as you develop
this important legislation and encourage timely consideration of these bills.
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PROTOCOL FOR SUICIDAL RISE ASSESSMENT

Introduction

This protocol is designed far thcae children, adolescents, and

family members under our care who are suspected of presenting a

suicidal risk. The intent is to ascertain the degree of suicidal

risk so that appropriate clinical management can be planned.

This is done by the team which re-assesses factors that may

increase suicidal risk, as follows:

1. FAMILY HISTORY Yes No N/A Notes

a. loss of parent(s) by death
(note if by suicide)

b. loss of parent(s) by abandonment,
separation, divorce, placements,
etc.

C. history of suiciCe among closer
relatives

d. alcoholism and/or serious drug
abuse in parents

s. history of serious psychiatric
illness in parents. Note if
chronic depression and psy-
chiatric hospitalization
have occurred.

F. history of persistent suicidal
ideation in parent(s)

SUMMARY OF
FAMILY HISTORY:

No Risk Factors

Slight Risk Factors

Moderate Risk Factors

High Risk Factors



2. INDIVIDUAL HISTORY
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Yes No N/A Notes

h. loneliness, withdrawal, lack of
social/peer relations

b. serious involvemerr with
alcohol/drugs

c. chronic boredom, lack of
intereStfor activities

d. past psychiatric hospitalizations

e. past suicidal gestures, attempts
(note methods used)

f. past diagnosis of major depres-
sion, or psychosis, or border-
line personality

g. history of excessive strivings
for accomplishments and
experiences of "failure(s)"

SUMMARY OF
INDIVIDUAL HISTORY:

No Risk Factors

Slight Risk Factors

Moderate Risk Factors

High Risk Factors
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3. INTEUT ("Motivation
to die") Yes No N/A Notes

a. subject consciously acknowl-
edges and expresses wishes to
die ("suicidal ideation")

b. expresses hopelessness and
feelings that "there is
nothing to live for*

c. expresses wishes to punish some-
body bv own death

d. expresses intense hostilitV

e. expresses homicidal thoughts

f. death is seen as "sleeps,
"temporary" and reversible

g. expresses wishes of reunion
with dead loved one

h. clearly sees suicidal gesture
as a way to force somebody
into certain actions
tomanipulAtion*)

SUMMARY OF
INTENT FACTORS:

No Risk Factors

Slight Risk Factors

Moderate Risk Factors

High Risk Factors
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Yes No N A Notes

a. presence of sad affect, hopeless-
ness, excessive boredom, lack of
optimism

b. unconscious hostility, murder-
ous impulses

c. dreams featuring death, self
or others

d. poor concentration, loss of
appetite, loss of weight,
"psychosomatic" complaints

e. presence of psychotic symp-
toms, especially self-
destructive ideation

". current abuse of alcohol/drugs

g. diagnosis of major depression,
borderline personality or
psychosis

SUMMARY OF
PSYCHIATRIC STATUS:

No R..sk Factors

Slight Risk Factors

Moderate Risk Factors

High Risk Factors
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Yes No N/A Notes

a. long-standing history of envi-
ronmental/familial "problems"
which more recently have
escalated

b. breakdown of few remaining
primary associations ("teen
romance" breakdown, move, etc.

C. social isolation/alienation,
lack of interest for social
relationships

d. nobody to turn to, lack of
"support systems"

Uo Risk Factors
SUMMARY OF
LIFE SITUATION : Slight Risk Factors 0

Moderate Risk Factors 0

High Risk Factors
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Yes No N/A Notes
0. r1,11A

a. method of accomplishing sui-
cide is highly lethal*

b. method thoaghtabout is avail-
able and accessible

c. plan is very specific in
terms of method, time, place,
details, etc.

*The more active, more bizarre the method, the higher the risk.
Generally, shotgun and hanging are most lethal, while drug
overdose and wrist-cutting are least lethal.

SUMMARY OF PLAN:

No Risk Factors

Slight Risk Factors

Moderate Risk Factors

High Risk Factors

E
E
E
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a. frequent accidents, injuries, "near
misses" more recently

b. has left letters, notes, etc.
expressing wish to die

c. there is a suicidal note

d. sudden change of patterns:
school refusal, g rades are
dropping, doesn't want to
see friends, etc.

e. seems to be leaving a "will"--
i.e. giving away prized
possessions, etc.

surulARY OF
BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS :

No Risk Factor

Slight Risk Factor

Moderate Risk Factor

High Risk Factor

a

8. Final clinical judgement: Based on assessment of seven prior
areas, it is judged that suicidal risk is:

None

Slight

Moeerate

High

Very High
Immediate

9. Intervention Plan (describe):
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Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you, Mr. Carswell.
Mr. Carswell, which of the agencies mentioned keeps the overall

statistics that would be made available to us pertaining to the
causes, the demographics on this subject?

Mr. CARSWELL. Are you asking for the repon, sir?
Chairman HAWKINS. Is there any center or any one agency re-

sponsible for keeping up with statistical information as to suicide
among young people?

Ms. Ross, you may know of one.
Mr. CARSWELL. We got a lot of statistics from the U.S. National

Center for Health Statistics.
Chairman HAWKINS. That is the one that you rely upon most?
Ms. Ross.
Ms. Ross. Center for Health Statistics has the mortality statis-

tics, so they would have all of the classification of mode of deaths.
They can give you the numbers on certified deaths. There are a
couple of other national resources for more refined statistics if you
want. The Centers for Disease Control, for example, in Atlanta, has
some additional statistics, breakdowns of a more sophisticated
nature than the Center for Health Statistics.

Chairman HAWKINS. So if we wanted to know who are the ones
most prone to suicide, we would rely upon an agency, thatagency

Ms. Ross. Between them. You can turn to the Center for Health
Statistics here in Washington to get some of the raw data. You can
turn to the Centers for Disease Control to some more sophisticated
studies. And then you can turn to other groups like our Youth Sui-
cide National Center if you want to get, for example, some looks at
perhaps college students, your own local community, et cetera. And
what we are trying to do at the National Center is pull together
different kinds of data to respond to different needs.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Fred, is a student likely to turn to a school counselor, like your

friend, when they have a problem like this? Or how likely might
that be or not be?

Mr. WYATT. Well, if they have a favorite teacher. Like he talked
to one of our teachers about it after the problem had happened and
said, you know, you have any good ideas? If you have a favorite
teacher. They usually go to a teacher that knows and is kind to the
student; and, you know, she really cares about people and is not
one of the teachers who says I don't care if you fail out and stuff
like that.

But we had a couple of teachers that he really liked, so he went
to his favorite teacher and told her about it. You know, I don't
think he would have gone to like the head master or anybody like
that because it may get him a bad reputation in school and they
may say, you know, watch him.

Mr. KILDEE. The counseling system, or the system itself doesn't
provide a good avenue. Maybe it is a special person within that
system that they relate to?

Mr. WYATV. Yes, it is more like a special person. it is like if all of
them k.new about it, then I am sure everyone has a special teacher.

5 4
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So you know, 57laybe they could, because I know he has a speialteacher and my teacher is different from his, and so on like that.So if I had a problem I would go to a different teacher, too.
Mr. KILDEE. In real life I was a school teacher, so I think I know

what you are speaking about. Before I took this long sabbatical in
politics, I was a school teacher.

I guess the over burdened counseling system doesn't really lenditself. The counselors are generally overburdened anyway.
Mr. WYATT. Well, the only counseling that I think does any goodis between groups of your peers and your friends. And if you havejust like one of them in there. You know, you want to have morefriends than you do have counselors because it is hard to stand upone on one with a counselor.
Mr. KILDEE. You would think any system would be helpful tohave, as you mentioned, a system of peer persons would be helpful.
Mr. WYATT. Peer counselor.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to get back te the rates of suicide again. I have areport here from the Library of Congress, Congressional ResearchService, that indicates in the United States in 1981 that the suicide

rate was 20.2 per 100,000, Mr. Carswell, I think your statement in-dicates that it is 12.5, and a report here which I have from the
American Psychiatric Association indicates that in the last yearthere has been a leveling off and downward trend. We get mixed
up with statistics quite a bit here in Congress. But the accuratefigure is 12.5? If so, I note that we areinsofar as the 15 to 24 age
category is concerned generally behind most of the European coun-
tries. Not that that is good, bad, or indifferent. But are those theaccurate figures? What are the accurate figures I guess I amsaying?

Mr. CARSWELL. I assume that from my point of view much of the
problem develops out of identifying what group you are talkingabout where it is an overt attempt at suicide or more indirect. You
know there are a lot of people, for example, who get a car up to 100miles per hour and go into a bridge, you know, and not all those
are classified as suicides. But there is a lot more suicide depending
on how you look at the statistics.

Mr. FAWELL. If the figure is 12.5 as, Mr. Carswell, you had inyour statement and as the American Psychiatric Association has,then I note that quite a few countries have even more of a severeproblem than we have in this country. And yet some of the indica-tions I have had is that we are leading the world and we have
more of a severe problem, which perhaps isn't the case.

Ms. Ross. My heart goes out to you in your confusion.
Mr. FAWELL. This is the 15 to 24 age category I am talking about.
Ms. Ross. What you have before you and what all of us do is any10 reports that you gather will probably give you 10 different setsof statistics. I say that not by way of apology but by way of expla-

nation. That it is why effort is needed in this field. We all want todo something about it, and one of the first things that all of us
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know is to deal effectively with the problem you have to know
something accurately about the problem.

First and foremost, if you want to do international comparisons
you have to know that almost any study you look at, in this coun-
try or abroad, will begin with an opening paragraph that states the
statistics are highly unreliable and then proceed to use those unre-
liable statistics in the article. Internationally what we have are
some very strong influences on the reporting system; therefore,
countries in which suicide is either an offense legally or to the reli-
gion of the country, whatever, show strongly masked figures.
Strongly. The common aside in a particular country that does
report one of the lowest suicide rates is that you have to have three
witnesses to the act in order to get it certified as suicide. That is
how much it is covered up. And that means certification has
changed.

The numbers here have to do with taking a look at different time
periods, different age groups, et cetera. Most of us in the field use
the Center for Health Statistics mortality numbers. The others you
see are quoted from different studies and then picked up in quotes
and picked up in quotes.

There is a tremendous need to clarify those. But I can only tell
you that the numbers from the Center for Health Statistics show
the 12 and 12.5 depending on what year you are looking at as the
recent overall 15- to 24-year-olds. If you will take a look at those
numbers, you will see it go up to 17, 18, and 20, and that is looking
at adolescent males. That will be looking at your 15- to 24-year-old
males at that time, which has one of the highest suicide rates.

I don't know if that helped clarify it.
Let me just throw out one other little aside. I think it is very

effective having Freddy answer for himself your question regarding
school counselors. You might be interested, because this is a con-
fusing issue, too. Numbers are one, resources are one. In some very
large surveys across the country asking youngsters what we consid.-
ered a very key question: who would they turn to if they were
thinking of suicide? I think that is relevant to this legislation. They
were given multiple-choice answers: parent, friend, school counsel-
or is one. The bottom of the list was the school counselor. And that
does not mean that school counselors aren't effective. What it does
mean is that many schools have systems which put the school
counselor beyond the reach of most students.

One thing in a recent survey done of a very large number of kids
across this country was they were asked who would you turn to
within the school system? Because a number of us, including
myself: have been working within the schools for 10 years trying to
get suicide prevention education approaches as solid as possible.
And the youngsters said they didn't care whether it was a counsel-
or, a teacher, a mental health consultant, a social workerand I
have to mention that only about half the schools in this country
have social workers. What they did say was if the person was
caring, warmand at the top of their list, trustworthytrustwor-
thy that they could talk to and that would understand what they
were saying and hold it in confidence that was the person. And
that is the reason that many of us feel that an entire community,
and that means every xacher, every person, and sometimes it is
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the school janitor. So the people, if we want to save our youth we
will educate everyone we can around youngsters.

Had to throw that in.
Mr. FAWELL. May I have just one question more, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Carswell, you set forth this wording:
Federal commitment to research and planning is important to carefully take into

account the possible influence on suicide contagion tnat some public education pro-
grams might have.

Could you give me a few more words on that? There is a poten-
tial that this can occur if we don't do it right, a dissemination of
information.

Mr. CARswELL. Yes; and I am not personally an expert on this
particular question. I do know that in one of the local school dis-
tricts in the Albany, NY, area there was some suicide education
that cazne through and a lot of upset because there was a suicide
right after the discussion. So I think that any approach that is
needed needs a lot of sensitivity because there are children in the
population who are potentially suicidal and they may not be think-
ing of it today, but they might be thinking of it tomorrow.

I think I would rather have it stressed that whatever is done it
should be done with much thought and that there is no easy
answer to the problem or to the prevention of it.

MT. FAWELL. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me commend the panel for their expert testimony and shar-

ing with us their concerns. I would especially like to say to Fred
that I want to commend you for your courage and determination to
testify before this subcommittee. Despite the fact that some of us
up here are pros, we sometimes feel intimidated when we have to
do it as well.

And if I can make just one more point to you. It teaches us in
the Talmud, which is a Jewish body of learning and wisdom, that
to save a single life is as though you have sawed the entire world.
We would like to tell you how proud we are of you. And with all of
our hearings and all of the programs that we are talking about, if
we ever get, hopefully, to institute them, with all of the money that
will be involved and all of the people that will be involved, if we
would be as successful as you were in saving one single life through
your act of friendship and love, that we would feel that this entire
effort was worth it.

Chairman HAWKINS. Any further questions from the committee?
If not, the Chair would like to thank the witnesses for a very excel-
lent morning of testimony, and particularly to you, Fred, for your
appearance before this committee. You come nearest to being one
of those that we are discussingin terms of age group I am talking
about nowand we appreciate your participation with these other
experts on the subject.

That concludes the hearing. The next hearing of the committee
on the subject will be in the city of New York to be announced
later.

[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]

[Additional information submitted for the record follows:]
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Introducuon

Orwell's 1984 predicted shocking social changes for all segments of society. The

year has come and gone. For some 5200 adolescents in the United States it vas a year of

decision; they chose to commit suicide.

Unfortunately, what happened in 1984 was not unique. In the last thrte

decades the rate of suitide in the 12-18 year-old age group has doubled During this

period our knowledge about youth and suicide has not advanced at the same rate.

Previous studies have focused on completed suicides (I) or attempted suicide cases

undergoing psychotherapy (2). These approaches, although valuable, are limited due

to the small samples they utilize and the validity problems associated with utilizing

subjects who agree to therapy and volunteer to cooperate in research projects.

Likewise, such endeavors focus on secondary and tertiary prevention, ;ith only modest

attention to primary prevention. Few studies of adolescent suicide have examined the

youth poliulation precisely to obtain insights about teenage problems and tendencies

prior to suicide attempts or conipleted suicides. Moreover, since "the thought is the

father (sic) of the deed", it seems altogether proper to begin to address this burgeoning

problem by studying suicide at its inception, namely suicide ideation. To study this

topic adequately, we obtained a large random sample of middle school and high school

students from Genesee County, Michigan, a moderately large metropolitan area (1980

population 450,449). Using self-report survey instruments, one of our aims vas to

determine the nature and extent of suicide ideation in adolescents ages 12-18. This

study focused on those factors which tend to contribute to suicide ideation; it is hoped

that these findings will be helpful in primary prevention efforts to prevent adolescent

suicide. Finally, since suicide ideation is correlated with reported suicide attempts

(r..41; p(.001), it is clear that the study of suicide ideation has both theoretical and

practical implications for mental health professionals (3).
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DATA AND METHODS

The study sample consisted of 2676 school age adolescents ages 12-18. Data were

collected using multistage cluster sampling (4). In the.first stage all middle schools

and high schools in the county were listed; a certain number of very small schools had

to be dropped from the sampling frame since they hadtoo few students to make a site

visit practical. The exclusion of these schoolsmeant that 4% of the students in the

county had no chance of being included in the study. A 33percent sample of schools

was drawn from both middle schools and high schools. School officials were asked to be

involved in the study: 78 percent of the schools agreed to cooperate in the youth survey

project. In the second stage of sampling approximately 100 students from the schools

selected were sampled from each group targeted (100 seniors: 100 sophomores: 100

seventh graders). Unfortunately certain school Wick', objected to items on the youth

survey concerned with teen suicide. Thus, our study represents responses from 61% of

the targeted schools. After closely examining the type of schools which did nOt

participate in the teen suicide aspect of our survey, we conclude that this study will

tend to underestimate the extent of teenage suicide ideation. The schools which

declined to partipate were from demographic areas with higher than average rates of

drug abuse and delinquency.'

On an official school day students were asked to participate in the study with

assurances that it was impossible to associate their answers with the questionnaires

they handed in since no names or identifierswere used on the survey instruments. A

sufficient body of knowledge has been generated to allow us to conclude that self-

report methodology produces valid results (5). This crow-sectional research design

allowed us to compare those students who reportedno suicide ideation (64%) with those

who thought of commiuing suicide at least once in the previous 12 months (35.9%).

Moreover, this study vas able to examine a number of key factors that previous

research has suggested are associated with tendencies to commit suicide.
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Data were analyzed statistically by chi-square goodness-of-fit ten& and

nonparaznetric difference of median tests (6). Differences were defined as significant

when there was less than 1 chance in 20 that they occurred by chance (p(.03)

Results

This study found that 33.9% of the adolescents reported that they had thought of

committing suicide at least once in the previous 12 months (Table 1).

A number of factors were found to be associated with adolescent suicide ideation.

Like other studies on suicide, these data reveal that females are more likely to

experience suicide ideation than males. The student's age proves to be an important

factor in understanding suicide ideation (see Figure 1). Students 14 and over have a

significantly higher rate of SI than those under 14. a difference observed by Albert

and Beck (7).

Family background accoUnts for considerable differences in suicide ideation

(S.L). Our study found, as did Angers research (8). that family size is related to suicide.

Clearly, those from larger families are more at risk. Students with four or more

brothers and sisters have significantly higher rates of S.I. than those with less than

four siblings.

Students who report that a member of their family currently has a drug

problem are more likely to eiperience S.I. We found, as did McKenry et. al.. (9) that

negative relations with parents (as measured by number of arguments with parents in

previous three months) play a major role in predicting S.I. in adolescents. Although

adolescents who come from families disrupted by divorce or separation tend to report

higber S.I. pattern, it is evident that negative relations with parents are the single

most important family background variable, whether the family is intact or not.

Previous research on the relation of suicide and drug use is only moderately

helpful when dealing with S.I. and adolescence (10). Our study revealed that heavy

drinking (as measured by number of times respondent had five or more drinks in a

row in the previous tvo weeks) is related to S.I. Use of marijuana on almost a daily basis
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Table lx Di ffffff cos between adolescents (12-111) with sp.e
suicide ideation and those with none On number
of key social factors (in percentages). N 2676

Variable suicide Ideatrote MISSILE

U2811. At Least 08r6
(n.1671) (n.962)

a

A. Demographics,
Sex

Male 73 27 109.6(1) .001Female 54 46

Age
(14
14.

67.8 32.2 44.4(1) .01
62.3 37.7

B. Family Background
Family Size (number of siblings)

(4 .64.8
4. 59.7

33.2
40.3

5.29(1) .02

Feast,' history
drug peoblem

yes 49.9 50.1
maybe 53.1 46.9 43.7(2) .001no 66.9 33.1

Negative Relationsb
with parent;

YeS 46.2 53.8 148.1(1) .001no 71.3 28.7

Divorce/Separation
Yes 577 42.3 21.3(1) .00130 05.5 34.5

C. Drug Use by P.c
Heavy Drinker

Yes 35.6 64.4 33.05(1) .003no 63.8 36.2

Daily us.

'floe...Juana
'OS 50.3 41.7
no 63.3 36.7

Use of
amphetamines

H. - 3.
Lo - ((-2)
None - 0

Early initiation

to drugs
YOS
no

52,)) .001

36.5 63.5
53.7 46.3 116.2(2)
65.6 34.4

42.8 57.2 72.83(1)
56.9 43.1

.001

D. Social Environment
School success

Ye 63,9 36.1 5.05(1) .02no 48.a 51.2

ExperienSe of
child buse

SxuI Abuse,
YOS 33.3 66.7 132.2(1,
no 64.9 35.1

Beatings
Ye; 3E1.7 61.3 63.3(1)
no 04.9 35.1

Exposure to
suicide ideation

Yes 43.3 56.7
no 78.3 21.7

Life sat sf6c t 1 on 11.6 9.5

5137.1(1)

17.17

.001

.001

.001

.001

a) Question asked, 'During the last twelve months, how many times have you
thought of committing suicide,'

b) Had argument with parent(s) every week or more.

c) Had 5 or more drinks in a raw in previous 2 weeks on 3 or more
occasions. 'Dai) y uses eeeee used drug 20 or more times in vast 30
days; is 'almost' daily use.

d) Median test for significance.
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is likewise associated with Si. The most important substance use variable related to S.I.

in adolescence is daily use of nonprescribed stimulants other than cocaine. These data

show that frequent use of stimulant drugs is more important than alcohol or marijuana

use in predicting SI. Finally, we found that the earlier in one's life a person began

using drugs, the more likely he/she would experience SI.

In addition to demographics, family background and drug use, the adolescent's

social environment is crucial in understanding S.I. School success as measured by

grade point average (GPA) is related to SI. More specifically, those who report a GPA

below the "C' range are much more likely to experience SI. than those whose GPA is "C"

or better. The experience of child abuse, whether one considers sexual abuse or

physical beatings, is significantly correlated with higher rates of S.I. Our life

satisfaction scale indicates that those who report SI. are quite unhappy with their

overall life situation and presumably quite depressed. Finally, the most important

finding of this study relative to S.1. is that those who report experiencing SI. also

report having conversations with others their age about committing suicide in the

previous 12 months. This seems indicate that peer group experiences and exposure to

SI. are crucial in determining an individual's suicide ideation pattern.

DISCUSSION

With the growing concern over escalating suicide rates among adolescents and

the paucity of research in the area of prevention, certain findings in this study are of

significance for &wide range of interventionprograms, but extremely valuable in

efforts in primary prevention.

Optimally primary prevention programs for adolescents should involve a host of

different resources ranging from physicians and other health care professionals, to

mental health professionals, educators, and parents. These programs by definition will

work to intervene before a problem occurs or in some cases before a behavior becomes

problematic.
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The rate of suicide attempts has always been higher among women. Our

findings of more frequent suicidal ideation in female adolescents corroborate this

observation. The question could be asked: Is the reason for this gender difference a

greater sensitivity among females to affect-laden events or to a greater degree of

emotional dependence on significant others arising during adolescence? Current

research has no clear answers to these questions. Regardless of the reasons for the

difference, since suicidal ideation is related to suicide attempts, any revelation of

suicidal ideation by the female adolescent should be taken seriously.

Adolescents fourteen ye, Wolf age and over were found to have more suicidal

ideation than those who were a ;ear or more younger. Conceivabiy. this is explained

by the more consistent onset of puberty at age 14. with its attendant physiological and

emotional upheaval as well as increasing societal expectations at age 14 than among the

12-13 age group. Nevertheless. the 322% incidence of S.I. in this latter group is

-0181 and should not be overlooked.

data indicate thr not only is substance abuse significant, but the particular

; also a critical factor in relation to S.I. Frequent use of stimulant drugs

_ air, shows the highest relationship to the incidence of S.I. of all the

f..scussod ;tough respondents were asked to indicate the incidence of non-

ript ion ampnt...mine use, it is doubtful that the majority of adolescents

responding to the survey were able to differentiate bett te a any of the varior

stimulant-rype drugs. Undoubtedly a wide range of stimulant drugs were included by

respondents in this category. ranging from the amphetamines to the non-prescription

substances (caffeine. ephedrine) known as the "look-alike" drugs.

Stimulants may I' - adolescent's way of relieving significant feelings of

depression and S.I. Since on; of the most common symptoms of withdrawal from

stimulants is depression, the adolescent is caught in the vicious cycle of continuing to

suffer the depression from which he/she vas seeking to escape.
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Heavy drinking and frequent use of marijuanaare also related to SI in

adolescents, but certainly not as much as the use of stimulants. Early initiation to drug

use correlates with SI. to a higher degree than either heavy drinking or frequent

marijuana use. This should be of great concern to primary prevention workers and

supports the need for comprehensive services at an early age.

Another important area of concern for those developing intervention programs

is the family unit. Professionals should tate into account not only the existence of

broken homes, but the nature of the relationship that exists between the parent(s) and

the adolescent. Although divorce and separation are significant in S.I.. the quality of

the relationship is of far greater sign in cance.

The data suggest that the area with most significance to S.I. is that of the social

environment. School success, the experience of child abuse. satisfaction with one's

life, and exposure to S.I. in ascending importance are specific areas of concern for

prevention efforts.

Students whose grade point average is below the "CC" range experience higher

rates of SI. The exact relationship between school success and SI. is not clear at this

point, but clearly, those who are doing poorly should be given special attention.

The experience of child abuse no doubt contributes to low self esteem and

dissatisfaction with ofie's life.. With the current emphasis in targeting child abuse,

treatment should include suicide prevention.

The child dissatisfied with his/her life is more likely to experience a whole

constellation of destructive life elements. Since adolescents frequently seek out their

peers to share experiences, it is not surprising that they talk about their problems,

including suicide ideation.

It is unfortunate that these discussions frequently do not lead to fruitful

solutions. The exposure to SI. as measured by the number of times someone has

communicated suicidal ideas, is far and away the most significant factor associated with

S.I. Understanding this relationship suggests that those professionals who provide
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prevention services ought to be aware of this and perhaps exercise discretion in

raising the issue of suicide particularly if adequate follow-up treatment is not

available. Concentrating on a total mental health approach designed to affect the total

life situation and to provide adolescents with skills necessary for solving a wide range

of life problems seems the most effective approach in printry prevention efforts

5umat1rv and Recommendations

The multiplicity of significant factors correlated with suicidal ideation among

adolescents indicates that the approach to prevention is of necessity. multi-faceted. A

cooperative venture between schools and mental health professionals. paretts and the

community at large is essential. An example of such a venture is the following:

1. Dissemination of information regarding the problem
of suicidal ideation and its significant correlates to the
community in order to heighten awareness of the
problem among parents, teachers, school boards.
mental health professionals and the community at
large.

2. Development of parent education and discussion
groups conducted by mental health professionals with
the purpose of orienting the parents to adolescent
problems and providing them with effective tools to
deal with these problems.

3. Development of discussion groups for adolescents,
conducted by mental health professionals to
encourage expression of their concerns among their
peers and learning appropriate ways of dealing with
change and events in their daily lives which may be
confusing or frightening.

4 Facilitating meetings between these groups which
address mutual concerns.

1. Allocation of /Lads for these activities and programs
by school and mental health boards as well as by local
and federal handing agencies.

6 Continued research on zxiolescent suicide in order to
assist prevention programs.

These are very tentative steps toward addressing a vide-ranging problem, but provide a

necessary beginning. A life directed away from self-annihilatim is a life turned

:award greater productivity and fulfillment.
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YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION ACT OF 1985

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1985

HOUhE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Yonkers, NY.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:20 a.m., at the

Hudson River Museum, 511 Warburton Avenue, Yonkers, NY.
Memoers present: Representatives Biaggi (presiding), Ackerman,DioGuarli, and Owens.
Staff present: Nancy Koher, legislative specialist and Andrew

Hartman, Republican legislative associate.
Mr. BIAGGI. The meeting is called to order. I am pleased to con-

vene today's hearing of the House Education and Labnr Committeeto e.lamine the appropriate Federal role in order to combat youthsuicide. I want to thank the Family Service Society of Yonkers,
Jim Feldman, executive director, for hosting today's event. This
hearitig is the first congressional hearing held in Yonkers since I
began representing the 19th Congressional District in Congress.
Today's hearing represents the second in a series of national hear-
ings our committee is conducting on this profound and distressing
national tragedy. We are specifically looking for the appropriate
Federal role in helping to combat this problem. We are on the
heels of a growing problem, begging a multitude or strategies for a
solution. Consider these facts: It is estimated that 6,000 young
people will commit suicide this year and another 280,000 will try it.
The United States is the eighth-most suicidal nation Pos_ the world.
Since 1960 the rate of suicide for youths age 15 to 24 has tripled.
According to Secretary of Health and Human Services MargaretHeckler, a young person commits suicide every 90 minutes. Suicide
is the eighth leading cause of death in the United States. It is the
third leading cause of death among adolescents and the second
among college and university students. The committee has chosento come to Westchester because we know there is a significant
problem here. This year, there have been five incidents in the first
part of the year which nearly equals all oi last year's totals. We
are not here to glamorize or glorify the problem. We are here be-
cause we know there are a number of effective community-based
strategies that are being used to attack this problem head on. We
will hear from a number of people who will provide the committee
with an understanding of how we can best meet community needs
and also to hear what more can be done. Two approaches are found
in two bills we will review today. H.R. 1099, authored by our col-
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league, Gary Ackerman, who is here today, which will provide $10
million for school-based prevention programs; and H.R. 1894, Youth
Suicide Prevention Act, which would authorize $6 million for pre-
vention activities within communities and by States as well as es-
tablish a national commission to examine the problem. As a co-
sponsor of both these measures, I believe our primary responsibil-
ity at the Federal level should be to direct additional funds to this
prevention effort. This year, we are spending $850,000 nationally to
research this problem, of which $381,000 is for New York. We are
spending only $664,000 for prevention activities, of which $150,000
has been allocated to New York. I suggest to you that less than $2
million is a small piece of change to attack a significant national
problem. Passage of legislation to directly address this issue will
assist us in the effort to spend a little more in order to get a lot
more in return. I look forward to today's testimny and thank the
witnesses in advance for their comments and for their information.
Before I call upon my colleagues for their comments, I would like
to read a letter I received from the parent of a young man who
committed suicide in Florida, Garrett Wolmsley is the father. "En-
closed is the newspaper summary of the ordeal our family suffered.
Obviously we are still in a state of shock, but we want to help
those who are in a similar plight. Today a lot of attention is fo-
cused upon the parents being aware of warning signs from their
children for possible drug use and suicidal depression. We felt our
Kevin was in need of help. We turned to the school system, medical
profession, counselors, mental health center, and finally to the
6ga1 system, all to no avail,. because no one cared to thoroughly
test, examine, and to sit clowti with Kevin and find his problem. Do
you care that a healthy 1C-year-old boy who should have been
making happy teenage memories committed suicide? What can we
do to help others? Respectfully, Garrett Wolmsley, father."

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Ackerman.

STATEMENT OF GARY ACKERMAN

Mr. AmmtmAN. Thank you very much, Chairman Biaggi. You
have my deep appreciation and gratitude of millions of American
families for conducting this, the second round of hearings on a
modern American tragedy, teenage suicide. I would also like to
thank you for joining with me in introducing H.R. 1099, the Suicide
Prevention Act.

This measure now carries the names of 33 cosponsors. Other
Members of Congress have joined in our crusade, our colleague,
Tom Lantos of California, Mr. DioGuardi of Westchester County
have also been very active in this mission.

Our breakthrough legislation would create a small grant pro-
gram with the Department of Education. The Secretary would
select proposals from local educational agencies to design, organize,
and operate suicide prevention programs. This bill, if enacted,
would authorize the grants for 3 years under an annual cap of $10
million. No group or school board could receive more than $100,000
in any 1 year. The programs that would be developed, with the
help of this legislation, would reflect the valuable input of parents
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and community leaders as well as that of mental health profession-
als and school personnel.

This approach, then, takes the talents and expertise of all seg-ments of the education and youth service field and focuses on theimportant task of saving lives of America's kids.
Mr. Biaggi, during the first day of hearings in September, theSubcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-tion witnesses expressed their strong belief that suicide prevention

programs should reflect the community's dedication to openingcommunication lines with young people in order to relieve thestress that so often precipitates a suicide attempt.
For too many years, discussions of suicide have been relegated tohushed, almost silent tones. Unfortunately, we have not let ourchildren understand that the problems they perceive as insur-mountable really do have solutions.
For the most part, there has been no Federal commitment any-where in our Nation to stop teen suicide. Some schools have impro-vised programs, but these random efforts have usually come toolate, only after the loss of a young life.
One individual who testified before the subcommit4(-.1 thissummer was a shining light within the dark and glcx.,ory. :,ubject.Fred Wyatt sat at a table and recounted his courageot heroicact of ing the life of one of his dearest friends. br.Jught asense oi hope to those who may be skeptical of our mn's abili-ty to help each other.
Today we will hear different strategies and stories about the sui-cide epidemic. This is a plague that knows no boundary. A troubledchild stays behind no borders. Geography, education level, income,ethnicity, religion, gender, social status, none of these is a limit onteenage suicide. This plague can strike a youngster in Scarsdale asel7.sily, quickly, and fatefully as it hits a child in Harlem. Teenagesuicide is a national problem and cries out for a national response.H.R. 1099, by saving children and by sparing families excruciat-ing agony responds to a void which the Federal Government canand should help to fill.

Mr. Chairman, any loss of life is tragic. The loss of a child is dev-astating. The self-inflicted death of a young one is an unthinkablehorror yet think about it we must, so that we can understand itand prevent it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you.
Mr. Owens.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman. I have no statement at this time.Mr. BIAGGI. I note the arrival of a colleague, Mr. DioGuardi.Why don't you join us.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. DioGuardi.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH DioGUARDI
Mr. DIOGUARDI. I came -epared to give some testimony. Con-gressman Ackerman and. : :give testified at least one hearing atthe House.
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It is a pleasure being here with such distinguished Members of
the House, Congressman Biaggi. Thank you for taking the issue
here. It is an issue we are very much concerned about in West-
chester County. We've had ft problem for the last few years, an un-
fortunate problem in that we are amongst the highest, if not the
highest county in the country on this particular issue.

I commend Congressman Ackerman on his leadership in this
issue.

I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss what I have come
to believe is a major and growing problem in our country, a prob-
lem yet to be completely understood and recognized, the problem of
teen suicide. I think it is well known now that the suicide rate in
this country has remained level, but the teenage component has in-
creased dramatically.

I understand it has doubled.
We are all here today because we care about our young people.

Yoang people are under much pressure in contemporary society
and are forced to grow up very quickly. Obviously, today's kids are
growing up in a world vastly more complex than the world we
grew up in a generation ago. Today very early in life, young people
are forced to take responsibility and proceed with their lives, some-
times before they are emotionally capable of doing so.

This is not to say early responsibility is a bad thing. But, unfor-
tunately, some cannot cope. I think this is really what we are look-
ing at. The experts feel the pressures come out in many ways and
one of them is the ultimate step that some of these kids take.

As a U.S. Representative, and as a father of two children just en-
tering their early teens, I am concerned what the institution of
Congress can do and s;tould do to first understand then help allevi-
ate the problem of young people taking their lives.

My district, the 20th Congressional District in Westchester
County, approximately two-thirds of the county, is clearly a cluster
zone for teen suicides. Unfortunately, in the last 18 months close to
20 young people took their lives.

Even more painful and intimidating is the fact, and I have heard
statistics, that for every successful completion of this ultimate act,
at least 100 additional attempts are made and neve:- reported and,
of course, among those, some of these young chil:tren then maim
themselves in the process.

We have a great many young people in need of our help. I be-
lieve the Federal Government has u role to plry in th*As mission.

U.S. Senator Jeremiah Denton and I introduced legislatior that
designated June "Youth Suicide Prevention Month." 'We were able
to garner the required cosponsers in the House for passage and
President Reagan signed the bill into law in late May. This was a
good means of publicizing the need for more public awareness of
the issue, but it is only the beginninr of what must be done. Repre-
sentative Lantos of California and el.- gentleman from New York,
Mr. Ackerman, both have excellent teen suicide preventive legisla-
tion pending in the House of Represer .;.ives. I applaud them and
Congressman Biaggi for their leadership and expertise in this area.
I fully support the thrust of their legislation and as cosponsors of
both, hope we can all work together to secure passage to secure
Federal funds.
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It will not be easy considering the physical climate in Washing-
ton, but hard work on our part can make a difference.

The superb work of Alfred Del Bello and Charlotte Ross of the
Youth Suicide National Center in Washington, DC, have prompted
me to become involved with lending my background as a certified
public accountant and business manager to the effort of teen sui-
cide prevention. I believe if we can secure Federal funding, wemust treat every dollar as a scarce commodity, which they arethese days, and spend them as efficiently as possible. We must
maximize every resource we have.

One area I am extremely interested in exploring is the notion of
diversifying our resource base so as to aggressively pursue funding
from private sector sources.

I was heavily involved in fund raising activity for charities like
the Phoenix House, Boy Scouts of America, organizations that have
made major contributions to our society. There is much we can do
to get the private sector involved in this area and I am currently
studying the means of doing so.

The Federal Government is an ideal place to acquire the seed
money for national commission and grants for funding independentlegislation. But I believe the exploration of private sector funding
source is essential to any long-term effort to stem the growing andfrightening problem of young people taking their lives.

In closing my remarks, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that teen
suicide prevention is not a partisan issue. It is an issue we all can
get together on and rally around because the greatest resource wehave in this country is our youth and our youth need our help.This is not a Democratic issue nor a Republican issue. It is ahuman issue that demands our response as Federal legislators. Ibelieve that together we have the tools to make an effective and
lasting mark against a problem so painful to us all. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank yOU.
The first panel consists of Stephen J. Friedman, deputy commis-

sioner, Westchester County Department of Community Mental
Health; Alfred Del Bello, an old friend, chairman of the National
Community of Youth Suicide Prevention; George Cohen, human re-lations specialist, White Plains School District, White Plains, N.Y,
representing the American Association for Counseling and Devel-
opment; and Beth Corney, White Plains School District.

Mr. Del Bello.

STATEMENTS OF ALFRED DelBELLO, CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL
COMMUNITY OF YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION; STEPHEN J.
FRIEDMAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, WESTCHESTER COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH; GEORGE
COHEN, HUMAN RELATIONS SPECIALIST ON BEHALF OF AMER-
ICAN ASSOCIATION FOR COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT;
AND BETH CORNEY, PEER LEADER, WHITE PLAINS SCHOOL
DISTRICT, A PANEL
Mr. DELBELLO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressmen Owens,

DioGuardi, Mr. Ackerman, thank you very much for being heretoday.
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I appreciate the opportunity for going first, because I am going to
have to leave a little after 11. But I would like to stay as long as I
can to participate in the discussions and to hear the comments.

I thank you and I congratulate all of you and other members of
Congress who have seen fit to get involved in this suicide preven-
tion isbue for our young people which is so critical to our Nation
today. I prepared remarks, but I am not going to use them. I would
rather be a littk: reactive.

Mr. BIAGGI. If you will, please, we will have your prepared re-
marks included in the record.

Mr. DELBELLO. Thank you.
Let me talk freely anti reactively to some of the things happen-

ing today, comments that are made, directions in which I think we
ought to be going.

It was 2 years ago or maybe a little sooner that no one really
talked about youth suicide. It was happening, it was going on, the
statistics were there. It was one of those topics kept in the clmet
and nobody dared mention it for fear that they couldn't handle the
problem and for greater fear that it would be embarrassing to the
family, school district, community, so it was covered up.

It was determined back then that it was an issue that had to be
made public, that had to be brought to the fore because if it was
not there would be no one to deal with it. It was getting worse, di-
mensionally worse with every day that passed. So, it was intention-
ally made a public issue in order to attract public support, legisla-
tive support within the State and within the Congress.

What is happening historically now is I believe we are at a point
in time where everybody is interested. They now understand the
dimensions of the problem and want to do something about it.

This is an extremely critical point because the next few steps
that are taken are going to determine whether we can succeed in
combating this problem or whether we just exacerbate the situa-
tion or frustrate the situation.

What I mean by that, simply, is, we know we have a problem. I
dare say we do not Ic.now the dimensions of the problem. Congress-
man Dio Guardi says, according to certain statistics, for every
actual suicide among young people, there is 100 more attempts. I
say there is 50 more attempts. Not because you are smarter or I
am, just I use one report and you use another report. I will say it is
way over 6,000 young people each year killing themselves. One of
you might say there is 6,000, another might say there is under 6.
The fact is, we really do not know how many kids killed themselves
last year. We really do not. We do not know how many kids inten-
tionally took their own lives.

I would say we know how many striped bass in the Hudson River
would be affected by Westway, down to every single one. We prob-
ably know how many rugs died in a pond over here in Westchester
County. We know ho%, many deer there are in the fields. I mean,
we know statistics, and I do not mean to degrade that. That is
good. We are interested in what is happening around us. Except we
have not made an effort to even know statistically exactly what is
happening with our children.

Now, that might sound impossible to believe, but I think I can
verify the fact that we really have not gone into single occupant
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car accidents to find out if we can detect how many are intentional
or accidental. We really have not gone into the overdose situationto see if we can develop a methodology for determining whether
the overdose was accidental or intentional. In so many cases of ap-parent accidental deaths, we do not know how many are actual sui-
cides.

The first point I want to make is that with the publicity, withthe attention, with the concern now we ought to at least get ourhands on the problem. There ought to be a dedicated national
effort to understand statistically and in depth exactly what is hap-pening.

The Federal Government is making attempts through the Atlan-ta-based center for disease control to work up statistics more accu-rately, get a better reporting system and that should be applauded.But I believe we need a much greater attention a",(1 much greater
emphasis. If we are going to do anything, we better know exactlywhat our problem is, at least statistically. At least statistically.

The second thing I am concerned about is that we do not just at-
tempt to throw money at this problem, because I am convinced weare not going to cure it with money. I am convinced that thenature of the problem is so far more complex, so deep, so involvedin our own society, so involved in the socioeconomic aspects of oursociety that to think it is something we can research for a littlewhile, develop a drug or innoculation and apply it and the problem
will go away, I think is badly misunderstanding the depth and com-plexity of what we are dealing with.

I believe what we need is to set up a couple of activities at thesame time. Certainly, we need short-term immediate action whichwould be in the form of whatever counseling, whatever therapeutickinds of activity, whatever educational activity we can induce, andwhich also would involve immediate intervention in the case of aproblematic child or situation that looks dangerous.I am recommending very strongly that we create a national hot-line. Let me tell you why. Not only because everybody and their
brother has an 800 number today, it is not that big a deal. The U.S.Air Force has one, the U.S. Senate has one. My own company hasan 800 number. If you want to call our company, you just have tocall 800 and you can get us.

It is not a fifficult thing to set up. Its cost is directly related toits use. I think if a child or somebody were to call for help, wewould be happy to pay the few dollars that that phone call costs us.But the reason I am suggesting it is, as we have establisher.: ournational committee, we are now organized in 46 out of the 50States. We are represented on oommittees or what we call chapters
in 46 States. One of the dramatic things appearing from this actionis that every State is so different. Some have fairly comprehensive
mental health systems, others have very sporadic mental healthsystems. Some have programs within the schools that are very welldeveloped, other States do not. I can see a young person or parentin one of these States turning for help and not knowing where togo because there is nobody nearby. A national hotline, which iscomputer based, could have people to answer the phone who could
very easily refer phone calls fOr people who need help to the near-
est availal3le help. You do not try to counsel them on the phone,
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but just try to get them to somebody quickly. That would help. It is
an intercession, a way of reacting quickly.

I believe schools have to do what they can to develop programs.
There are some programs being developed today that seem to be of
some benefit. I think our mental health systems, as you will hear
from Westchester County, are getting more tuned in on doing more
and that should be encouraged.

That is short-termed. That should be aid. Whatever money Con-
gress wants to put out to help in that area would be greatly appre-
ciated.

But the area where I am most concerned is that we undertake a
process of research and investigation to understand our children
and to understand what is underlying this terrible tragedy, what
causing this tragedy to increase in its dimension and proportions.
That research is going to be very complex. It is not a laboratory
situation where we can fund some research lab someplace and
expect the results in a year or two. It is going to mean we are
going to have to ask of ourselves as parents and adults, ask of our
society, we are going to have to ask of our institutions, religious
and secular, some questions which could be very embarrassing to
us. But if we do not ask the questioi.s, do not get the true answers,
we are never going to understand the kind of environment that
exists today that induces children to kill themselves.

The dichotomy that exists is almost tragic. We have never pro-
duced in the entire history of the world a group of young people
more educated, more involved, more intelligent, healthier than we
have today. Yet, we never have experienced in the history of our
own country, at least, a group of young people more bent on de-
stroying themselves with drugs, alcoholism, and suicide than we
have.

In paradox, that dichotomy is what is going to have to be dealt
with.

We have tecommended as a national committee that a national
committee on youth suicide prevention be created, very similar to
what is being recommended in the Lantos bill. The purpose for
that is really threefold. One is, through the national commission,
we can create a national focus. We bring the nations together by
the representatives on the commission, by the hearings that are
held, by the activities of that commission, so that in a way we can
galvanize the nation behind one issue.

It can also be the focal point for requiring adequate statistics be
produced, because obviously that commission is going to need sta-
tistics if they are going to be able to demonstrate inadequacy of a
lot of these statistics.

That commission can also require that appropriate professional
and indepth research be undertaken by institutions and scholastic
institutions and scientific institutions that are adequate to research
this problem with Federal support, which I think is very impor-
tant.

Those purposes alone justify the creation of commission, in my
mind. I do not know another way of approaching it where you get
this interdimensional effect across the country. If there is another
way, I would certainly support it.
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The moneys that are put out, as I say, today, could be looked at
fairly critically by the Federal Government. We know that today in
Washington there is not an attitude to create anozher social pro-
gram. We know that the Federal Government is not anxious to goout and create another program that could run into tens of mil-
lions of dollars; that if we lead certain people in Washington to be-
lieve that that is what is going to be required to cure this problem
or deal with the problemthat is a misnomer to say curewhat
we are really going to do is ask for defeat or at least stalemate of
these issues as we move through Congress. I think it would be
much better to say if we had a national commission that did not
require any money, just the staff money to get it going, created a
national focus and did some endowing of institutions that were ade-
quate to get into this in depth, and if we did want to support the
Federal money and not tie the two together, the grant money and
research, because I would hate to see the research effort defeated
by the people who say we are not going to put a dime out for any
proposed social program today.

Again, I compliment you for your efforts. It is very badly needed.
Our organization, the National Committee on Youth Suicide Pre-
vention, is working to haw a chapter in erery State. We are work-
ing very hard to raise money to support worthwhile programs be-
cause we do believe there should be a significant amount of volun-
tary effort involved. This should not be an issue left to Govern-
ment. It really is not Government's issue in that sense. It is really
a local societal kind of problem that the community has to respond
to. So, we are trying to cause that to happen through the raising of
money, the participation of volunteers. We would ultimately like to
see a permanent foundation funded in this country to deal with ad-
olescent problems.

We have foundations or institutions studying just about every-
thing in the United States except our children. There is not one
single permanent institution established to understand what our
own children are going through decade to decade, generation to
generation. Our ultimate goal is to fund the foundation on a per-
manent basis to accomplish that.

Again, I thank you very much for the time you are giving to all
of us and particularly for the time you are devoting urself to this
issue.

[The prepared statement of Alfred B. DelBello follows:]
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PREMIX!) STATEMENT OF ALFRED B. DELBELID, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COMMFrrEE
Youm SUICIDE PREVENTION

BILT4Y JOEL IS ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR RECORDING ARTISTS

IN THE UNITED STATES. LIKE MOST SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE, HE CARES

DEEPLY ABOUT THE QUALITY OF HIS WORK. SO WHEN HE STUTTERED

SLIGHTLY WHILE RECORDING "YOU'RE ONLY HUMAN/SECOND WIND" ONE

OF HIS MOST RECENT RELEASES, HE WANTED TO RERECORD THE

SONG.

BUT THEN HE CONSIDERED THAT THE SONG -- INSPIRED BY

MEDIA COVERAGE OF SUICIDE -- IS MEANT TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE

WHO HAVE MADE MISTAKES -- AND MAY .BE CONSIDERING SUICIDE --

TO GIVE THEMSELVES ANOTHER CHANCE. AND THE ERROR REMAINED

UNCORRECTED.

BILLY JOEL HAS A SPECIAL EMPATHY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WHO

ARE CONSIDERING SUICIDE. HE ONCE DID HIMSELF. AND EACH YFAR,

SOME SIX THOUSAND YOUNG AMERICANS BETWEEN THE AGES OF

FIFTEEN AND TWENTY-FOUR DO KILL THEMSELVES. THAT FIGURE

REPRESENTS A LOSS OF LITE THAT EXCEEDS THE AVERAGE ANNUAL

CASUALTY RATE OF THE VIETNAM WARM
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NO ONE KNOWS PC" MAN Y OTHER YOUNG PEOPLE T RY TO 1,.ND

THEW ',IVES. Bc.J" AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SUICIDOLOGY

flICATES THAT cHERE MAY BE AS MANY AS FIFTY UNSUCCESSFUL

ATTEMPTS FOR EVERY ACTUAL DEATH. AND THE CENTER r R

DISEASE CONTROL IN ATLANTA HAS ESTIMATED THAT AS MANY AS

TWO MILLION FIFTEEN TO NINETEEN YEAR OLDS TRY TO It=L THEM

SELVES EVERY YEAR. OF THOSE WHO SURVIVE, MANY WILL TRY

AGAIN. AND MANY OF THEM WILL DIE.

THOSE CHILLING STATISTICS TELL ONLY PART OF THE STORY .

DURING THE PAST TtIIRTY YEARS, MEDICAL ADVANCES HAVE REDUCED

MORTALITY RATES FOR EVERY SEGMENT OF SOCIETY EXCEPT ONE:

YOUNG PEOPLE BETWEEN THE AGES OF FIFTEEN AND TWENTYFOUR.

MORT ALIT Y RATES FOR THIS AGE GROUP H AVE SKYROCKETED .

THAT'S BECAUSE AN APPALLING AND UNPRECEDENTED NUMBER OF

THESE YOUNG PEOPLE -- TORMENTED BY SEEMINC `F.VER SIB LE ,

INTERMINABLE FEET INGS OF HOPELESSNESS, HELPLESSNESS,

INDIFFERENCE, AND DESPAIR ARE CHOOSING TO END THEIR PAIN

BY ELIDING THEIR L1VEg. THE HARSH REALITY IS THAT SUICIDE
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AMONG OUR NATION'S Y( UNG PEOPLE HAS NEARLY TRIPLED SINCE

1950! SUICIDE IS THE FASTEST-GROWING CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG

PEOPLE BETWEEN THE AGES OF FIFTEEN AND TWENTY-FOUR. IN

ADDITION, MANY ACCIDENTS MAY ACTUALLY BE UNRECOGNIZED OR

UNACKNOWLEDGED SUICIDES.

SOMEWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES, AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF

YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN ARE PLANNING TO KILL THEMSELVES TODAY.

STATISTICS BASED ON BITTER EXPERIENCE TELL US THAT ONE WILL

DIE EVERY NINETY MINUTES.

TODAY'S SOCIETY IS AT ONCE PRODUCING THE BRIGHTEST, MOST

INFORMED, YET MOST SELF-DESTRUCTIVE YOUTH IN THE HISTORY OF

MANKIND.

A RECENT STUDY FOUND THAT B1 E TIME THEY GRADUATE FROM

HIGH SCHOOL, FULLY FIFTY PERCENT OF AMERICA'S YOUNG PEOPLE

HA . SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED KILLING THEMSELVES. AND SOME

fr
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EXPERTS BELIEVE THAT AS MANY AS ONE OF EVERY TEN STUDENTS

HAS ACTUALLY PLANNED HIS OR HER OWN DEATH.

YET DESPITE THESE OVERWHELMING STATISTICS, WE ID::

UNDERSTAND WHY THOUSANDS OF YOUTHS EACH YEAR CHOOSE DEATH

OVER LIFE AS A SOLUTION TO THEIR PROBLEMS. SOCIETY MUST

BEGIN TO UNCOVER THE POORLY UNDERSTOOD FORCES FAMILY

DYNAMICS, SHIFTING SYSTEMS OF VALUES, INCRFASED PERSONAL

FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBnITY --UNDERLYING THIS TRAGEDY.

AND THERE IS AN UNDENIABLE NEED FOR MORE NUMEROUS, MORE

EFFECTIVE SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAMS. WE CAN'T ALWAYS

ISOLATE THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT LED A YOUNG PERSON TO COMMIT

THAT FINAL, FATAL ACT. HUT WE CAN USUALLY RECOGNIZE A

SUICIDAL STATE OF MIIM, AND WE'VE DEVELOPED SYMPATHETIC,

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL COUNSELING TECHNIQUES DESIGNED TO HELP

DISTRAUGHT YOUNG PEOPLE RECOGNIZE THEIR PROBLEMS, REALIZE

THAT DEATH IS NOT THE ANSWER, AND HELP THEM TO REBUILD THEIR

LIVES.
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THAT'S WHY THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON YOUTH SUICIDE PRE-

VENTION WAS ESTABLISHED. A VOLUNTAr Y N:s.'rIONWIDE NETWORK OF

CONCERNED, COMMITTED PARENTS, PROFESSIONALS, AND SOCIAL

WORKERS, THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION

IS DEDICATED TO REDUCING THE NUMBER OF ACTUAL AND ATTEMPTED

SUICIDES AMONG OUR NATION'S YOUTH BY ESTABLISHING, FUNDING,

AND SUPPORTING PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION.

OUR IMMEDIATE GOAL IS TO ACQUIRE THE NECESSARY FUNDS AND

DEVELOP THE RESOURCES NECESSARY TO:

o INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF YOUTH SUICIDE,

o PUBLICIZE THE WARNING SIGNALS THAT PRECEDE ATTEM ED

SUICIDE,

o ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAMS,

O ESTABLISH A NATIONAL INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SYSTEM,

o ACQUIRE, ORGANIZE, AND DISSEMINATE CURRENT INFORMATION

ON SUICIDE,

O SEEK TO ESTABLISH A FEDERAL COMMISSION ON YOUTH SUICIDE
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PREVENTION,

O SUPPORT RESEARCH ON SUICIDE,

o SPONSOR AND SUPPORT INTERDISCIPLINARY PROFESSIONAL

CONFERENCES,

o PROVIDE COORDINATION FOR AND ASSISTANCE TO

ORGANIZATIONS WITH SIMILAR GOALS,

o AND CREATE A FOUNDATION TO FUND YOUTH SUICIDE

PREVENTION PROGRAMS SELECTED BY THE NATIONAL

COMMITTFE.

THE DEPTH OF THIS PROBLEM GOES BEYOND THE VOLU,TEER

SECTORS ABILITY TO HANDLE. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THROUGH

THE CONGRESS, CAN PLAY A ROLE. 3IgLATION IS NECESSARY FOR

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FEDERAL COMMISSION WHOSE PURPOSE

WOULD BE TO:

o PULL TOGETHER AND ELEVATE FEDERAL EFFORTS

o DEVELOP AN ACCURATE P' n EXHAUSTIVE NATIONAL DATA

BASE

o RESEARCH AND ANALYZE CAUSES LF YOUTH SUICIDE
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0 FORMULATE POLICY DIRECTIONS FOR THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT

c PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND MODEL PRC3RAMS TO STATE AND

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

IN ADDITON, THE PRIORITIES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

MUST BE REFOCUSED. ALTHOUGH MASSIVE EXISTING MENTAL HEALTH

1.ND EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES EXIST, ONLY $1.7 MILLION A YEAR IS

SPENT ON THE THIRD LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH FOR ADOLESCENTS -

SUICIDE.

AS CONGRESS CONSIDERS ACTION ON YOUTH SUICIDE, WE URGE

YOU TO CONSIDER BALANCED LEGISLATIVE APPROACH ONE WHICH

INCLUDES ROVISIONS FOR BOTH IMMEDIATE INTERVENTION

PROGRAMS, AND LONG-TERM SEARCH ttND ANALYSIS INTO THE

ROOT CAUSES OF THIS SERIOUS PROBTEM.



THE FACT STILL REMAINS THAT WHILE THE CONGRESS IS

DEBATING LEGISLATION, WHILE MODEL PROGRAMS ARE BEING

DEVELOPED, WHILE RESEARCH IS CONDUCTED, YOUNG PEOPLE

CONTINUE TO TAKE THERE OWN LIVES. PREVENTION REQUIRES

IMMEDIATE ACTION THROUGH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATION-WIDE

YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION HOTLINE. MANY AREAS OF THIS

COUNTRY ARE WITHOUT THIS KIND OF SERVICE WHILE FEDERALLY

FUNDED TOLL FREE NUMBERS EXIST FOR EVERYTHING FROM

INFORMATION ON TAX FORMS FROM. THE IRS, TO RECRUITMENT

INFORMATION FROM THE AIRFORCE IN DENVER, TO SENATORS'

OFFICES. FURTHERMORE, PRIVATE OR NON-PROFIT HOTLINES EXIST

TO ORDER ITIGGE, MAGAZINES, RECORDS AND INFORMATICN ON

COCAINE ADDICTION. BUT THERE IS PH) CENTRALIZED, RELIABLE

NUMBER TH7 CAN CALL IN A TIME OF STRESS OR

EMOTIONAL CSi. TEL: ..:STABLISHMENT OF SUCH A HOTLINE COULD

MEAN THAT THOUSANDS OF 'S '`i-oiG LIVES WCULD BE SAVED FROM

UNNECESSARY TRAGEDY .
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BY AND LA RGE, AMERICA HAS IGNORED THE ANGUISH OF HER

YOUNG PEOPLE. WE AS A SOCIETY , CAN NO LG., GEE AFFORD TO LOSE

THESE YOUNG PEOPLE. WE MUST LOOK BEYOND THE STATISTICS...SEE

THE PROBLEM IN TERMS OF HUMAN LIVES... ENVISION THE

SOLUTION...AND WORK TOGETHER TO IMPLEMENT IT

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON YOUTH SUICIDE PREVENTION WILL

CONTINUE TO WORK 7" I% (ICE HE ALARMING INCIDENCE OF SUICIDE

AMONG YOUNG PEOPLL LL.LY JOEL HAC JOINED THE EFFORT THROUGH

THE DONATION OF ROYALTIES FROM HIS SONG TO THE COMMITTEE.

THE CORPORATE SECTOR, THROUGH SIGNAL ENVIRONMENTAL

SYSTEMS, HAS DONATED MONEY AND OFFICE SPACE. BUT YOUTH

SUICIDE IS A NATIONAL PROBLEM WHICH CUTS AC E OSS

RELIGIOUS ,SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS, AND OUR FEDERAL

RESOURCES MUST BE BROUGHT TO BEA R ON IT,

MRITISH ESSAYIST C RI' CONNOLLY HAS WRITTEN: "'a HER2 IS NO

SUICIDE FOR WHICH ALL SOCIET Y IS NOT RESPONSIBLE." IT IS AN

AWESOME RESPONSIBILITY. BUT IT IS ONE THAT WE DARE NOT

DECLINE TO ACCEPT. WE HOPE THE CONGRESS WILL JOIN IN OUR

PREVENTION EFFORTS.
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Mr. BIAGGT. Thank you.
In deference to your leaving at 11 o'clock, I think the members

may have comments and questions, so, why don't we addrea Mr.
Del Bello's comments before we go on to the other witnesses.

With relation to an endowment, I think it is an excellent idea. I
am not as pessimistic about the ability to get some $10 million. If
that is all we are talking about, in a budget that runs into hun-
dreds and hundredd of billions of dollars, a trillion, it is important
to get started. I think the establishment of a national commission
is critical. It can be supplemented later by the formation of a foun-
dation. But clearly, you b,ave a moving force, coalescing all the ef-
forts.

Some of the suggestions you made were excellent, really. A na-
tional hotline. You are right. It is not a big thing any more, not
even innovative. But it is a place where people can reach out. It is
important to have someone out there to respond and direct and
give some help in one fashion or another.

As far as research is concerned, Mr. Ackerman's bill, which we
have cosponsored, clearly provides money for research. That is crit-
ical. Speaking from a practical perspective, as I am sure you kr mi
as a former executive in Government, you always need that money
to staff and get things underway.

Again, back to the foundation notion, whatever information is
obtained, whatever progress is made through the Government
effort can really be transmitted to a foundation once we get under-
way. I think that notion is one we will pursue, the formation of afoundation.

What I think is very important, however, and you said it clearly,
is statistics that are accurate. No one really knows. I b,ave been
through that with crime andno one really knows. That becomes
justification for a course of action.

But I recall the experience we had with child abuse many year..
ago. When I first came to the Congress, I involved myself with
child abuse when no one was speaking to it. Of course, when I was
a police officer, I saw it. But the full magnitude did not come home
to roost until I became associated with Dr. Vincent Fontana, a par-
agon of effort and knowledge in the area.

One of the principal problems is no one reported it. People did
not want to get involved. Teachers did not report, hospitals aid notreport, doctr did not report and police did not report. The ,7esu1t
was, in that area, we pasted mandatory reporting laws. Suddenly
we saw thi full magnitude of the problem skyrocket to the fore-
front. irou see it every day. It did not happen overnight. That took

decade or lf activity.
Assessing the magnitude of this problem is critical. I t,s'n'A.

make the point we!l.
In your statemez:i you i1-tailed the work each of those otar.es

do in their variations? Do you do that in your statement?
Mr DEIBELLo. We will put in as much as we can.
Mr. BIAGGI. That is important to see. Communities get involved.

In the end, I believe, it is prirdpally a local problem. It has to be
dealt with by the professionals, every aspect of it, stak ting with the
young folks. I am glad we have Beth Corney who will .sstify today.
Young folks and parents associations and community groups and
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the professionals must deal with it. I think that we all work togeth-
er in the researching aspect of it.

Mr. DELBELLO. Let me indicate one thing that has been coming
out as a result of setting up these State chapters and some of the
research we have been doing, and the reason why I think a nation-
al hotline is required.

There is a bad misunderstanding of where youth suicide occurs.
This is not Westchester's problem. It is not New York City's prob-
lem. It is a rural problem. I shock people when I show them the
statistics. When I was Lieutenant Governor, I did an indepth re-
search project on the counties of the State of New York. Highest
suicide rate in New York is Green County. Second highest, Yates
County. Rural counties. The urban areas have the lowest rate of
youth suicide. When you look nationally, the highest incidence
statewide in the country, I could be wrong, it is either Wisconnin,
South Dakota, or North Dakota. Rural States. Agricultural States.
It is a phenomenon so badly misunderstood.

As you dealt with it, county by county, you realize a county sit-
ting back without mental health structures are the ones that need
it more than anybody else.

0.-.-ununities like. New York City that are very sophisticated in
mental health systems do not have the problem as mu,-13 they do
in rural areas. That is why you need national focus and national
attention and some national dimension on the problem. I wanted to
add that fact.

Mr. BIAGGI. A salient fact.
Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN. I just want to congratulate Al DelBello on his

wonderful presentation. It was certainly very, very enlightening. I
also want to congratulate him on his -rery early leadership in this
area, as our Lieutenant Governor and as the president of the
Senate. I had the pleasure to serve under your leadership, in this
as well as in other areas. It is absolutely spectacular. Those of us
who are still in t.vected public life have been done a great service
by your showing the commitment, not just because we are elected
public officials, but because it carries over into our lives as private
citizens, especially an issue as important as this one.

I would like to make one comment so there is no confusion be-
tween the two bills that have been introduced, one by myself and
one by Congressman Lantos. His hill calls for a national confer-
ence. Mine does not. We are both supportive of each other's legisla-
tion and I am wholly and completely in support of a national type
a cc .,firrence and meeting.

The reason I have 1,,,t pat that in my particular bill is absolutely
and purely pragmat.... That is, b...cause with the commission in the
iegislation, the bill must be referred to two committees. The com-
mittee other than the one that Mr. Biaggi is chairing right now, we
do not believe, would be as favorable to reporting the bill out expe-
ditiously as will the Committee on Education and Labor.

So, rather than let the bill die because it will not be reported by
the second committee, I have chosen to eliminate the conference at
this point from zny legislation. But I think the conference is an ab-
solutely marvelous idea.
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Mr. BIAGGI. I might comment, that is a very, very strategic move.
Referring the bill to the Education and Labor Committee, of which
I am ranking New York member, virtually assures its being report-
ed out.

Mr. DELBELLo. I was not -mare of that. That is good to know.
Mr. AcKERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. DioGuardi.
Mr. Dm Gummi. I appreciate your testimony, Al. I am only in

office, you know, 10 months. And your name has come up many
times. I was confused in the beginning why Al Del Bello's name
keeps coming up on this issue of teen suicide. It is only in the last
few months I realized you are continuing the efforts you started.

I guess as county executive here in the county, you have a lot oi
friends that keep reminding me of that good work. Hopefully ve
can continue to work with you.

I spent the bulk of my professional life involvee in the communi-
ty with youth. I was 7 years on the board of Phoenix House. I had
to resign that position to run for office. Three years on the board of
Boy Scouts, Boystown of Italy. I have been concerned. Having two
sons myself approaching teens, I have been concerned.

I have to go back to the Phoenix House model. We have a young
psychiatrist, Rich Rosenthal. He took oe city drug program andmade it into a national program because he surrounded it with a
board of interested citizens, people with influence in the communi-
ty. Now close to half of the funding is from private sources in this
program. When you look at the program, it does the very thing
that is needed here. You are talking about suicide and youth Gill-
cide. That is not the problem. That is a symptom. We are talking
about a symptom. The real problem is wha is affecting the youth
of this country. It is the same problem that affects them when they
go on to substance abuse. That is one step along the way of consid-
ering suicide. It is the ultimate step when someone decides to takehis or her life.

You are talking about a symptom here of a much greater prob-
lem that we have to understand as, Al, you have pointed out. Th e
is no doubt we have to take this issue out of the closet, but very
delicately. Obviously, in drawing attention to it too much, you may
tend to educate some Iels to this being an alternative for them. We
have to be very careful as to how this Ls handled.

I am not a psychologist or psychiatrist. Obviously, we have to
look to them to help build a model that is going to work.

When I look at Phoenix House and saw what they did, they
never treated the drug problem. When you come to Phoenix House,
the drug problem is incidental. They look at the individual and
look at the individual in terms of restoring an individual's self-con-
fidence, self-respea, esteem, through communication, inter-commu-
nity, group ittwounter, single encounter, getting the parents in-
volved, getting the teachers involved. All of a sudden, this individ-
ual becomes aware that there are caring people, that they are not
isolated. You know what happens? Not only does the drug problem
go away, but all problems go away. You have to see 1,1,,e graduates
from Phoenix House. I an, 3ure there are other chug rehabilitation
programshow they take their place in society with confidence.
LJnbelievable.
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One of the most amazing experiences I had was the graduate
corner. Before a board meeting a graduate would come and talk
before the presidents of General Foods and a 19-year-old would
walk in with no intimidation and address the board saying how
they were in such desperate need and how they are now back into
society.

The point I want to make is we have to look at the private sector
alternatives. Al, you are talking about it. I understand you have a
foundation, you fOready have something being funded. 1.71, fsre is the
answer. TIr/e, is the Enswer in gene.ral ir society's program, to
look for governmen:, to seed money, but to get the privrte sector
back involved where it should be on the issue.

Thank you for your good work, Al.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Owens.
Mr. OWENS. I also want to congratulate you on your efforts to

late. You mentioned one surprise that you discovered in respect to
suicide being a rural phenomenon that most people do not realize. I
w ondered if you also discovered or can corroborate some informa-
tion that came out in the past week or so where Margaret Heckler
reported on black health problems in the country. One of the
things pointed out is that VIE suicide rate among young blacks was
high.

I also talked to some black professionals on the weekend and
they said it is on the increase. I wondered if you uncovered any fur-
ther facts and evidence in your exploration.

Mr. DELBELLO. I really do not have any hard information at all
on what the breakdown is between black, white and how it is
moving. I have f:,.01 numbers, but I really do not know for sure
what is happening in those areas. All we really know are general
reporting kind of data that has been put into the computer State
by State. county by county. I doubt if anybody really has a hard
handle on what is happening between white, black, Hispanic, the
different cultural backgrounds. I don't really know myself the sta-
tistics.

Mr. OwENs. What comes through is that American youth are
much more monolithic than general beliefs and the causes of de-
spair are many, not limited to middle income, middle class or white
populations. It is a phenomen in low income and all the various
ethnic rroups.

r!laai you very much.
7tir. 7--;IAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Owens.

thank you once again, Al, for your presentation and
yoor k.imony. As usual, as throughout your entire career, you
have a.ays done an excellent job. We need you in government,
but I am ritire you are happy where you are.

Mr. DELBrizo. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Friedman.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am Stephen Friedman, Deputy Commissioner of

Westchester County, Department of Community Health. I would
like to welcome you, Chairman Biaggi, Congressman Ackerman,
Congressman DioGuardi, Congressman Owens. Westchester County
is the fifth largest government in the United States and 33d largest
county in the United States. It has a firm tradition of responsive
mental health services. New York State was the first State govern-
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ment to respond with community mental health services legisla-tion.
Westchester County was the first county in the country to estab-

lish a community mental health board to begin joint governmental,
private funding of local community mental health services.

By the 1980's, we had a very large county and voluntary sector
system of mental health services. We intend to address the problem
of adolescent suicide in many different ways.

I will begin reading from my testimony at this point.
The Department of Community Mental Health and its contractagencies have initiated various programs to address the issue of

teenage depression and suicide. For the past 13 years, the number
of teenage suicides in Westchester County has stayed largely con-stant at five to six per year. This rate of suicide is less than the
rate for upstate New York and less than the national rate. In 1983
the suicide rate for adolescents was 3.8 per 100,000 for Westchester
County; for upstate New York it was 4.1. National rate has consist-
ently rur 5 per 100,000.

Westchester by its urban-suburban nature, its rural nature, sup-
ports much of what Al said of the rates of suicide being differenti-
ated by urban, surburhan. and rural ar3as. However, you get a con-
comitant increase in a '...,lescent homicide rates in urban areas. Youmay have a reporting phenomenon or a cultural phenomenon
where individuals because of cultural tat-2,z are unable to commitsuicide, but will precipitate a homicide of themselves. You have
dramatically different homicide-suicide rates from urban to rural
areas and from black to white adolescents.

There are significantly different reporting levels at this 'xitwhere the rates of suicide for 10 to 19-year-olds are dramatically
higher males to females, dramatically higher white, blacks to
black. White males tend to run statistically reporting of about 3 to4 per hundred thousand. White males, as you reach 17, 18, 19 level
are closer to 20 per hundred thousand.

There is a dramatic difference whether you deal with the oport-
ed statistics of a white male in a suburban rural area or blackfemale in ar urban area. This is something that needs further eval-uation of studies. If rott look at existing statistics, there are dra-
matic differences which geography, size of municipal government
and by race of individuals.

We have focused in Westchester on five areas: services, educa-
tion, public information, general menta7 health promotion, and pre-
vention activities, and research.

In services there is a 24-hour Lotline ;n the county, staffed nor-mally during the week by the Mental ilealth Association of the
county; nights, evenings and weekends, available around the clock
by New York Hospital and St. Vincent's Hospital, two private psy-
chiatric facilities. The hotline was started in 1968. It's been avail-
able since then, and handled 5,400 calls during 1983.

The Student Assistance Program began in six schools in 1979.During the academic year 1984-85, this school-based program wasin 30 high schools and three middle or junior high schools in the
county. It identifies and assists students who may have sr..lool,
family, peer, alcohol. drug or other personal problems. Cow.selors
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who are masters level social workers or psychologists speak at PTA
and other community groups on problems affecting adolescents.

In 1980, my department, Department of Community Mental
Health, and the Westchester County Medical Center developed
what we call the Family Support Program to assist familes of sui-
cide victims in Westchester County. There is some correlation be-
tween suicide of parents and suicide of siblings with increased
rates of suicide. It is now expanded to include families in which a
member died suddenly from any cause. Upon notification from the
med:,-ai examiner's office of Rudden or unexpected death, such as
a c.b.r, accident, suicide, fire ..7.t whatever, a letter is sent by our de-
partment to the family offe. r-g crisis counseling. By December of
last year, we had contactee, individual families and either per-
sonally or through contin lephone cknsultation done service
work with about a third.

The Committee on Sudden Adolescent Death [COSAD], in this
county was formed in 1984. It provides education, guidance and
support to school personnel who must deal with a student suicide
or sudden death. Thte committee is a cooperative effort among
schools, the department, the Interagency Task Force on Adolescent
Depression and Suicide and private psychiatric hospitals. Two
major conferences have been held on the issue of adoiescent suicide
through COSAD.

Westchester County Medical Center Mobile Crisis Service began
operation in 1979 and along with Rockland Psychiatric Center
crisis teams, a major state facility, provides 24-hour crisis services
to our whole community. Resources are now provided by two state
psychiatric hospitals, Peekskill Community, New Rochelle and the
county's Department of Community Mental Health.

The crisis service currently treats those 28 years of age and older
with continued discussions of what was essentially diverted from
existing children's programs to providing this kind of crisis re-
sponse to individuals less than the age of 18.

Initially, crisis services tend to be developed for those 18 and
above, mobile crisis capability is largely needed when you have in-
dividuals who, because of their own pathology or reclusive nature
are unable to be brought to emergency room services to respond.
Often children under the age of 18, there is a family or school situ-
ation that begin to brincr this person to treatment. We are still
trying to r .(ke the basic 'sions ns to whether or not one trans-
fers large _anunts of res les in order to run a 24-hour, 365-day
team. Ycp irtand yoL rted five staff lines to provide one
person in And-t-le-clock work. If one would have this kind of dra-
matic team 2;::.o1eseents, covering social work, psychologists and
psychiatrists, it is a major division of resources. We ere making
these decisions.

Right now the crisis services serves those 18 and above.
Through December of 1984, approximately 246 individuals were

seen each month. This is a dramatic increase as the team has been
established at approximately 185 the year before, rising in geomet-
ric fashion.

Therapy and co
l

ing services are widely available throughout
our community bytalvarious contract agencies and facilities.
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Besides direct services, groups for families or friends of suicide
victims are conducted by clinicians at Westchester Jewish Commu-
nity Services and 7* the Mental Health Association.

Those are our direct service programs through the menta) health
system of services, another very important, very specific part of ef-forts which I will touch on briefly% George Cohen will address it
more so. This is what we c;Al the Interagency Task Force on Ado-
lescent Depression ane Suicide.

It was formed in 1979 to study the proper response to what then,
in the middle and late 1970'. was actually a similar, if not higher,
rate of suicide than occurred in Westchester in 1984-85. Our ree
actually peaked 1978, 1979, and then went down. Now it is begin-ning to turn back up. It was formed in 1979 in response to suicide
primarily, then, in Chappaqua and Scarsdale. They conducted ses-
sions for students, school personnel and community audiences on
identification, treatment of teenage depression and suicide, train-
ing parents in recognizing signs of depression, teaches students
how to respond if a friend talks about suicide and publicizes com-
munity resources.

In 1982 my departmental staff surveyed all Westchester County
school districts to elicit information regarding what services were
available and what service gaps existed so appropriate programs
could be developed. This led to dramatic increase in task force ac-tivities.

In 1984, 134 presentations by the task force occurred, reaching
an audience of 8,000 persons, 28 separate school districts were ad-dressed by the task force.

Workshops have been conducted on this issue by county govern-
ment, medical college and many of our local educational facilities.
We have had some very strong public seevice announcements sup-ported by the county executive. Both the county executive and
commissioner of public health have spoken on television sticp,vs dis-
cussing the danger signs of teen suicide and information has beenprinted and widely distributed agencies and schools.

Besides this, we place a great 4f-q of emphasis of primary pre-
vention services of groups we behere tO be at considerable risk. We
are struck by the correlations betwecn prior suicide attempts, prior
completed suicides within fames end siblings, of a strong rela-
tionship between chronic seve: and di abuse, bothwithin family settings and wittiA 3.e vlividuat, Aiso we have
major interest in research.

Westchester County, through my ,--.rticipates in amajor study of completed or attempted 60 c vies. It is funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health, directed by Dr. Shaffer, a manI believe to be the preeminetit clinical epidemiologist in his field.

In spite of all of these effort% all of which existed prior to 1984,
we come to the issue I think brings the committee to Westchester
and brought some prominence to the county. In a 6-week period
during February and March of 1984, Westcheste! :,;unty had four
adolescent suicides, a neighboring county, Putl...,m, had an addi-
tional suicide. There was a sixth individual incorrectly reported
throughout the media as an adolesrmt suicide. We had a clustering
effect, which is another issue that at this point needs signilticant
research and epidemiologic examination. There is a phenomenon of
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clustering within adolescent sui, ,re one death apnc,afs to
trigger a.ddit;onal deaths and as ral taboos and .neral
proscriptions against suicide are rem. by the committeo .;^ide
of another child within that geography, it appears to be some trig-
gering event to the next child who prior to this had been thinking
about it, had been fantasizing about it and then understawls and
realizes, often through media coverage, that this event can occur,
that it can go from thought to an actual occurrence.

There is the danger that heavy reporting will in some cases de-
scribe actual methodology, so children learn of methodologies in-
volving certain pills as opposed to others, involving firearms.

There is an additional phenomenon that we wonder about some
of the clustering that is unfortunate and in some ways an unneces-
sary event to many families; the reporting after a suicide often in-
volving discussions with family and friends tends to be sentimen-
tal, romanticized, cleansed version of a child's life. Very necessary
as part of their bereavement, as part of their understanding of the
event, but often incorrect, cleansed information that can be very
frightening to other members of the community and to other par-
ents when they hear of a child who supposedly had no symptomo-
logy of a child not depressed, of a child who because of a very
harmless adolescent incident, failure to make a school team, end of
a relationship with a boyfriend or girlfriend, failure of an exam,
poor PSAT or SAT grades, that this became the precipitating
factor. Incorrect information.

It is another problem with a lot of the reporting and discussion
of the issue. You get what is necessary to friends and families to
say, and remember, their bereavement needs to heighten what was
positive in the relationship. They do not need to be reminded they
have missed a warning sign or that others may have failed to
break the silence when one child discusses it with another.

As we reviewed the legislation, we strongly are in favor of in-
creased funding for epidemiological reseaech, clinical research in
this area, the causation is not we!' understood. We are dealing with
individuals who are 10 to 19 with a phenomenon rate 5 per hun-
dred thousand. It is low. It is dramatically less than that for white
males over the age of 60. Major suicide rates in this country
happen to be senior citizens. Much higher rates. It is a different
kind of phenomenon and a phenomenon maybe more understood.
You need at this point dramatic research and dramatic epidemio-
logical looking. When you get in six per hundred thousand, there
are few cases from which you can draw information,.

[Material submitted by Stephen J. Friedman follows:]
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SERVICES IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY

RELATED TO

ADOLESCENT DEPRESSION AND SUICIDE

Backoround

The Department of Community r.'ental Health and its contract agencies

have initii:ted various program; to address the issue of teenage

depressicr i,hd suicide. For the past 13 years, the number of teenage

suicideS has remained stable, an average of about 5 per yeer. Accord-

ing to offisial N.Y.S. Department of Health figures, the teenage

suicide rate for Westchester County ha been lower since 1580 than

national and upstate New York figures. In 1983, the suicide rate for

adolescents was 3.8 per 100,000 in Westchester County. For upstate

New York it was 4.1 per 100,000. The nitional rate has consistently

run at 5 per 100,000.

We have focused on five areas: erviees, education, public informa-

tion, gener.. mental health promotion and prevention adtivities, and

research.

I. Eervices

Te.i,s is a twenly-four hour crisis hotline staffed by the

Mental Health Associatior weekdays :,d by St. Vincent's

Hospital and New York Hospital evenings and weekends. The

hotline was started in 1968 and handled 5,400 calls eurIng

1q83.

Mhw m61-2
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10 l Prrj.im nLo:in In I, set,eols in 197,.

Durin t acakh., vi$r 1,4+4-05, tt'is schoni-ba:.ed proorom

will he In tn:rty hiqh arld flve M:ddle or Junior

hihci.1u. Thv oroc,r7, :dent:fles and assists students

who may hose seheol, famil, peer, alcohol, drug or nther

personal proble.s. Counselors who are masters level social

workers or psychologists have spoken at school assemblies,

PTA's and uiher community groups on the problems affecting

adolencents.

In 1980, the Department and the Medical Examiner developed

the Family Support Program to assist families or suicide

victims in Westchester County. The program has expanded to

Include families in which a member has died suddenly from

any cause. Upon notification from the Medical Examiner's

office of a sudden or unexpected death (such as a car acci-

dent or a suicide), a letter is sent from a Community

Service Center Administrator offering crisis counseling.

Family members of suicide victims, especially siblings, are

at risk of sulcide or depression. By December, 95 families

had been contacted during 1984.

The Committee on Sudden Adolescent Death (COSAD), formed in

1904, provides education, guidance and support to school

personnel who must deal with a student's suicide or sudden

de,.th. The Committee is a cooperative effort among schools.

Win m61-2 5-3
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the l'euart,..eut, thu inteiliwnCy T:Jsk forcp on Adolescent

Uvcreunion and Suicide and qr WiAs houpltal, a private

un!.chlotr:e houpita.l. Two major canferencen h:.ve Ocen held

in 1984, focusino un proveition, interWentinn and response

within the Westchester school system.

The Westchester County Medical Center Mobile Crisis Service

began operation in 1979 and, along with the Rockland Psy-

chiatric Center Crisis teams in the southern part of West-

chester, provides service to he whole County. Resources

are provided by Harlem Volley and Rockland Psychiatric

Centers, New Rochelle Hospital, Peekskill Cummunity

Hospital, and the Department of Community Mental Health.

The New York State Office of Mental Health also provides

Community Support System funding. The Crisis Service cur-

rently treats those 18 years of age and older, althougt.

younger people have been seen on occasion. Me arc attempt-

ing to obtain funds to expand these services to include

those under 18. Crisis Teams, which include psychiatrists,

psychologists, social workers and nurses, operate 24 hours a

day throughout Westchester with the main location at the

Medical Center and supplerentary service at the two auxil-

iary sites in Peekskill and New Rochelle. Through October,

1984, approximately 246 individuals were seen each month.

In comparison, STIR individuolo were ncen per month during

1983.

Mlle m61-2
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Therapy and counseling seryicct are widely available to

children, adolescents and families through our Community

Service Centers, our contract agencies, the State facilities

and the private hospitals rnd practitioners. Westchester

County has one of the most evtensi,c system of services in

the country.

Currently, groups for families or friends of suicide victims

are conducted by clinicians at Westchester Jewish Community

Services and at the Mental Health Association.

MIMI m61-2 5-5
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U. Education

In 1929, an Interagency Task Force on Adolescent Depression

and Suicide was formed to study Lhe problem in response to

student suicides and attempts in Westchester, primarily in

Chappaqua, Buchanan and Scarsdale. Committee members of

this Task Force, which now operates under the auspices of

the Mental Fealth Association, conduct sessions for stu-

dents, school personnel, and community audiences on identi-

fication and treatment of teinage depression and suicide.

Specifically, the program assists psrents, students and

educators in recognizing the signs of depression; teaches

students how to respond if a friend talks about suicide; and

publicizes commun,,ty resources. In 1982, DCMH staff sur-

veyed all Westchester County school distrusts to,elicit

information regarding what services were available and what

service gaps existed so that appropriate programming could

be developed. One example of suCh responsiveness is

increased Task Force activity in the schools. By the end of

December, 1984, 134 presentations had been scheduled for

auCiences totaling about 8,000 persons. Twenty-eight school

districts had been reached.

Workshops have been conducted by Department staff, the

Mental Health Association, Nrw York Medical Colleqr and

others for school arkainistrators, guidance counselors,

HUn m61-2 S-6
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teachers and mental twalth clinicians focnuing on warning

signs. resources, inter%unticn technique:, er:sis 4e ter.en_

tion and suicide prevention.

Educational workshops are being planned for emCiçvrrCv room

staff' to help them properly handle pnychiatric problems and

Lo identify potential victims so that appropriate referrals

for further mental health service can be made. In addition

these workshops will be given to police and ambulance

personnel.

III. Public Information

Public service announcements have been recorded by County

Executive O'Rourke. Both the County Executive and the Com-

missioner of Community Mental Health have spoken on many

'..adio and television shows heightening awareness of suicide,

informing people or the danger signs or t'eie depressed ado-

lescent and discussing the many resources available in

Westchester.

The Department's Coordinator of Community Education has

arranged numerous speakers for professional groups, common:-

ties and parents on the subject.

A list .f warning signs and emergency numbers for five

geographic areas in the County has heen printed and widel,,

distributed.

MMa m6I-2 S-7
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I. General Hental Nealth Promotion and Prevention Activities

Emphasis is placed on efforts to strengthen the ability of

people to cope with stressful Lituationn in their lives so

that the probability of suicide as a final resort is

reduced. Programs have been developed for high riuk groups

within the community.

V. Research

Westchester County, through the Department, participates in

a major study of completed and/or attempted adolescent

suicides. This project, funded by the National Institute of

Mental Health, is directed by Dr. David Shaffer, Professor

of Clinical Psy-hiatry and Pediatrics, Columbia University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, an international

authority in the field.

December. 19U4

MHa m61-2 5-13
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Mr. BIAGGI. Clearly, research is necessary. I would like to pick
up on what you said with respect to the methodology. This commit-
tee is sensitive to that area and we are fearful of the copycat syn-
drome. We have studiously avoided going into any of those areas.
We are just talking about the more general, lofty, and professional
approach. We are aware of the daiger.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. It is service issues. We believe service and pre-
vention efforts should be targeted to adolescents in a more general
way than primary suicide prevention to adolescents chronically in-
volved in drugs, with suicide patterns in the family and who are
chronically depressed. Some of the more broad-based efforts have
been reviewed by Miller in the Journal of Public Health, showing
little efficacy of freestanding suicide prevention activities except
with white females under the age of 24, a group, however, with one
of the lowest suicide rates.

Review of a major primary prevention activity of the Samari-
tans, a major English study, have shown there are other ways of
beginning to look at reducing levels of suicide. England found that
two of the sociologic phenomena that could be addressed that had
some of the strongest effects, first, a change in prescription prac-
tices, in which there is a major change that you do not prescribe
sedatives, barbiturates with lethal potential, but much less toxic
forms. England found an ability to specifically change suicide rates
by changing the form of domestic gas from a toxic to izonlethal
form. These kinds of societal approaches were very effective in
other countries and need ta be further examined in our own.
Thank you.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. Comm. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. My name is George Cohen. I am a human relations spe-
cialist with the White Plains School District and former chair of
the Interagency Task Force on Adolescent Depression and Suicide
in Westchester County. I appreciate the opportunity to share with
the committee my concerns about this very important topic.

I speak to you today on behalf of the American Association for
Counseling and Development, an organization comprised of more
than 46,000 professional counselors who work in the areas of educa-
tion, mental health, rehabilitation and human services. I might
also add that the American School Counselor Association, a divi-
sion of AACD is the largest organized body of its type in the world.

Sitting next to me is Ms. Beth Corney, a peer leader. Peer lead-
ers are carefully selected and well-trained students who work with
other students to help them with a variety of problems. You will be
hearing from Beth in a few minutes.

Mr. Chairman and members cf the committee, let me first ex-
press my appreciation for the work you are doing and to encourage
your support of legislation which seeks to prevent the tragedy of
youth suicide. In Westchester County alone we have had approxi-
mately six suicides each year of students between the ages of 13
and 19. In my role with the Westchester County Interagency Task
Force on Adolescent Depression and Suicide and a5 a human rela-
tions specialist, I have found that although this statistic has re-
mained quite constant, the number of suicide attempts has in-
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creased dramatically. Unless we take strong, active steps, we may
see a dramatic rise in completed suicide.

While various communities throughout our Nation are attempt-
ing to deal with these suicides, it is both timely and critical that
the Federal Government support these efforts by making available
resources which many local communities are unable to provide. A
national effort toward understanding and actively working to pre-
vent youth suicide is certainly appropriate.

I am asking Congress to meet the challenge of investing in our
Nation's youth through enactment of legislation to help coordinate
various programs aimed at preventing youth suicide. We are en-
couraged with hearings conducted on H.R. 1099 and 1894. Our asso-
ciation was pleased that in the two pieces of legislation were the
inclusion of grants to provide training to those who constantly deal
with the problems experienced by a young person.

It is the professional counselor who will oftentimes fmd them-
selves at the frontline of a crisis situation involving an adolescent.
While many counselors and other school and community personnel
may be able to react to the problems faced by our Nation's youth,
how satisfying it would be to know that we took a proactive, pre-
ventive stance which diffused a potentially dramatic and tragic in-
cident.

Regardless of what some people may believe about the stereotypi-
cal role of the school counselor, it is a profession which fmds itself
facing the tarks of addressing a student's concerns over family rela-
tionships, drug and alcohol abuse and other factors which may
force the individual to consider taking his or her own life.

Youth suicide cuts across all racial, ethnic, and financial lines.
While we may not be able to divert all attempts of nuth suicide,
we can and must begin to train those most closely associated with
young people so they may conduct classroom prevention programs,
train peer counselors and develop approprit4e identification and
intervention programs for high-risk students.

Counselors, sch;41 administrators, social workers and members
of the community must have adequate training in knowing what to
look and listen for in a potential suicide victim.

For some the training has taken place and the programs are
operational. However, in the vast numbers of communities in this
country, woefully inadequate resources are available for such pro-
grams

Both H.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894 are positive steps in assisting com-
munities facing youth suicide.

Westchester is fortunate in that it has prevention programs in
grades 5 through 12. However, funds are needed to conduct train-
ing programs for school personnel, purchase material, provide sup-
port and follow-up services to the schools, and to encourage effec-
tive school practices that will reduce the number of both completed
and attempted suicides.

To improve upon the legislation proposed in Congress, we offer
the following suggestions.

In H.R 1894, while we strongly support the establishment of a
commission to study the causes of youth suicide, and prepare short
and long range recommendations, we feel that the commission
would be strengthened if, in title I, section 104, members were se-
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lected from names submitted by the American Association for
Counseling and Development. The reasoning for this is that profes-
sional counselors, especially those in education and mental health,
really are at the frontline of crisis situations.

Also, in title II, section 203, subsection (b), we understand the
need to fund programs with a proven "track record," but feel that
this section would prohibit needed programs in those areas which
do not currently have an operation in place. We recommend an
amendment to this section which would allow new programs an op-
portunity to apply for grants.

In H.R. 1099, we support the language which mandates that
grants under this legislation be used to supplement and not replace
State and local funds. We would recommend that in addition to
local education agencies, that those community programs which re-
ceive State and local funds also be eligible for grants.

The members of our association stand ready to assist you in
whatever way possible and urge you and your colleagues to support
H.R. 1099 and H.R. 1894. These two bills are long overdue.

Thank you.
Ms. CORNEY. "Jood morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the Com-

mittee. My name is Beth Corney. I am a senior at White Plains
High School. Since suicide has become a major problem in West-
chester County, there are now programs to help students like
myself help others. The program that taught me how to work with
people and their problems was peer leaders at White Plains High
School. Thanks to this program I saved a life.

It was during the summer at the beach in New Jersey when this
incident occurred. I was working in a clothing store with others my
own age and since we worked the same hours, we all grew very
close. But it was Larry to whom I grew the closest.

Larry seemed cheerful most of the time, but after I got to know
him I realized his bright smile was just an act. This was just a
coverup so his true feelings wouldn't show. It was after he knew he
could trust me, when he decided to confide in me.

His father had died 2 years ago and since then his life has been
crumbling. His mother is now an alcoholic, his grades prevented
him from going to collfve and his older brothers and sisters just
don't care.

We would discuss his problems during our lunci. break and it
seemed that his problems became less of a burden for just an hour.
After lunch thoughts of his home situation would return and de-
pression would again set in. I had worked with him and followed
the technique that I learned at peer leaders and each day he told
me he felt better.

It was almost a week after I had spoken to Larry that I had my
own problem to face. My father had suffered a heart attack and
was admitted to a hospital in Newark, NJ. This meant I would be
alone for a few days while my family roomed at the hospital.

The ear-piercing ring of the telephone was what dragged me out
of bed one nig:ht. The words that came through the receiver left me
speechless. "I am going to kill myself," seemed to repeat in my
mind over and over again. I soon realized this was my scared and
confused friend, Larry.
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After I collected my thoughts, I quickly remembered the listen-
ing procedure for a possible suicide victim. Larry agreed to meet
me on the boardwalk that night.

Shivering on a bench, I saw him approach me in the dark. He
had been crying and his eyes were red and puffy. I knew this was
no prank.

I could understand what he was going through. Besides his girl-
friend problems, his biggest fear was what comes next in life. His
mother spent money on alcohol and the family income was low.
Since he could not get into college, his dreams of being a psychia-
trist were shattered.

After an hour of talking, we came to some conclusions. I persuad-
ed him to enroll in a community college and take a couple of psy-
chology classes. If he can handle it, then he could take it from
there and work his way toward a degree. We also discussed his
talking to a counselor or psychologist. He agreed to speak to his
mother about her drinking problem and even persuade her to join
an Alcoholics Anonymous group.

Larry has rejected the idea of committing suicide. He realized
that not only were there people who care about him, but life holds
new opportunities for him to face.

I am proud of the fact I helped save Larry's life and I owe it to
peer leaders. The program includes juniors and seniors in high
school and we learn how to help others with problems. During the
15-week period we share feelings, ideas and problems while learn-
ing the major steps in becoming a successful peer leader. But a
small organization cannot help every one. That is why we need
government support.

With the money that could be provided, teenagers with problems
now have a chance to talk about them instead of taking the easy
way out. The future generation are the teenagers of today. Without
your support, where will we be tomorrow?

Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Beth, for your work in the peer group. I

think the choice of you as peer leader justifies the judgment of
those who assess your peers. We need more young people like your-
self who are willing to take time and effort to talk. Clearly, you are
not into yourself. You are more giving and that is what we should
look to for young folks, for all of them. I do not think we have as
many as we should. If we did, it would be a nicer life for all, includ-
ing young folks who did. In the end it is better to give than receive.
Congratulations.

Ms. CORNEY. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Cohen, I want you to know that no one is more

aware of the importance of counselors and professionals than I. I
have a daughter who has been a clinical psychologist working in
the educational system in Mount Vernon most of her professional
career. We often discuss the different problems, many and varied,
in how the counselor continues to lead a normal life after being
burdened hour after hour with the problems of others. It is a trib-
ute to their personal resolve and extraordinary inner strength. To
persist in the career is a tremendous contribution and it is a peril
they undertake. I just have to tell you, in my mind there is no
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stereotype of a counselor. They are human beings who have chosen
a very important profession and who do very, very important work.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you. I want you to know one of our rewards is
that we get to work with people like Beth and the other students
here today.

Mr. Bum. I am sure it is gratifying.
Mr. Friedman's statements have been extensive and comprehen-

sive. I have two questions. One, would you care to comment on Al
Del Bello's statement?

Mr. COHEN. One of the things I wanted to mention is that the
group that has the fastest rising rate of suicide in this country are
young black males. Young white males have the highest rate in
terms of adolescent group. But the highest rising rate, if you look
at a graph, you see a dramatic rise in suicide among young black
males. Many of us are very concerned about that.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Let me continue on that point. If you lolls at the
increased rates by racial groups, you will fmd dramatic increases
in black suicide rates, particularly in integrated northern counties
where what may be certain social taboos or religious taboos that
appear to be still preserved in many rural parts of the South seem
to disappear in second and third generation living within suburban
areas like Westchester. That there are phenomena one can track as
to why there are dramatically low suicide rates among young rural
blacks and what happens when one movesis it the pressure of an
urban area, the exposure to certain kinds of drug and alcohol be-
haviors? There are facets strongly needing research at this point
because there are different levels of suicide by geography, urban,
rural, and by racial groups. As one studies the changes or increases
among groups, we may find more of the triggering factors.

Mr. BIAGGI. Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Owens?
Mr. Ownts. No.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. ACKERMAN Thank you.
First, Beth, let me tell you how much I appreciated your very,

very fine statement, as well as your actions. Let me say that we
learn from the Talmud, which is a book of Jewish learning, from
the words of Maimonides, who tells us that to save a single life is
as if you have saved the entire world. This is what you have done
by virtue of the kind of person you are and the training that you
have had. You have been the epitomy of success. If we here on this
congressional committee, indeed in the entire Congress, with all of
the work we do and all t,he hewings we have and all the millions
of dollars that we are talking about spending, can be just as suc-
cessful as you were with Larry, this whole process will be worth it.
So you have our complete admiration for what you have done.

If I can ask something of Mr. Cohen and Mr. Friedman: Mr.
Friedman, you threw something into the formula which maybe at
first was confusing and, as well, maybe helps us to understand why
there is a confusion in the statistics.

You stated that among the things that you look at are some of
what I think seem to be provocative actions that some teenagers
takeprovoking fights that result in homicide, alcoholism, drugs,
and driving "accidents." These are things that do not initially
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appear to be suicides, but are you saying that this is counted in as
part of the suicide statistics, or this is a guesstimate?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. No; they are specifically not included in. What I
was discussing was that the two highest causes in death rates in
these age groups are accidents and homicides. Homicide is a higher
rate of death than suicide at this point and dramatically higher
among urban groups, dramatically higher among urban black
males.

Incredible rates of death by homicide in the 10 to 19 and 15 to 24
age. ranges, while the rates of suicide are less than for others.

I speculate that, just as Al Del Bello said, to look at single vehicle
automobile accidents as to what percent of them might be suicide, I
raise the phenomenon of, are not caused homicides becoming a
form of suicide among certain groups in this country where the
taboo against suicide still prevails.

Mr. AcitmitAN. What ,rou are suggesting then is actually that
the number of attempted suicides is probably much greater because
actual homicides and accidental deaths, a certain percentage of
them, are probably either consciously or subconsciously suicide at-
tempts as well?

Mr. FRIEDDiAN. Yes.
Mr. Amami& Am. Very frightening.
Mr. BIAGGI. In relationship to grants, I like to be practical. You

know there is concern for dollars. If we can get $10 million in Mr.
Ackerman's bill and $6 million in Mr. Lantos', we will be very
grateful. I do not think we should look forward to an enlarging of
the program. I think it will be satisfactory to get this underway
and establish a national presence and national focus and then have
the private sector come in and ultimately do the job and I am sure
they will do it well.

One other question, Mr. Friedman, on your hotline. I would like
to comment that Westchester County clearly has a very effective
structure in place. There is no question about that. In relationship
to the hotline, what occurs? Can you briefly describe what occurs
when someone calls?

Mr. Faxanban. First, that it is covered round-the-clock by a pro-
fessional staff. It is our feeling that receiving someone in that state
of crisis, the response can be with someone who can triage the seri-
ousness, make the decision as to whether a crisis team might be
necessary, or whether it is a largely referral phone call, so that,
first, it is professionally staffed by social work or nursing staff by
the day by one agency and then switches to psychiatric hospitals.
The individual receives either specific direct counseling at that
point or referral to an agency. Or if there is an expectation that a
suicide may be an immediate act, attempt to get the crisis team,
another of the services available in the county, to respond to the
individual immediately.

One of the phenomena that needs to be addressed is that largely
the callers to hotlines at this point, to things listed as suicide pre-
vention services, tend to be young white women. A major national
phenomenon. If you look at who calls and what is the population
serviced by this, it is a particular segment of society, a segment
that at least at this point has some of the lower rates of suioides.
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You have what one of the offered services, yet you have a group
that uses it that perhaps should not be your primary targets.

Mr. BIAGGI. Who makes the call? Someone calling on behalf of
someone or the person themselves?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Usually the person themselves. Many of the calls
are not someone immediately going to attempt suicide, but some-
one who is in the stages of beginning to think of this as an option,
beginning to go from the fantasy to the decisionmaking stage. If
one can head them off at that point, a highly dramatic result.

Mr. BIAGGI. You say the people who are using it have the lowest
rate. Isn't it conceivable, logical to believe that because they use it,
they have a lower rate?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. No; the Miller study, unfortunately, in the Jour-
nal of Public Health this summer, which tracked before and after,
found very little effects. Whether or not the rates were going down,
whether there was such a service introduced. They also found that
in the timing that some rates went down for women within this
age group, women of this age group are notorious for using inges-
tion, poison, as a means of committing suicide. Heavy use of pills
as opposed to the more direct and lethal, hangings, firearms or
other forms. There are major changes in prescribing practices from
the mid-1960's to now with different sedatives and the toxicity of
individual sedatives being less. I really have a question as to
whether you have not had a more dramatic decreasing effect from
medication practices, in England, with the type of gas. You can
have it if individual physicians would refuse to prescribe to a pa-
tient unless that patient came to only them at this point for chem-
otherapy, for a mental health problem. There is probably nothing
worse than an individual client being treated by three separate
prescribing physicians at the same time, so that even if each physi-
cian is being sure not to give a lethal dose, three nonlethal doses
may be lethal.

Also, individual physicians, when prescribing, should prescribe
individual amounts that are nonlethal and write for constant refer-
rals not for constant revisits to an office, but to have a relationship
to a pharmacy that you give out amounts so that at no pointespe-
cially if the client is depressed. These things have had a dramatic
effect where ingestion has been the route.

One of the problems has been I think some change in methodolo-
gy adopted by women, which I suspect, like smoking and lung
cancer, you will see a phenomenon increasing. A society becomes
more common in its use of smoking or whatever, you will begin to
see undesirable increases ;.11 certain rates.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. ConEN. One of the things I like about the bills that are being

proposed is that it is not going to focus in on only one particular
answer to the problem. Not just hotlines, but that it will include a
wide variety of approaches, including the fact that it will include
educational programs. I believe suicide is an educational problem.

One of the things we are doing here in Westchester is going into
classrooms and helping students redefine friendships, redefine it so
that it includes letting adults know when one of your friends is sui-
cidal.
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What is happening, of course, is that they are beginning to see
that it is the way to go, that it is a good idea to involve an adult.
And they are coming forward and letting us know that some of
their friends are seriously depressed and possibly suicidal.

We know very often students will talk to other students first
before they talk to us as adults. By going in and developing an edu-
cational program that helps them see the need to do this, we are
able to find kids who really need the help.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you very much for your testimony.
The next panel will be Ann Kliman, Center for Preventive Psy-

chiatry; Ethel Rosa Ily, director of pupil personnel, Yonkers Board
of Education; and Louise Latty, chief executive for instruction,
New York City Board of Education.

Ms. Kliman.

STATEMENT OF ANN KLIMAN, CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSY-
CHIATRY; ETHEL ROSALLY, DIRECTOR OF PUPIL PERSONNEL,
YONKERS BOARD OF EDUCATION; AND LOUISE LAITY, CHIEF
EXECUTIVE FOR INSTRUCTION, NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF
EDUCATION, A PANEL

MS. KLIMAN. Thank you. I do thank you for getting the name of
the center correctly% Our answering service over the past 20 years
insists on saying, "Good morning, the Center to Prevent Psychia-
try."

I will not follow the papers I gave you. I would rather respond to
what I think are the most crucial aspects of what I heard this
morning.

Mr. BIAGGI. Each of you may follow that procedure if you like,
with the assurance that your ent;re statements will be included in
the record. You may.proceed as you desire.

Ms. KLIMAN. Thank you.
I am grateful to the speakers this morning, all of whom I do

know. There has been precedent for 20 years in Westchester
County for school systems to utilize agencies specifically trained in
intervention with children and adolescents and youth and, indeed,
for 20 years, the Center for Preventive Psychiatry has functioned
as a consultant to schools in Westchester, Fairfield, and New York
Counties.

We have worked with them to design workshops and consulta-
tions on a purely preventive basis, as well as a preventive or intei-
ventive basis. They were designed to help resensitize and reeducate
school personnel, and that means all school personnel; to recognize
students who are at high risk and to facilitate referral effectively
and efficiently. In the material an outline of the workshop is cov-
ered.

One aspect, however, has been neglected by the majority of
schools by even bill H.R. 1894, and that is the statistics available
on preadolescent suicide. All of the panel members this morning
made some referraland at the end more referralto death by ac-
cident. Very often, with both children and adults, a suicide is an
accident which we all allow to happen. I recommend that we not
only look at one-car crashes or boat accidents or bike accidents, but
that we also look at Jl childhood, starting at about age 3.
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Mr. Chairman, the only denial left among all of us who have the
courage to look at the depression and the terror and the helpless-
ness and hopelessness that adolescents feel at the time that they
suicide, we now must also look at children, because in the past 27
years I have worked with children at the age of 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 12
who actively and determinantly have attempted and/or achieved
62 suicides. So, we must lc.ok at all of the accidents that occur.

I also think we must take a look at the mythology that sur-
rounds suicide. One of the most common, of course, those who talk
about it, don't do it. Statistically, that is untrue.

Also, very important and I think George Cohen and the group of
high school students that he has trained have brought this out very
clearly, one of the worst myths is, if you talk to a child or adoles-
cent about suicide, you will put thoughts in their head. That is not
true. There certainly is a contagion for suiciee, but ideas are not
put in the head. It is essential that school personnel learn the signs
and signals of depression. To know the difference between a reac-
tive depression, wlkich is certainly not psychotic and rarely, if ever,
leads to suicide, and to know the difference between that and a
psychotic depression in which helplessness and hopelessness char-
acterize the feeling and in which there are no other options which
are available.

I think terribly important, we must all learn that the usual rules
of confidentiality, trust, which apply when we are an adult dealing
with a child or an adolescent, when we are a friend dealing with
another friend, the laws, the rules, the ethics, the morality of confi-
dentiality must not be adhered to when a life is at stake, because
most often the penultimate act of a suicider's life has been to con-
fide that, indeed, the idea is in the head, that there are thoughts
about it, that there is a plan and indeed that there is access to car-
rying out the plan.

It is essential that school communities form an alliance with
their psychotherapeutic, their medical and their pastoral communi-
ties. The reason I say that is, Westchester is a unique county in
terms of richness of services that are available. That does not
change the essential fact that there is no parent in the world who
is comfortable and very few who are evei willing to hear about
their own child's suicidal ideas. So the denial of parents, not just
the community in general, the denial of parents often makes it im-
possible to effect referral to an agency.

I would like to add to Al DelBello's concept of a Federal hotline,
which he described as for someone who is thinking about suicide. I
would like to see a Federal hotline for people who know that some-
one else is suicidal and, if it is a child under 18, that the parents
are unwilling or unable to seek help for that child. And in this
county and in other counties, I spend more than half of my profes-
sional life trying to pick up the pieces of a family after a child or
an adolescent LP:4 suicided.

I often reco. Imend that when necessary a principal refuse to
allow a suicidal child into school because the school cannot be a
safe environment for a suicidal child. I have often recommended,
and my husband, who is a lawyer, tells me I could get into a lot of
trouble for this, that, if necessary, a school counselor or principal
or social worker or a teacher, when confronted with an acutely sui-
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cidal child, and that means a child who either has made an at-tempt or gesture before, who has a plan and who has the ability tocarry it out, that is an acute psychiatric emergency.I would beg that somehow written into this, when this is true, aschool guidance counselor, a clinical psychologist, a psychiatric
social worker, is not allowed by law to effect hospitalization or togive psychotropic medication. Therefore, I would wish thi t therewere an 800 number, whether you are calling from Butte, MT, orSioux Falls, S.D., or Peekskill, N.Y., or Dayton, OH, no matter whois available in your State, that someone, be it a student or teacher
or social worker or a neighbor, could call a hotline where therewould be a registry and they could get the name of the nearestmental health facility to treat an acutely suicidal child, adolescentor young adult, say college student, and would have the backup ofa police escort, whether county or city or village or State, police
escort to get that person there because there is no way in the worldthat the biggest, strongest man can restrain an acutely suicidal
person and drive a car at the same time.

I really applaud these bills. I hope that somehow it could be pos-sible to add to both that this deal not anly with adolescents butwith adults and that we look very carefully at the kind of accidents
which do occur.

I also applaud George Cohen and his group. My only concern isthat most self-help groups made up of students do not have aGeorge Cohen. They do not have a built-in supervision and support
system. I have been doing this work for 27 years. I cannot do it inisolation. I need to be able to talk to my peers about it. If we design
peer support groups, if we train young children to do this interven-tion, which this morning we saw clearly they can do brilliantly. We
must also give them support and supervision to help them do it.I thank you very much for allowing me to testify. I congratulate
you on your courage in breaking through the denial which hasplagued this country for more than 27 years, and I hope the bills gothrough.

[Prepared statement of Ann S. Kliman followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN KLIMAN, M.A., DIRECTOR, SITUATIONAL CRISIS SERVICE,

THE CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY

Childhood and adolescent suicide can only begin to be prevented when we, the re-sponsible adults, stop denying that our children can and do kill themselves. Thisdenial prevents us from hearing and responding appropriately to the many cries forhelp the vast majority of potential suiciders make. The natural environment of chil-dren is school, and schools are designed to be educative institutions. Schools alsohave the advantage of access to parents and community agencies.
There is pr,mdent for school systems to utilize the services of therapists trainedin prevention, intervention and postvention of suicide, For many years The Centerfor Preventive Psychiatry has functioned as a consultant to schools in Westchester,Fairfield, and the New York Counties. Originally, schools requested consultationonly after a suicide had already occurred. Increasingly, requests for workshops andconsultations are being made purely preventively. They are designed to sensitizeand reeducate school personnel to pupils at-risk to help establish "crisis teams" ineach school, and to facilitate referral of a high-risk suicidal student efficiently andeffectively. An outline covering the material presented at these "continuing educa-tion" workshops is attached.
The Judge Mier Child Guidance Clinic in Bos:on has replicated The Center ofPreventive Psychiatry's school consultation work with their "Good Grief' program,also with considerable success.
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In 1984 Four Winds, an inpatient psychiatric hospital, established the Committee
on Sudden Adolescent Deathan interdisciplinary group of therapists and schools.

One wpect of suicide, however, usually has been overlooked. Even Bill HR. 1894
neglects to include statistics on pre-adolescent suicides, and does not include "dis-
guised" suicidesaccidents which the suicider allows to happen in cam, on bikes, in
boats, with poisons, by drowning, by falling, by smothering, and by hanging. If we
include deliberate accidenth in the student population, I believe the statistics on sui-
cide would increase even more alarming than they already have risen.

I would like to stress that I believe it is not only appropriate but essential that
school personnel (and the public in general) be dissuaded of certain myths concern-
ing suicide which include:

1. Children do not suicide.
2. Those who talk about it don't kill themselves.
3. They'll outgrow it.
4. It's just a stage.
5. If you talk to students about suicide you'll put thoughts in their heads.
It is essential that school personnel learn the signs and signals of severe depres-

sion since depression usually precedes and coincides with suicide. We must fmd ef-
fective ways to combat the wide-spread idea that suicide is romantic (Romeo and
Juliette) or heroic. Suicide is neitherit is the ultimate act of desperation when
helplessness and hopelessness can no longer be tolerated. No other options appear to
be available.

It is essential that school personnel learn to combat the contagion of suicide. For
students who are already at-high-risk the successful suicider is often seen as encour-
agement for the student to suicide.

It is essential that school personnel learn and teach their students that the usual
respect for confidentiality must not apply when a life is at stake. When potential
suiciders tell someone of their plan to kill themselves it often the penultimate act of
their lives. While most of us can bear the anger of a suicidal student for sharing
their suicidal intent with appropriate othem, few of us would wish to bear the guilt
that we did not intervene in a preventable suicide.

However, we must also bear in mind that the best education and the best psychi-
atric treatment will not prevent all suicides. Some suicidal students cannot be
stopped, but they are, hopefully, a tiny minority compared to those who can be
helped to find life liveable again.

It is essential that school personnel establish an alliance with their local psycho-
therapeutic, medical, and pastoral communities. Often when a parent is confronted
by school personnel with a student's potential for suicide, the parent denies the re-
ality and becomes furious at the school. A pediatrician, family doctor, or clergyper-
son might be able to help the parent get psychiatric help for the vulnerable student.
If not, it is in the power if the principal not to allow the student in school until a
psychiatrist can assure the principal that the child well be safe in school. If the
pupil is acutely suicidal (talks about committing suicide, had made suicidal gestures,
has a plan and the ability to carry out that plan) and the parents refuse medical
help, I would urge school personnel to immediately escort that pupil to the nearest
hospital with a child or adolescent psychiatric unit. I recognize that this appeam
intrusive. However, I would rather see them furious in my office than tearful at the
funeral. I would add that when parents continue to deny the suicidal plans and be-
havior of their children so obvious to othem, the parents are in need of psychothera-
peutic help. It is not rare for children to make a suicidal attempt as a reflection of
the family's internal anger and helplessness.

It is essential and appropriate that schools respond immediately and effectively
after a student suicides. It is crucial that a telephone call be made to every member
of the school staff to notify them of the suicide. The following morning there should
be a pre-class meeting of all personnel to: share information, dispell rumors, to pre-
vent distortions, to provide a support system for personnel, to prepare them to meet
the needs of the students, to help them undemtand that staff and students each will
react to the suicide in his or her own wayand to expect a variety of responses. At
this meeting plans should be implemented to organize and activate special events at
school (attending the funeral, holding a memorial assembly in which the suicider is
mourned but not glorified). Guidelines should be reviewed to: help students express
anger, guilt, resentment or fear; talk to skilled professionals when necessary or de-
sirable; and communicate with each other and their parents. After the first day of
school there should again be an all-staff meeting to discuss the day's events and to
assess the urgency of those pupils at risk, as well as to support the staff. Follow up
meetings should be held, as necessary, over the next few weeks. Equally important,
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the school staff should be alerted to the possibility of anniversary reactions, and onthe first anniversary cf the suicide some acknowledgment should be made.I appland Bills HR 1099 and 1894 although, as stated earlier, I would include chil-dren as well as adolescents in HR 1894, and urgently plead that they be passed andbecome our national policy.

CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENT SUICIDE,
PREVENTION, INTERVENTION AND POSTVENTION

WORKSHOPS FOR SCHOOLS

I. A LOOK AT SUICIDE TODAY

A. Myths.
B. Variables at different age levels.
C. Depression and its signs: (1) Reactive; (2) Neurotic; (3) Psychotic.D. The Romanticization and Libidinazation of Death.
E. Responsibility: (1) The Schools; (2) The Parents; (3) The Peers; (4) The Societies.F. Epidemiology and Contagion.
G. Opportunities for Prevention.

II. INTERVENTION

A. Early recognition: (1) Evaluating the risk; (2) Establishment of systems of refer-ral and support; (3) The trap of confidentialityit does not apply when a life is atstake; (4) The traps of avoidance and denial; (5) Establishing an alliance with par-ents; (6) Establishing an alliance with the therapeutic, medical, and pastoral com-munity; (7) Educating students, parents, and school personnel; (8) The importance offollow up.

III. POSTVENTION: THE RESPONsE OF tHE SCHOOL

A. Immediate meeting of all school personnel with a trained therapist.1. To share information and pnwent distortions.
2. To provide a support system !or personnel.
3. To prepare them to meet the needs of the students: (a) Out-of-phaseness ofschool personnel; (b) Out-of-phasenesa of students; (c) Out-of-phaseness of parents; (d)To assess the urgency of those at risk; (1) All members of the immediate family.4. To organize and activate: (a) Special events at school; (b) To establish guidelinesfor helping students: (1) To express grief, anger, resentment; (2) Talk to skilled pro-fessionals when necessary or desirable; (3) To deglorify the suicide (It is not heroic);(4) To communicate with each other and their parents.
B. After school meeting of all Personnel.
C. Follow up.
D. Follow up 1 year later to prevent the destructive aspects of anniversary reac-tions.
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Mr. OwENs. Thank you. Ms. Louise Latty.
Ms. Larry. Good morning and thank you very much. I am sorry

the chairman had to leave, but I did want to thank you at the very
beginning and . applaud both Congressmen Owens and Ackerman
for this bill. It is certainly a beginning. We in New York City had
felt, over 1 year ago, it was important to .begin this effort despite
what people were saying, that suicides were not really occurring in
New York City in our public schools. I would .iust like to review
with you some of the things that we have done.

My name is Louise Latty and I am chief executive for instruction
for the New York City Public School System. The board of educa-
tion is responsible for nearly 1 million students attending approxi-
mately 1,000 schools throughout the five boroughs. Congressman
Ackerman has said over and over again that 6,000 American young
people between the ages of 15 and 24 will take their own lives this
year and many more will attempt suicide. Of the 100 deaths that
will occur in New York State, half may be expected to occur in
New York City.

It has been estimated that as many as 24,000 riditional teenage
suicides will occur thi3 year. These include deati... resulting from
drug abuses, alcohol abuse, and motor vehicle accidents. These sta-
tistics represent a national disaster that cuts across geography,
race, and economic status.

The real tragedy is that these deaths are preventable. We know
that suicide is a youngster's response to stressful situations which
are seen as being beyond the capabilities of the individual to
manage.

We know that 80 percent of all teenagers who commit suicide cry
out for help, giving one or more signs of their intention before-
hand.
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We have demonstrated that awareness of these signs and appro-priate responses for prevention can be taught to teens and thosewho work with them through pilot programs in the schools.
In the early fall of 1984, the New York City Board of Educationestablished a suicide prevention task force composed of key admin-istrators throughout our school system. After careful scrutiny ofthe issue and its alarming dimensions, we realized that suicide

awareness and prevention education had to begin, at once, and thatit had to involve both pedagogical and nonpedagogical personnel,parents and students.
Since that time we have introduced personnel in the 32 commu-nity school districts, high schools and central administration to theissues of teenage suicide. Through a pilot program, individuals inthe intermediate, junior high school, and high schools within 2 ofour 32 community districts have received more intensive trainingin recogniemg the warning signs of suicide and implementing strat-egies for prevention. Each of these schools hGs developed a school-based suicide prevention action plan designed to disseminate effec-tive prevention techniques throughout the school community.
I would like to tell you about a boy I will call Jose, who showed

us how our efforts are paying off.
Jose's fe-mily came to New York from Puerto Rico when he wasjust a baby. His parents worked hard to succeed in their new home.An only child, Jose was expected to do well in school and make hisfamily proud of him. He did do well; by his junior year in highschool, he served in the student government, played on the baseballteam and was selected to represent New York City as an exchangestudent.
Something happened to Jose in the iipring of his senior year. Hisfriends noticed it after Jose and his girlfriend broke up. lie beganto withdraw from the activities and people he once enjoyed. Telling

the baseball coach, "There is no point in trying any more," he quitthe team and gave his prize catcher's mtt to his best friend. For-merly above average, Jose's grades took a nosedive. His mother
was alarmed at Jose's rapid loss of weight and disinterest in familyand church activites.

Jose's school is one of those participating in our pilot suicide pre-vention project. His coach and members of his class recognized thesigns that Jose was depressed and might be considering suicide.They knew and used the appropriate responses, confronting himand discussing their suspicions. They knew who to turn to for helpin connecting Jose with professional counseling.It was discovered that a number of stressful situations hadbro ght Jose to thoughts of suicide; the loss of his girlfriend, theloss of parental attention to a newly born brother, and the impend-ing loss of familiar surroundings and friends through graduationand plans to attend college in another State.
Jose received the help he needed because his friends and coachknew what to look for and how to respond. He was lucky. In 1983,there were 84 New York City youths in the 15- to 24-year-old agegroup that werc not so lucky.
Our long mho goal is to expand and intensify suicide preventionactivities to include every public school student, grades 8 through12, in New York City. We need additional resources to reach this
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goal. H.R. 1099, introduced by Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Biaggi, and
others, is responsive to our needs and we support it.. With sufficient
increased funding, the Ne-w York City Board of Edncation would
implement prevention programs citywide. Training and interven-
tion specialists would be available to provide services to staff, stu-
dents and their families.

It is now time for the Federal Government to provide the assist-
ance necessary to put our knowledge into broader practice. Educa-
tion and intervention can reverse the rising rate of teenage death
by suicide.

We are grateful for you, your concern and interest in addressing
this problem. We look forward to working with you on this issue
and will be glad to provide any assistance or further information
that would be useful to the group.

I just want to, personally, thank both of you for your interest
and efforts in helping us with this major, major effort. Thank you
again.

Mr. OwENs. Thank you.
Ms. Ethel Rosa
Ms. ROSALLY. I also thank y ou for inviting me this morning to

testify and congr-tulate you. My name is Ethel Rosally. I am the
director of Pupil Personnel Services and my department is respon-
sible for the delivery of counseling medical, psychological, and
social services to students in the Yonkers school district.

We have counselors in all our middle, high school, and a few in
the elementary schools. Psychologists and social workers are as-
signed from 1 to 2 days per school, depending on the enrollment in
the building. We have a part-time psychiatrist and a physician who
serves as a chief medical officer.

The staff is locally funded with the exception of a few that are
federally funded.

All Pupil Personnel Services members have been inserviced and
all faculty members throughout the district have been informed of
our suicide prevention procedures. They have been taught observa-
tion techniques and provided with counseling guidelines. Addition-
ally, a list of emergency psychiatric services available within the
community have been distributed to our administrators and Pupil
Personnel Services staff.

Our suicide prevention program deals with at-risk youngsters on
a one-to-one basis. Students appearing to be depressed, have ex-
pressed some desire to kill themselves or attempting to physically
harm themselves are referred to a team member. The member
interviews the youngsters and ascertains the nature of the prob-
lem. The information gathered is shared with the building princi-
pal. A decision is made as to whether a needed hospitalization or
referral to a community organization is necessary.

Regardless of the decision reached, the information is shared
with the child's parents. A number of cases have already been han-
dled auccessfully and confidentially.

I am in support of H.R. 1894 compared to H.R. 1099 to maintain
grants available for teenage suicide prevention programs. H.R.
1894 appears to be a more comprehensive approach to the problem
and provides for the establishment of in and out of school pro-
grams. However, the amount of funding allocated seems to be Mad-
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equate. Six million will not serve a significant number of schooldistricts. The initial allocation of 6 million should be increased to10 million and by 20 percent each year.
As youth suicide prevention programs are implemented, moreand more youngsters might surface in need of counseling and inter-vention services.
Again, thank you for inviting me.
[Prepared statement of Ethel Rosa Ily follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ETHEL BASALLY, DIRECTOR OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
YONKERS SCHOOL Disnucr

My name is Ethel Rosa lly. I am the Director of Pupil Personnel Services. My de-partment is responsible for the delivery of counseling, medical, psychological andsocial services to students in the Yonkers school district.
Presently we have counselors in all our middle and high schools and a few in theelementary schools. Psychologists and social workers are assigned from one to twodays per school, depending upon the enrollment in the building. We have a part-time psychiatrist and a physician, who serves az chief medical officer. The staff islocally funded with the exception of a few that are federally funded.
All Pupil Personnel Services members have been insernced and all faculty mem-bers throughout the district have been informed of our Suicide Prevention Proce-dures. They have been taught observation techniques and provided with counselingguidelines. Additionally, a list of emergency psychiatric services available withinthe community have been distributed to our administrators and Pupil PersonnelServices staff.
Our Suicide Prevention Program deals with at risk youngsters on a one-to-onebasis. Students appearing to be depressed, have expressed some desire to kill them-selves or have attempted to physically harm themselves are referred to a Pupil Per-sonnel Services team member. The staff member interviews the youngster and as-certains the nature of the problem. The information gathered is immediately sharedwith the building principal. A decision is made as to whether immediate hospitaliza-tion or referral to a community agency is necessary. Regardless of the decisionreached the information is shared with the child's parents.
A number of cases have already been handled successfully and confidentially.I am in support of HR 1894:
To estabEsh a commission to conduct a study of the problems of youth suicide inthe United States for the purpose of providing gin& nce in developing nationalpolicy, and to establish a grant program for states, z itical subdivision of states,and private non-profit agencies for programs to prevent suicide among children andyouth.
Compared to HR 1099to make grants available for teenage suicide preventionprograms; HR 1894 appears to be a more comprehensive approach to the problem,and provides for the establishment of in and out of school programs.However, the amount of funds allocated is adequate. Six (6) million will not servea significant number of school districts. The initial allocation of six (6) millionshould be increased to ten (10) million and by 20% each year. As youth suicide pre-vention programs are implemented more and more youngsters might su-face inneed of counseling and intervention services.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Ms. KLIMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I add one point? I believe inthe obligation and opportunity for a school system to intervenewith other students within the school following a successful suicideor a known suicide attempt. There may at that point be nothingthat can be done for the child who is dead, but for all of the chil-dren in the school who knew him, both those who liked and dis-liked him, it is a crucial opportunity to help them understand thatsuicide is not romantic, that suicide is r ot heroic, that suicide isnot sexy and it is not an option for c-Ay young person, at leastunless he is a double-agent for the CIA and has just been caught bythe enemy and about to be tortured. Then maybe the cyanide pill isan option.
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Short of that, it should not be an option for young people and I
:!.:elieve it is the obligation of the schools to educate them to that.

Mr. OWENS. Ms. Kliman, as a result of your 27 years experience,
what would you recommend as the optimum staffmg pattern
needed in high schools? There will never be enough money to go
around, but if you had it, what would be the optimum staff?

Ms. KumAN. I come from a prejudice, Mr. Owens. It makes me
very worried when this starts in eighth grade or in a high school. I
believe that this education must start in preschool and work all the
way through. I believe that the vast majority of severely depressed
adolescents can be picked up ;in childhood as depressed, either the
defense against depression, hyperactive kids, over-excited kids, in-
attentive kidsbut that it can be picked up in childhood, and I be-
lieve, in early prevention, as early as possible.

In terms of a high school, I would say the people here probably
could tell you better than I could what the optimal staff is. I think
what is necessary is, besides the staff of the high school, that LI
being used, that there also be outside consultants who can be called
in literally on 5 minutes notice to come in and consult on a par-
ticularly difficult case, who are able to do ongoing supervision, not
because these people are not competent but because new issues
come up constantly.

I think you have to build in, and I would defer to both of you in
terms of who the people should beI know I am currently working
in Westchester with what they call crisis units in each schoolnot
each school systemwhere people come not only psychologists and
social workers and counselors, but also from the other faculty and
from the students. And they work together.

But I am not the cne to decide who should be on staff.
Mr. OwENs. I have another question for Ms. Latty before I turn

it over to Mr. Ackerman for fmal questions.
In 1983, I think you said you had more than 80 suicides in New

York City schools?
Ms. LATrY. That is what the research shows.
Mr. OWENS. Isn't that an epidemic? I do not remember reading

anything unusual about it.
Ms. LATrY. As I mentioned, when we first decided we needed a

task force just to study the problem, we were told that there
weren't any statistics that indicated that New York City young-
sters had committM suicide. But as we began to uncover things, we
did find clear evidence to indicate that there had been suicides that
were not listed as suicides per se.

Mr. OWENS. So there is a major reporting problem in New York
City and probably other urban areas?

Ms. LAM. Absolutely. In one of the districts where this young-
ster came from, a true story we are talking about, as we began to
meet and uncover and had crisis intervention teams within schools
within these districts, we began to see that there were specific
problems and people had identified, through just talking, that
there were some suicides in the schools.

Mr. OWENS. Before we are evicted, Congressman Ackerman,
would you like the last comment?

Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Owens.
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Let me very briefly congratulate this panel on a very profession-
al and expert testimony, and to say that those of us who are tryingto do a job for our neighbors who we represent are greatly appreci-ative. I don't know if you realize it, but you have been testifying
before a librarian, a cop and a teacher. As your fellow citizens, wegreatly appreciate your professional expertise in this area.

Let me just not be negligent in singling out Louise Latty from
my city in saying it was through initial discussions and suggestions
with your offices back at the Board of Education that the genesis
for this particular bill germinated. So we do thank you.

I think we are just about on time, a minute and a half late,
which for a congressional hearing I think is fantastic.

I thank the people who have provided us with the setting. Thank
you very much.

Mr. Ow Ems. Thank all the witness. This hearing of the Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education ishereby adjourned.

[Additional information submitted for the record followsj
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned.)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATRICIA ZALAZNIK, M.A., MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this subcommittee.

My name is Patricia Zalaznik and I am a member of the American

Home Economics Association, which has 30,000 members nationwide. I

teach Home Economics at a high school in suburban Minneapolis,

Minnesota. For the past several years, I have taught a course on

the subject of death and dying, with units in living preventively

and, when necessary, prevention of suicide for teens. I support

the concern for suicide among adolescents that is reflected in HR-

1894 and HR-1009, and I appreciate this opportunity to comment on

the subject of school-based programs for preventing teen suicide,

from the perspective of a home economics teacher.

Background

Me subject of death and dying.was the thesis for my Master's

Degree in Home Economics at the University of Minnesota in 1976.

In the course of preparing my thesis, I developed a secondary

school curriculum for coping with death and dying, including

materials on prevention of adolescent suicide. The curriculum is

entitled Dimensions of Loss and Death Education, and it is

published by Edu-Pac Publishing Company in Minneapolis. It has

been well received; to date 1,500 copies have been sold.

Hannelore Wass, editor of Death Education, a journal, reviewed

this curriculum in the fall of 1982 and wrote:
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"In my opinion, the author has applied valid crtteria,
identified significant topics, and listed appropriateobjectives. Nhat comes after that, however, is not found inany one place in the death education literature. Here is theauthor's unique contribution. She presents a wealth of
learning activities for various subject items she believesare suitable for achieving the stated objectives. Most ofthese are eXcellent."

The development of my curriculum came as a result of

questions and observations raised by the death of my own teenage

son (though not from suicide), as well as from issues relating to
death raised by many students in my Consumer and Homemaker (dome
economics) classes in family life, child development, and human
relationships. From these experiences, / discovered a need in

teenage students for skills to aid in dealing with loss end death
within the family, at school, and in the community. Coping with
the suicide of a classmate or with one's own suicidal thoughts
clearly falls within that need.

Statement of the Problem

Self-destructive behavior in adolescents is not a problem
unique to the 1980's, but it haw become of particular concern in
this decade. Current statistics demonstrate a sharp increase not
only in adolescent suicide but in risk-taking activities and self-
destructive behavior generally. By no means is this limited to
the taking of one's own life. Experimentation with drugs and
alcohol remains a present danger, as do more subtle forms of self-
destructive behavior such as anorexia and bulimia. But it is the
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ultimate act of adolescent suicide which receives the most press;

it is the act which can affect an entire school and community.

Authorities in adolescent behavior do not have a simple

answer for the increase in self-destructive behavior in today's

teens. Many believe that it is related to the adolescent's

inability to cope successfully with'the pressures of the complex

world of the contemporary adult. These experts recognize that the

family less often !.s a source for learning successful coping

behavior in times of adolescent stress. Livorce or separation of

the parents frequently leaves an adolescent without an adult role

model at home. Statistics and projections indicate that 40% of

all children will live in a single-parent household at some time

before they are 18 years old. It also iu predicted that by 1990

from 70% to 80% of women ages 20 to 40 will be in the labor force.

In fact, many believe that school is the only consistent,

dependable aspect in the lives of large numbers of young people

and that educators "are in a unique position to identify students

who need help and then refer them to appropria ) personnel"

(Swanson, 1984).

The Role of Consumer and Homemaker Education (Home Economics)

Many schools, including my own, provide courses in skills for

individual and family living through the home economics

department. These courses, funded in part by federal dollars for
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Consumer and Homemaking Education available under the Carl D.

Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984, address students' needs

for information in all facets of family life. It follows that if

school based programs for providing skills in coping with today's

pressures (relating specifically to suicide prevention when

necessary) are introduced into a curriculum, those programs would

be a logical extension of the existing home economics courses in

family living. To place them there permits simple and cost-

effective introduction of prevention programs to the curriculum,

adding no more to the students' workload and expc.nding little, if

any, additional teacher and classroom resources.

Home Economics teachers typically have valuable background

courses in family life, child development, psychology, sociology,

health, and other areas which give the broad base from which to

begin exploration and teaching in coping and in suicide

prevention. My own experience suggests that instruction in coping

wtth loss and death is a vital part of that instruction. Students

often seek out home economics teachers for answers to questions in

their personal lives. To use suicide as an example, a student

once stopped me in the hall to ask, "When someone talks of

suicide, he won't really do it, will he?" In dispelling this

myth, I used both a cognitive (intellectual) and an affective

(emotional) response. Home economists are trained to provide

both.
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A further strength of the home economics courses in family

living is th t they are an "applied field of study." The

instruction benefits the student as well as those outside the

classroom with whom the student comes in contact. A student who

is not himself "distressed" may, by virtue of the training in a

family skills course, become more aware of warning signs in fellow

students and thus may become critical in interceding in

potentially self-destructive behavior. In all but immediate

crises, this can amount merely to recognizing the harmful behavior

and reporting it to adults with appx,priate training. But, most

young people are hesitant to ask a fellow student if he or she is

thinking of ending his or her life, yet the research indicates

that direct questioning is an extremely effective strategy if it

is f'llowed by seeking appropriate adult guidance. Education in

coping with, for example, death and loss prior to confronting a

crisis helps teens cope with those situations in a healthier

manner; an uninformed teen may actually facilitate self-

destructive behavior withoUt realizing it.

My own home economics classes originally included a course

called family living which started with personal relationships,

moved to preparation for marriage, then continued through the

family life cycle ending with a brief unit on death. Gradually,

the course was modified, trimesters were instituted, and now there

is a separate course entitled "Dimensions of Loss and Death," It
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has become an extension of the family life courses taught within
the home economics department of my school.

A Sample Curriculum

A unit on suicide and
self-destructive behavior is Unit XIII

of my curriculum. Given the interest in that area by this

Subcommittee, I have attached as Appendix I, a model of what I

currently teach. The format includes objectives in cognitive

(intellectual) and affective (emotional) learning experiences. In

acthality, these are not separate and the intent is to emphasize
both types of experiences, not simply to provide logical

information, a format derived from Bloom and Xrathwol (Bloom and
Krathwol, 66, 67).

I also have attached, as Appendix II, a copy of Unit XVII of
my curriculum, which relates to "living preventively." Current
thinking among professionals

studying adolescent suicide focuses
on education in stress management and coping skills rather than on
suicide prevention or se. For example, on October 5, 1585, I

attended a course taught by Barry D. Garfinkle, M.D., a

psychiatrist with 11 years experience in the study of suicide, and
Harry M. Hoberman, Ph.D., Division of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry at the University of Minnesota Medical School. Special
emphasis was placed on teen suicide. Garfinkle and Hoberman

suggested that an increase in education in suicide prevention may
be counter-productive, and that stress and crisis education should
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be the preferred approach. The occurrence of "clusters" of teen

suicide was said to indicate dangers in giving too much

information on suicide itself. Unit XVII (of my curriculum)

includes risk-taking behaviors, stress, crisis, and intervention

materials. Both parts of the curriculum are appended to this

testimony.

Other Compcments of a School-Based Program

An effective school-based program for suicide prevention

should include not only the teaching of acceptable skills,

methods, and techniques for dealing with feelings (the

curriculum), but also a program for early identification by all

school personnel of students who are troubled, which is itself

accompanied by a system for subsequent referral to appropriate

professionals for help. In order to implement an effective

program, all teachers need training about teen suicide.

Therefore, in addition to a curriculum, I recommend the following

as essential elements of a comprehensive school-based program.

1. Commitment of the entire school administration to a

comprehensive teen-suicide education program.

2. Community (e.g. PER committees, advisory committees,

etc.) im/olvement and commitment.
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3. Comprehensive curriculum development including:

- Curriculum for in-service teacher education.

- Curriculum for high school leve.

- Curriculum for junior high level.

- Work groups for school personnel working with at-risk

teens.

- Component for all teachers in the system. A unit

and/or completa curriculum for a class or unit to be

taught. It could be elective or as a requirement.

(my high schocl has a Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation

(CPR`, requirement for graduation, for example.)

4. Formation of support groups for:

- students at-risk groups (potential suicides).

- bereaved students

- concerned persons

- new students in school, particularly distressed

students

5. School counselors who are available for immediate

referral.

6. Programs with mental health and medical

personnel in the community to identify teens "at risk"

(suicide victims often contact a physician before

attempting suicide with presenting symptoms such as

depression as a cry for help.)

128
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7. Programs with law enforcement people to

identify teens "at risk".

S. Evaluation specialists to continue an on-going evaluation

process. In terms of time, there are needs to be met in

prevention, intervention, and postvention.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,

my purpose in presenting this testimony is to introduce the

viewpoint of a home economics teacher regarding school-based

programs for prevention of teen suicide. I have done so on the

basis of my owr experience, research, study and curriculum for

teaching in the field. If I were to emphasize one point over any

other, it would be that CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKER EDUCATION (home

economics) classes are already in place in many secondary schools

throughout the country, and that these courses, with their

emphasis on family and individual skills for living, provide an

existing forum ter rapid introduction of programs to prevent teen

suicide in the school system.
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony.

Should you need additional information on my consumer and

homemaker education program in death and dying, I will be pleased

to supply it.

This testimony is provided courtesy of the American Home
Economics Association, 2010 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington,
D.C. It represents the views of the author, which although
consistent with Association philosophy generally, have not been
formally review4d for the purposes of establishing an official
Association position.
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APPENDIX I

Sample curriculum for unit on Suicide and Self Destructive
Behavior, Unit XIII of Dimensions of Loss and Death Educaticn: AResource and curriculum Guide, by Patricia weller Zalaznik,
published by Edu-Pec Publishing Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota(1979); All Rights Reserved.*

*Reprinted here by express permission of Edu-Pac
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XIII. SUICIDE AND SELF-DESTRUCT1VE BEHAVIOR

A. Objective: Recognize the complex nature of suicide.

B. Objective: Awareness of the incidence of suicide in the U. S. and the populations affected.

C. Objective: Become familiar with ways of recognizing a potential suicide.

D. Objective: Awareness of ways of preventing suicida.

E. Objective: Become familiar with the idea and value of postvention following suicide.

Content

1. Terms specific to this area
of death or near-death s.,,ch
as crisis, lethality.

Cognitive
Lear...ing Experiences

Affective
Learning Experiences

1. Look up meanings of list 1. Pre-teston feelings about
of tsrms rele-aant for this suicide: questions such as
section. (Terms from "Do you believe that people
Groilman, Kzstenbaurn. who taik aboi..t suicide
Schneidman.1 (WB-42) won't attempt it?" (WB-43)

2. Suicide data reported and 2. Suggested required reading:
underreported. Grollman.

3. General background
information on suicide.

Remaining readings can be
divided according to student
interest and ability. Give oral
report on major points to
entire class.

3. Required reading:
A. Public Affairs pamphlet,
B. Grollman s -What You

Should Know About
Suicide."

Listen to teacher-prepared
lecture with visual aids on
Schneidman's information
on suicide. View film to
becone familiar with suicidal
clues, behavior and so forth.

Write a brief summarY of
lecture information.

Copyright ECt.t.PAC Putilittorig CO., WOrooalOOli,
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3. Look an pre-test to see if
items originally selected
might warrant a different
answer. Why not cnange
answers?

Discussion of feelings
aroused by topic: open-end
questionnaire such as "The
topic of suicide makes me
feel . . ."

FitooNtuz,on to goy (Wm oscritION IrOtototed.



4. Suicide and the teenager:
Suicide is second or third
leading cause of death ages
13-19, and this is under-
reported. [Depends c.n
whose data used.]

131

4. Listen to cassette. View
films in order to become
familiar with phenomenon
of adolescent suicide.
Search for additional mater-
ials specific to adolescent
suicide. Read and report.

Buzz groups: answer two
questidns by brainstorming:
a. What are causes for ado-

lescent suicide being high?
b. What are ways students

identify that could be
alternabves to suicide?

Share answers with class;
follow-up by obtaining
additional research.

If a significant other in
student's life said, -You
would be better off without
me," or gave other clucs,
how could one respond?
Why? Support reasons from
cassene, films, readings
and so forth.

5. Theories corcerning suicide. 5. Read Grollman. Other
selected readings.

6. There are differences
between attemptors,
people who commit suicide
and future suicides.

7. There are clues to suicidal
behavior.

7. Read Groliman. Search for
information on clues. Share
with class.

Copyright EDLJ.PAC Publishing Co., minneavolu

4. Write one or more page
essay on "Sorting It Out."
State your current feelings
and beliefs about teenage
suicide.

Respond in writing to this
case studs/.

7. In student-chosen pairs or
threes using third-party
technique, discuss possible
times when people have
given clues. Recall your re-
sponses.

- "Third party" means refer-
ring co another person like
"I have a friend who-
instead of revealing identity
of self or others.

Reproduction in say form expressly prohibitea.
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8. Some of the major variables
in a suicidal population are
age, sex, race, marital status,
socio-economical status,
Mental health.

9. Attitudes of various age
groups toward suicide.
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8. Make collage illustrating
Grollman's identification of
"those most susceptible to
self destruction."

9. Suggested reading of
Gro Oman. Identify other
feSOurCes.

10. Attitudes of various people 10.
on suicide (personal, reli-
gious. philosophical).

11. There are agencies or per- 11.
son able to respond in
a suicidal crisis.

12. Social changes in attitudes
on suicide. (Will it be
favored more in future?)

13. COnsequences of suicide
to survivors.

After reading, prepare a
panel to further explore
various attitudes and
present to entire group.

Listen to resource person
on services available. Corn.
pile personal list as though
for friend encountering a
crisis.

12. Divide students so each
grouo does one suggested
reading. Present summary
class.

Read Grollrnan; view film,
"A Case of Suicide."

13. Make a poster or set of
flip charts expressing con-
sequences outlined in
reading and film.

8. Small groups share collages.
Explain feelings regarding
the susceptible population.
Does it differ from what
students imagined it might
be? Can students identify
anyone in acquaintanceship
who might fit this category?
Are there responses stu-
dents could or would make
toward such persons?

9. Discuss differences.

11. Role-playperson comes to
another saying, "I don't
know where to turn or what
to do." What are responses
that could be made?

13. Answer in small groups:
"What are ways in which a
pe,son could best help sur .
vivors of a suicide?" How
do I relate to these ways?

Coe/sines EOU-PAC Publishing Co.. Minneapolis Reproduchon in ns, ,orns expressly prohibiteb.
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RESOURCES FOR UNIT XIII

1. Kastenbaurn, Robert and Ruth Aisenberg, "Lethality," THE PSYCHOLDG f OF DEATH,
pp. :-t69-470.

Grollman, Earl A. SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTERVENTION AND POSTVENTION, 1971.

Schne'dman, Edwin S., 'The Enemy," PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, 4, 3, August, 1970. pp. 37-66.

2. Gibbs, Jack P., ''Introduction," SUICIDE, pp. 23-30.

Grollman, Ea:l A., 'Suicide: The Problem," :n SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTERVENTION
AND POSTVENTIDN, pp. 1-14.

Kubler- Ross, ElisabeM, "Suicide anc Illness," QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
DEATH AND DYING, PP. 52-59,

Labovitz, Sanford. "Variation in Suicide Rates," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 57-73.

Porterfield, Austin L, 'The Problem of Suicide," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 31-56.

Somerville, Rose M., "Death Education as Part of Family Life Education," INTRODUCTION
TO FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION, pp. 353-354.

3. AIvirez, A., THE SAVAGE GOD (Individual's fight with suicide.), 1972.

Dents. Bruce L. "Drug Ingestion and Suicide During Anticipatory Grief," in Schoenberg%
ANTIC:PATORY GRIEF, pp. 311-314.

DuVall, Eve(yn Millis, 'The Tragedy of Suicide," MARRIAGE AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT,
1977 ei., Philadelphia: J. 8. L:ppincott, pp. 416-418.

Fredrick, Calvin J. and Louise, "Dealing with the Crisis of Suicide," N. Y. Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 406A, 1972, pp. 1-20.

Gibbs, Jack P., Ed., SUICIDE, 1968. p. 338.

Grollman, Ear; A., "Suicide: The Problem," SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTER VENTlON
AND PCSTVENTION, 1971, pp. 1-14.

Grollman, Earl A. "What You Should Know About Suicide." in CONCERNING DEATH: A
PRACTICAL GUIDE FDR THE LIVING, 1974, pp. 313-332.

Knauth, Percy, A SEASON IN HELL, 1975 (autobiography), pg. 111.

Lepp, Ignace, "Suic'de and Voluntary Death," DEATH AND ITS MYSTERIES, pp. 78107.

Leviton, Dan, "Death, Bereavement and Suicide Education," NEW DIRECTIONS :N HEALTH
EDUCATION: SDME CONTEMPORARY ISSUES FOR THE EMERGING AGE,
Donald A. Reed, Ed. New York: Macmillan, 1971, pp. 190-196.
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Rushing, William A., "Individual 3ehavior and Suicide," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 96-107.

Schneidman, Edwin S., The Enemy," PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, Vol. 4, No. 3, August, 1970,
pp. 37-66.

Schneidman, Edwin S., "Preventing Suicide," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 255-266.

Schneidman, Edwin S. and Norman L. Farberow, "Suicide and Death," in Feifel's THE
MEANING OF DEATH, pp. 284.301.

Stelmachers, Zigfrid, "Suicide," in Green and Irish's DEATH EDUCATION: PREPARATION
FOR LIVING, pp. 118-122.

Taylor, Frank, "Suicide, The Will to Die," National Association of Blue Shield Plans, 1973,
840 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611.

Film: "Cry for Help," 1963. Minnesota Deaprtment of Public Welfare, Centennial Building,
St. Paul, MN 551:15.

Filmstrip: "Suicide," CEO Productions, P. 0. Box 1608, Burbank, CA 91505.

Resource speaker from crisis int.riention center or other agency responsive to this topic.

4. Family of Mike Blomquist, "A T:ibute to Mike Blomquist," THE ROOSEVELT STANDARD,
March, 1977.

Adler, Alfred, "Suicide," in Gibt .; SUICIDE, pp. 146-150.

CO-ED, "Teen-Age Suicide,' November, 1976. pp. 60-61.

KIagsbrun, Francine, "Preventing Teenage Suicide," FAMILY HEALTH/TODAY'S HEALTH,
April, 1977, pp. 21 24.

Cassette: Farberow, Norman L., "Adolescent Suicide," part 18 of series DEATH, GR l'EF AND.
BEREAVEMENT. (Adolescent suicide, prevention, intervention.). The Charles Press
Publishers, Inc., Division of the Robert J. Brady Co., Bowie, MD 20715.

Film: "But Jack Was a Good Dr:ver," CR M Educational Films, DelMar, CA 92014 (no street
address).

Film: "Suicide: It Doesn't Have to Happen," BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue,
Santa Monica, CA 90404.

5. Cooper, Amy F., "The Death Cult of James Dean," in Schneidman's DEATH AND
COLLEGE STUDENT, pp. 110-119.

Douglas, Jack 0., THE SOCIAL MEANINGS OF SUICIDE, 1967, 398 pp., Princeton:
Princeton University Press,
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Grollman. Earl A., "Suicide: The Theorists," in SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTERVENTION,
POSTVENTION, pp. 31-42.

astenbaum. Robert and Ruth Aisenberg, "Suicide," pp. 251 287, and "Accidents," pp. 354.
392, in THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEATH.

Martin, Walter F., "Theories of Variation in the Suicide Rate," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 74-95.

Rushing, William A., "Individual Behavior and Suicide," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 107.121.

Schneidman, Edwin S., "Ambivalence and Subintention," and "Equivocal Death," DEATHS
OF MAN, pp. 81-108.

6. Grollman, Earl A.. "Clues tc Suicide Prevention," in SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTER.
VENTION, POSTVENTION, pp. 71.82.

7. Grollman, Earl A., "C.ues to Suicide Prevention." in SUICIDE: PREVENTION, INTER.
VENTION, POSTVENTION, pp. 69-84.

8. Birtchnell, John, M. D., "The Relationship Between Attempted Suicide, Depression and Patient
Death," BRITISH JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY, Vol. 116, 1970, pp. 307.313.

Bock, E. Wilbur and IMng L. Webber. "Suicide Among the Elderly: Isolating Widowhood and
Mitigating Alternatives," JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY, Vol. 34,
No. 1, February, 1972, pp. 24-30,

Bunch, J. and 8. Barraclough, 'The Influence of Parental Death Anniversaries upon Suicide
Dates," BRITISH JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY, Vol. 118, 1971, pp. 621.626.

Bunch, J. and others, "Suicide Following Bereavement of Parents." SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY,
Vol. 6, No. 4, 1971, pp. 193-199.

Bunch, J. and oMers, "Early Parental Bereavement and Suicide," SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY,
Vol. 6, No. 4, 1971, pp. 200-202,

Dorpat, Theodore L, Joan K. Jackson Rnd Herbert S. Ripley, "Broken Homes and Attempted
and Completed Suicides," in Gibb's SUICIDE, pp. 170-176.

Grollman, Earl A., "Those Most Susceptible to Self-Destruction." in SUICIDE: PREVENTION,
INTERVENTION, POSTVCNTION, pp. 83-84.

Leviton, Dan, "The Significance of Sexuality as a Deterrent to Sua.:ide Among the Aged,
OMEGA, Vol. 4, No. 2, Summer, 1973, pp. 163-173.

Rico-Velasco, Jesus and Lizbeth Mynka, "Suicide and Marital Status: A Changing Relationship?"
JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY, Vol. 35, No. 2, May, 1973, pp. 239-
244.
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PRE-TEST FOR UNIT XIII Name
SUICIDE AND SELF-DESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR (W843) Period_ Date

1. Do you believe the common saving that people who talk about suicide will NOT try it?Why or why not?

2. Do you know approximately how common suicide is fnr teenagers, young adults or adult people?

3. Have you ever known anyone who talked about or tried suicide? Can you briefly describe?(You may pass on this question or disguise the identity of the person. You may be concernedabout loyalty or confidentiality.)

OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS:

4. The topic of suicide makes me feel . . .

S. The part I don't understand about suicide is . . .

6. If my best friend said he/she was considering suicide or gave clues, I would . . .

7. Some reason(s) for adolescmt suicide could be . . .

Cooyavnt EOLI.PAC Pubbytung Co.. Wannaapons
Rapyoduction n any form aapealsly orondaned.
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VOCABULARY SHEET FOR UNIT XIII Name
SUICIDE AND SELFDESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR (WB-42) Period Date

alternatives

attemptors

consequences

crisis

depression

incidence

intention

intervenon

lethal

postvention

potential

prevention

suicide

subirtention

variables

Other terms which need to be aded and explained are:

COPWArt EOLI.PAC Chibisshong CO.,Minneacolis Reproductoon in anV forrntoWenly prohsbited.
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XIII. SUICIDE ANO SELF.OESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
IWB-441

Read tile article below and reaCt :0 it on the next page. It is the true story of a you q man who
took his own life. Mike was a hockey co-captain, had been elected "Snow King" in his high school,
and in no sense of the word wa.. he a loser. But on February 10, 1977 his death oCcurred never.
theleis.

A Tribute to Mike Blomquist
To she students of Rocewslt High Schen:

As the family of Min Blootquin. wo would Wm to thank all of
the students at Roosevelt High Snool who paid thew mums to
Min at hts visitation sod funeral. Is wss comforting to us to know
that be had so many friends. We would also like to thank the massy
people who tried to kelp Min in the pen Iln moons.

The question that naturally mem air an incident such as tido is
why did it bappm. Our fondly Ma been struggiing with this
imam since February 10. Um day Mike took his ills Why does a
young man who Ma 10 many people litho Ion him become m
depresood that he can no loager face life?

Ln pondering this question we ban bowl unable ro find one
definitive ream or cause. As with many teenagers. Mike faced
many personal odjuscnont problems, but be mated to handl.
time quite w.V until this past summer. When land with several
mayor emouonal problems at this Me. he monad to using hard
drup. Because of strong peer pressure and because he was not
emotionally strong. Mike had apparently been drinking beer and
had bass smoking 61141111.1111 for several years. The fandly. se is
ohm the me. was unaware of this until last sumer when ha
began using Angel Dust. Film this point until his death. a mind cf
approinnstely ala moans. Min's life was a living hell.

We are sot saying that drug Lunge alone killed Miles. but the
drug usage clouded his mind and caused hint to be unable to desl
with dm problems ha faced.

As the minister at Mike's funeral said. dm 17 year old of today
faces more pressurse than We 17 year old of any generation. We
aim win thls, but what frighten us is that m many teenagers
today are Wing as Mike lived. teking drugs to try to escape from
reality.

We Wad to Wpm. on Mike that as difficult as reality might be
at Mos, he had to learn to loco his problem, and deal win them.
By ming drug., he mon facing kis problems but rather siding
them. allowing nem to build up until there wers so many and en
complea that tho °Lily solution seemed total escape.

Though there la oohing ...eus say or ea ot this Donn to change
Mut happened to Mike, in would only hope that you students MU
Mrs from Wm tragic exporiones. Wo would hope that you would
mains your osire Itautylo to see in which direction you are
boaded. Frightening to us are the numbers of teenagers we hen
board in recent mons who say. "I only drink boor sod smoke pot
occasionally. I'm not dependent. I can handle it."

This Is what Wks said, sod now ha I. goes.
Though we are nos drug counselers and do DM want to preach to

lux we would Wm to spare you sod your families the mynah SPA
pain that we are now suffering. To do this we would like to offer ins
following suggestion:

U you ham nix narted to Sae drumdon't wart. LOIlla to
handle frustretion and disappointment Mann your own emotionsl
systems without the aid of drugs.

If you are using drugs on a mild bads, stop now before yow
become totally dependent. Even at this stage the withdrawsl will be
difficult, but you can accomplish it.

If you know that you are Locally dependen, l411 the aid of
mins helping person. Go to your pimento. Wenn. connector, or
any° to who will linen, and try to got into a tree:amid coon, such
as S. Marjo. Remember, before anyone an help r..11, you've got
to *ant to help your.11 Many people tried to help Mike. H. had
boor emloping bislumior pattern rAdre us.ge ou a dune year
ponr.1, to change behavior that Ma developed over that period of
Me takes more than ten days. It may take dins months. six
months or even longer, but the rewards can be gr....! your UM.

73 them people who don't use drugs but who Mr e Mends who
do. you haws a moral responsibility to try to help them stop using.
We realise the difficulty in doing this, but in Intervening. you may
be saving a life.

Though we deeply supreme all the earn and loners and
expressions of Know not have been extended to us. we feel that
the fhwot tribute Too :mid nay to Mike I. to 117 to hr`p eliminate
drug wags among the students at Roosevelt. W. Mow that tho
drug problem exists at every high Moot smog teenagers in every
commundy in the United &SEM but If Mika', needless death can
touch and positively change one life at Roomed High School. we
wdl feel that perhaps ha did not die in vain.

Drugs destroyed bilks: pima don't let them destroy you.
The family of Mike Ifforiquist

We are indebted to the BlOrnguiat
family for giving us permission to
reprint this article.
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APPENDIX II

Sample curriculum for unit on Living Preventively, Unit XVII
of Dimensions of Loss and Death Education: A Resource and
Curriculum Guide, by Patricia Weller Zalaznik, published by Edu-
Pac Publishing Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota (1979); All rights
reserved. *

*Reprinted here by express permission of Edu-Pac.
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XVII. LIVING PREVENTIVELY

Objective: Awareness of major causes of death and behaviors that can
prevent or minimize chances of death.

Content

1. Among major causes of death
are heart disease, cancer,
strokes, accidents and suicide.

2. Behavior and death.

3. Stress: Human beings
live in stress, both internal
and external. Part of stress
is healthy and develops
motivation. Too much stress
may have harmful effects.

Cabana MC

Cognitive
Learning Experiences

1. Look up current statistics 1

and gather current reference
materials on major causes
of death.

2. Construct a list of risk-taking
activities in which members
of class are involved. This
could include smoking, use
of chemicals, sky-diving
and so forth. Rank activities
as being high, medium or
low risk. (W8-64)

3. Examine definitions of
stress and come to one com-
mon definition such as,
"Stress is a non-specific
response of the body to ex-
ternal Llemand. It is usually
expressed by fight, flight,
or freeze."

Take Dr. Holmes' stress
scale "The Social Readjust-
ment Rating Scale" and de-
mine personal level of stress.
Note Holmes' relationship of
stress to illness.

Identify other types of stress
in addition to those listed in
scale. Consider ranking these.

Read references on stress
and levels of stress. Discover
positive ways to cope with
it. Share with class.

Affective
Learning Experiences

As a group brainstorm a I of
the ways in which peopie
could change their behavior
to prevent death (e. g., quit
smoking, have physical ex-
aminations). See resource
section. (W8-64)

2. Individually and/or in pairs
go over list of risk-taking
activities to see behaviors
in which person is invoived.
Answer question. "In view
of the idea of living preven-
tively. are there changes I
may want to make? If so,
what?" (WB-64)

3. Personal: Write a one-to-
two page essay on "Stress in
My Life." Some possible
themes might be:
a. Stress in the family
b. Stress in school
c. Stress in decisions to be

made about the future
d. Stress experienced in so-

cial relationships (such as
peer pressure to drink or
take drugs).
(WB-65)

Small Group:
a. Share ideas about

personal stress
b. share ideas on how to

cope with stress
c. Share ideas on where to

get help in resolution of
stressful circumstances
(e. g., Alateen, Emotions
Anonymous).

ED1.kPAC Publishing Co., Minneapolis Reproduction in any form extortive mild:wed.
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Examine problems of stress in
groups such as minorities,
poverty-level populations.
elderly, in certain jobs, situ-
ations, and so form.

4. Read references on crisis and
crisis intervention.

Arrange for speakers on pre-
ventive measures such as
coronary-pulmonary
resuscitation.

Make posters for heavy
traffic areas in school to
publicize how people can
get help such as hot lines,
hospital, AA, rape counsel-
ing center, suicide prevention
centers, legal aid society, etc.
See resource section.
(W866)

Copyright Eou-i C Pubinhing Co.. Minnescobs

Class: Identify all kinds of
stress we may experience.
List possible solutions.

Make personal posters such
as TCOR (i. e., "Take Care
Of Robert") or the Alcohol-
ics Anonymous Serenity
Prayer: "God grant me the
serenity to accept things I
cannot chanse, the courage
to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know
the difference."

4. Personal: Write a 1-2 page
essay on "A Crisis in Mv
Life." For example: "When
my 18-year-old cousin
died," "When I almost lost
my ability to walk as a
result of a car accident."
"When X committed suicide
and left me feeling aban-
doned."

Include in this essay a de-
scription of the event,
where you are involved in
the relationship, and your
various feelings about the
situation. It is possible to
use fictitious names and
places. All papers will be
treated with confidentiality.
(W8-67)

Small Group: Identify a
crisis or crises Use local pa-
per to help identify them.
Circle with marking pen and
share. After becoming con
'cious of variety of crises,
.rainstorm resources in
resolving problems.

Have guest speaker on
coping with crisis. Use
reputable experts.

Class: Select a crisis which
group would consider ap-
propriate action to help.
Set how group might want
to help.

FLooroduction .n any fOrni ingnellh latOn.b.ted.
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RESOURCES FOR UNIT XVII

1. Blue Cross and Blue Shield, ''The Four Major Causes of Death in Minnesota," 3535 Blue Cross

Road, St. Paul, MN 55165.

"In a Medical Emergency, Can You Get Help Fast," CHANGING TIMES, October, 1977, 31,
0, pp. 21-24.

Kastenbaum, Robert and Ruth Aisenberg, "Accidents," THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEATH,
pp. 354-389.

2. Chisari, et. al., CONSUMERS GUIDE TO HEALTH CARE (paperback), Little-Brown,1976.

Cutter, Fred, ''The Life You Save May Be Your Own," COMING TO TERMS WITH DEATH,
Chicago: Nelson-Hall Company, 1974, pp. 243.270.

Finesilver, Judge Sherman G., PROTECT YOUR LIFE, 1968, 86 pp.

Friedman, Meyer, M. D. and Ray H. Roseman, M. D., TYPE A BEHAVIOR AND YOUR
HEART, 318 pp.

Irish, Donald P., "Death Education: Preparation for Living," in Green and Irish's DEATH

EDUCATION: PREPARATION FOR LIVING.

Kastenbaum, Robert and Ruth Aisanberg, "Looking Ahead," THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEATH,

pp. 454-484.

Sehnert, Keith W., M. D. HOW TO BE rul-IR OWN DOCTOR SOMETIMES, New York:
Grossett and Dunlap, 1975, 353 pp (paperback).

3. Bennet, Richard, "How to Keep Your Calm: Facts About Stress," CO-ED, April, 1978, p. 24.

Bernard, Jessie, Ph. D., James N. Morgan, Ph. D. and Arlene Skolnick, Ph. D., "Stresses and the
Family," JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS, November, 7 976, pp. 6-10.

Birren, James E., Ph. D.. "Weathering the Years," in "Stress," BLUEPRINT FOR HEALTH,

XXV, 1, pp. 3441, 1974.

Caplan, Gerald, M. D., "Breakdown: ? What to Do," in "Stress," BLUE PRINT FOR HEALTH,

XXV, 1, pp. 77.83, 1974.

Chilman, Catherine S., Ph. D., "Home: Safe Harbor or Storm Center?" in "Stress," BLUE PRINT

FOR HEALTH, XXV, 1, pp. 4247, 1974.

Coles, Robert M., M. D., "Mastering Adolescence," in "Stress," BLUE PRINT FOR HEALTH,

XXV, 1, pp. 26-33, 1974.

Collins, Ralph T., M. u., "Managing Streu on the Job," in "Stress BLUE PRINT FOR

HEALTH, XXV, 1, pp. 48.53, 1974.
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Education Developmem Center, "Raising a Family Alone." 55 PP.

Education Development Center, "Under Stress: Keeping Children Safe," 1974, 24 pp.

Freese, Arthur S., "Understanding Stress," Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 5.18, 281 Park Avenue
South. New York, NY 10016.

Halberstam, Michael J., M, D., "Or. Halberstam," article on anger, Minneapolis TRIBUNE,
April 24, 1977, p. 6E.

Holmes, Thomas H., M. D., and Minoru Masuda. M. D., "Life Change and Illness Susceptibility,"
SEPARATION AND DEPRESSION, John Paul Scott and Edward C. Senag, Eds.,
Washingtor DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1973.

Holmes, Thomas H., M. D., and Minoru Masuda, M. D., "Psychosomatic Syndrome: When
Mothers-in-law or Other Disasters Visit, a Person can Develop a Bad Head Cold or
Worse," PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, Vol. 5, No. 11, April. 1972, pp. 71.72: 106.

Holmes, Thomas H., M. D. and T F:tephenson Holmes, M. D., "How Change Can Make Us III,"
in BLUE PRINT FOR HEALTH, XXV, 1, pp. 66.75, 1974.

Holmes, T. Stephenson an': Thomas H. Holmes, M. D., "Risk cf Illness," CONTINUING
EDUCATION, May. 1975, pp. 48-51.

Luce, GaY G. and Erik Peper, "Learning How to Relax," in "Stress,- BLUE PRINT FOR
HEALTH, XXV, 1, pp. 84-94.

McClelland, Jerry, "Stress and Middle Age, 'JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS, November,
1976, 68, 5, pP. 16-19.

McNerney, Walter J., "Learning to Live Successfully," in "Stress," BLUE PR/NT FOR
HEALTH, XXV, 1, pp. 1.3.

McQuade, Walter and Ann Aikman, STRESS: WHAT IT IS, WHAT IT CAN DO TO YOUR
HEALTH, HOW TO FIGHT BACK, New York: Bantam Books (paper), 1975, 240 PP.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., "Stress and Your Health," 1967 pamphlet, New York: Health
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CRISIS RESOURCES

1. Alanon

2. Alateen

3. Alcoholic's Anonymous

4. Cancer Society, information service

5. Centers for Elderly

6. County welfare agencies

7. Emotions Anonymous

8. Gamblers Anonymous

9. Groups for bartered wives

10. Growth awareness and support programs

11. Narcanon

12. Organizations for homosexuals

13. Organizations to service pregnant teenagers, birthright

14. Overeaters Anonymous

15. Parents Without Partners

16. Reach to Recovery (after mastectomies)

17. Religious organizations such as Catholic,
Jewish, Lutheran Social Service

18. United Ostomy (colostomies, ileostomies)
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REACTION SHEET FOR Name

UNIT ON Period

DIMENSIONS OF LOSS AND DEATH Date

MAJOR FACTS: MY PERSONAL FEE-INDS:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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ADDENDUM TO PREPARED TESTIMONY

The State of Florida passed legislation in 1983 that mandates aLife Management Skills course as a prerequisite for high schoolgraduation in Florida.

In 1984, State Senator Bill Grant expressed concern aboutincreasing numbers of suicides
among adolescents in Florida.Working closely with home economists and members of the Floridaunit of the American Home Economics Association, the Senator andhis colleagues in the legislature passed the Florida YouthDevelopment and Suicide Prevention Act. That law establishes astate wide program to promote positive emotional development ofyouths and to prevent suicide by youths through coordinatededucational efforts at the state and local levels in cooperationwith community suicide prevention and crises center agencies.Under this legislation, "positive emotional development" wasadded as a requirement to the previously-mandated

course in LifeManagement Skills.

For the past year, home economist Betty Lou Joanos, of FloridaState University in Tallahassee, has been active as a member of astate wide task force to develop curriculum for teenage suicideprevention. A Guide for Trainers of Youth Suicide Awarenesscurrently is in its final stage of completion. The curriculumincludes separate guides for the average student, the academicallydisadvantaged student, the academically advantaged student and theadult student. Federal seed money for Consumer and HomemakerEducation (home economics) under the Carl D. Perkins VocationalEducation Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-524) has played an important rolein the research and development of this course.

Attachments (2)
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CURRICULUM PRAPMWORX

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

COURSE; TITLE; Eife Management Skills

CODE NUMBER: Secondary 8500330

Florida CIP CH20.010600

PROGRAM AREA: Home Economics

EFFECTIVE DATE:. July, 1585

Postsecondary

SECONDARY POSTSECONDARY ADULT
SCHOOL CREDITS .5 COLLEGE CREDITS VOCATIONAL CREDITS

APPL/tAnLE LEVEL(S): 7-9 X 9-12 Postsecondary Adult Vocational

Postsecondary Vocational X Other 21

CERTIFICATION COVERAGE: VOC HME EC 4

I. MAJOR CONCEPTS/CONTENT: The purpose of this course is to provide students
with essential life management skills to enhance the quality of personal
and family life.

The content includes, but is not limited to, positive emotional, social,
physical, and intellectual development of self and others; nutrition;
consumer edue.tion and resource management; substance abuse; hazards of
smoking; bicast self-vxamlnation and breast cancer detection; cardiopul-
monary resuscitation; roles and responsibilities of families and family
members: decision-making and coning ekik4 ; and public and private agencies
and services affecting individuals andfamilies.

//. LABORATORY ACTIVITIES: Instruction and learning activities are provided
in a laboratory setting using hands-on experiences with the toolm and ma-
terials appropriate to the course content and in accordance with current
practices. Activities provide instruction in the use of equipment inclu-
ding large kitchen equipment, small appliances, laundry equipment, infant
child care equipment, CPR manakins, audio-visual equipment and materials.
home technology equipment and.softwear, general classroom equipment and
storage equipment.

III. SPECIAL NOTE: Future Homemakers of America/Home Economics Related
Occupations is the appropriate vocational student organization for providing
leadership training experiences and for reinforcing specific vocational
skills. When provided, these activities are considered an integral part of
this instructional course.

Th i. concept management is an integral part of the course and should be
reflected in the facility, equipment, instructional materials and learning
experiences.

The typical length of this course for thm 7.4erage achieving student is 75
hours.

IV. INTENDED OUTCOMES: Afteç specessfully co.apleting this course, the student
will be able to:

01. Promote positive emotional, social, physical, and intellectual
development of self and others.

02. Determine the role of the family in personal development.
03. Apply principles Of nutrition to food decisions.
04. Demonstrate responeible consumer decisions and management techniques.
05. Make responsible decisions regarding substance use (alcohol, drugs,

tobacco).
06. Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
07. Receive information and instruction on breast cancer, including

seif-emamination.
08. Receive information and instruction on suicide prevention.
09. Demonstrate leadership and organizational skills.
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

LIFE MANAGEMENT SKILLS

01.0 PROMOTE POSITIVE EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL PHYSICAL AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTTOF SELF Aso atileks--The stbdent will be able to:

01.01 Establish goals and priorities..
01.02 Use decisien-making pr
01.03 Determine the components of positive self-esteem.--a...401.04 Identify technique. to strengthen and reinforce positiveself-estose.
01.03 Idntify characteristics of a responsible individual.01.06 Identity waye for coping with personal stress and crises.01.07 rlan effective communiTation. with family and peers.

02.0 DETERMINE THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY IN PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT - -The student willbe able to,

02.01 Name the stages in the family life cycle.
02.07 Relate the stages of the family life cycle to development of -heindividual.
02.03 Identity rumponsibilities of a family member.02.04 Identify ways for coping with family stress and crises.02.05 Identify public and private agencies addresainq family concerns.02.06 Define the dual role and responsibilities

of homemaker/wage earner.02.07 Identify trends that may affect personal and family goals.
03.0 APPLY PRINCIPLES 07 NUTRITION TO FOOD

DECISIONS--The student will be abletot
03.01 Determine nutritional values of foods.
03.02 Plan nutritionally balanced meals.
03.03 prepare and serve nutritionally balanced meals.03.04 Identify the i lationship of nutrition and positive

emotional development.
MOS Evaluate nutrition information.

04.P niFoNdTRATE RENPONNIBLE CONSUMER DECISIONS AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES-Thehin.leni will bu able to:

04.01 Identify eonsuizer rights and responsibilities.,
04.n2 na6tinquish between needs and wants.
04.01 Apply budgeting principles.
04.04 Recognize that credit costs.
04.05 Identify the services of financial institutions.
04.06 Evaluate effects of advertising on consumer decisions.

05.0 MAKE RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS REGARDING SUBSTANCE USE (ALCOHOL, DRUGS
TOBACC01--Tho student.will be able tot

05.01 Analyze reasons for substance use and abuse.
05.02 Evaluate the effects. Substance use and abuse can have on personaland fully life.
05.03 Evaluate the legal itsafications of substance use and abuse.

06.0 :Immo! CARDIOPUIAIONARY RERUSCITATION-The studunt will be able to;
06.01 Perform one-rescuer cardiopulmonary resuscitation.06.02 Purlorm emergency relief on a person with sn obstructed airway.

07.0 eACEIVE INFoNMATION AND INSTRUCT/ON CU BREAST CANCER, INCLUDING SELF-Ifk-MTNATIffie studunt will b4-1In tot

01.01 Lies ils symptoms or breast cancer.
07.02 Apply uult-uxaminatiOn.
07.01 Identify community and private VVer.ICCOU th:t can provideinformation and services.

01.0 DEMONSTRATE LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL
SKILLS-The student will be abletos

41.01 Identify professional and youth organizations.
01.02 Identify purposes and functions of professional and youthorganizations.
01.03 Identify roles and responsibilities of members.
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LIFE MANAGEMENT MULLS - Continued

08.0 DEMONSTRATE LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIOsAL SKILLS - Continued

08.04 Work cooperatively.as a group member to achieve organizational
goals.

08.05 Demonstrate confidence in leadership roles and organizational
responsibilities.

08.06 Demonstrato commitment to achieve organizational goals.
08.07 Develop a personal growth project.
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Officials honor Pensacola teen-ager
credited with preventing man's suicide
Aasecrerl Pnea

PENSACOLA A 16-year-old
summer employee of Florida's so-
cial-services agency has been creel.
ited with preventing the suicide of
a men who had swallowed bottle

: of sleeping pills.
The youngster saved the man by

getting his location and keeping
. him awake by talking to him co the

telephone, officials said.
Rhonda Johnson, a Penascole

High School student, received a
plaque Tuesday from Dick Grimm,
district director of the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices, during a meeting of the Es-
cambia County School Board.

Hiring teen-agers "works both
ways," Grimm said. "In this case,
we got some very fine help from
Rhonda, help that in fact saved
someone's lie. Very few people can
tell their grandchildren that theY
saved someone's life."

Rhonda, who plar4 to study ad-
vertising at Florida State Universi

. ty after she finishes high school,
had taken elerk-typist job with
HRS to make some money this
summer.

She inadvertently was thrust the time," Weatherspoon said.
into the role of crisis counselor.

When the distreught man called
Aug. 14, Rhonda was alone in the
Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Program office, which functions ea

referral eZency rather than a cri-
sis center. Rer der staffers were at.
tending a meeting elsewhere in the
Chappie James State Office

Rhonda kept the men, in his
late 40s, talking until he was calm
enough to tell her whet he had t ;
es, and that he was in a' phone
booth in the Scenic Heights area of
Pensacola.

"I just wes babbling about any-
thing I could think of," she said.

She started talking about her
teen-age brother. That helped be-
cause the man then wanted to talk
bout an argument he had with his
own teen-age son and his wife,
which had prompted him to try to
take hio life.

Her impromptu crawling kept
the druned man awake until Ellie
Weatherspoon, the HRS program
supervisor, returned and took over.

She kept her wits about her all
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While Weetherepoon tried to
keep the man on the line, Rhonda
called Escambia County Emergen-
cy Medical Servicee, which dis- I

patched ao ambulance.
They had kept the man awake

nearly until the ambulance arrived.
The ambulance crew found him un-
conscious next to the phone booth.
He was taken to a hospital where he
was treated.

"Rhonda said she recalled some
of the instructions from her Life
Management course (in high 71
school)," Weatherapoon said. "She
exercised tremendous skill for her
age.

Weatherspoon said Rtionde
used some of the same techniques a
Professionally trained counselor
wculd have employed to establish
rapport and maintain contact with
the victim.

"This really proves the value of
providing summer employment i'or
youth," Grimm said. "It gives them

look at the helping professions
and a taste of the working world
before they make up their minds on

Criaeer.
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